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Executive Summary  
 

Introduction 
 

The Japan Platform (hereinafter referred to as "JPF") is an international emergency humanitarian aid 
organization which offers the most effective and prompt emergency aid in response to humanitarian 
needs, focusing on issues of refugees and natural disasters. JPF conducts such aid through a tripartite 
cooperation system where NGOs, business communities, and the government of Japan work in close 
cooperation, based on equal partnership, and making the most of the respective sectors' characteristics 
and resources. 
 
JPF serves as an intermediary support organization providing various types of assistance to member NGOs 
in Japan to deliver quick and comprehensive aid on their own. JPF has supported aid activities of 44 
member NGOs, each with its own set of diverse strengths. It has delivered humanitarian assistance to 55 
nations and regions about 1,500 projects, with a total financial contribution of 60 billion yen. JPF has built 
a strong reputation based on trust by promoting cooperation among private sectors and NGOs and by 
accurately reporting all its activities. . There are 07 (seven) projects which are being funded by JPF and 
implemented by member NGOs in Cox’s Bazar as of March 2021. Among them 04 (four) projects were 
selected for the TPM exercise. Provision of quality comprehensive primary health care services for 
displaced population in Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh is one of the four projects funded by JPF. The project is 
being implemented by Save the Children Japan (SCJ).  
  
To this end, JPF has appointed Org-Quest Research Limited (hereinafter referred to as "OrQuest") as a 
Third-Party Monitor (TPM) entity to provide evaluation services for the Provision of comprehensive health 
services for people fleeing Myanmar in Cox’s Bazar District, Bangladesh. 
 
Overview of the Project 

The Provision of quality comprehensive primary health care services for displaced population in Cox’s 

Bazar, Bangladesh project aims to enable displaced Rohingya people to have equitable access to quality 

health, nutrition, and psychosocial support services in targeted one camp (Camp 15/Jamtoli). The 

implementing organization was providing a package of primary health care (PHC) services to 24,217 

Rohingya people in health post and 50,624 Rohingya people in outreach (cumulative) during the project 

through an integrated approach (with Nutrition, WASH, Community Health and MHPSS components) from 

one (1) Health Post as well as community health activities to ensure that children and families survive and 

remain healthy. Health services included preventive and curative services for communicable diseases (e.g. 

diarrhea, acute respiratory tract infection) including case management and surveillance/reporting; non-

communicable diseases with treatment and or referral; neonatal and child health utilizing integrated 

management of neonatal and childhood illness protocols; reproductive health following the minimum 

service provision in Health Sector’s Minimum Package of Essential Health Services for primary health care 

facilities in the Forcibly Displaced Myanmar Nationals (FDMNs) developed based on MOHFW’s Essential 

Service Package including adolescent sexual reproductive health care, antenatal/normal vaginal 

delivery/postnatal care and syndromic management of STIs; MHPSS focusing on psychological first aid and 

referral of cases required clinical mental health services; promotion of optimal infant young child feeding 

practices at facility and community level, together with WASH messaging for caregivers of young children, 
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their families and influential persons; screening/referral of children with severe acute malnutrition etc. In 

addition to facility based services, health program will support a cadre of community health workers 

(CHWs) and Community Nutrition Volunteers (CNVs) to promote key reproductive, maternal neonatal 

child adolescent health and nutrition practices, to identify pregnant women with a special focus on 

teenagers, at risk and sick children and their families, conduct disease surveillance, identification of 

malnourished PLW and children under five, and refer them to nearby health and nutrition facilities. Health 

Program will also use trained community mental health workers to identify and refer MHPSS cases from 

camps. 

 

The project is also expected to strengthen community participation and effective community feedback 

and information-sharing mechanisms. 

Evaluation Design  
 

This study applied both quantitative and qualitative approaches to data collection. Quantitative survey 
data will be collected from individuals through structured questionnaires using Computer Assisted 
Personal Interview (CAPI) technique. Qualitative data was collected through IDI and KII. 
 
Once the project was awarded to OrQuest, JPF organized a kick-off meeting with OrQuest to finalize the 
methodology, discuss the development of study tools, and preparation of inception report. Based on the 
documents received from JPF, OrQuest prepared study tools and inception report for the evaluation and 
shared with JPF. After that, JPF organized an inception meeting with OrQuest and the project 
implementing NGO to discuss the details of the evaluation objectives, scope, targets, data processing and 
analyzing, allocated team, and reporting. Due to the outbreak of COVID-19 worldwide, most of the 
discussions were undertaken online. Based on the discussion in the inception meeting, the study 
methodology and sample size were revised from the project. To limit the physical movement inside the 
camps and in the host community locations, to reduce interaction with beneficiaries and other 
stakeholders, the sample size of the project was reduced.  
 

Geographical coverage:  
 

The project was being implemented in camp 15 (Jamtoli) of Ukhia upazila in Cox’s Bazar district. Hence, 

the study was conducted at camp 15 only. 

 
Sample size: 
 

OrQuest recommended having a common questionnaire and the survey needed to conduct among 

community people. OrQuest tried to ensure sufficient sample for each component or respondent type 

was achieved. Hence, 120 female respondents were proposed  without segregation of respondent types, 

ensuring sufficient respondent for each type. The male respondents were covered through IDI.  
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Based on the revised plan, following sample size was proposed.  

Table 1: Sample size for beneficiaries 

 Quantitative CAPI Qualitative IDI 

  Children 

Under 5 

years  

Adolescents Women of 

Reproductive Age 

(WRA) 

PLW Community 

people (male)  

Component I Provision of 

health and medical 

support 

31 31 32 33 

5 Male 

community 

people 

Component II Provision 

of nutrition support 

- 

Component III Provision 

of mental health/ 

psychosocial support 

5 Male 

community 

people 

Total 127 CAPI 5  

 Qualitative IDI  

Respondent type and 

Component  

5 females (one women qualified for multiple respondent type 

and component) 

6  

 

Additional Qualitative sample size includes; 

Table 2: Sample size for Project Staff and other key stakeholder  

Survey Name Target 

Majhi 1 

CIC 1 

Local Opinion Leader 1 

Health service providers 5 

Leaders of mothers Support Groups  2 

SC staff members  3 

Total 13 
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Study Findings 

Demographic profile of the respondents 

In the survey, a total of 127 female respondents were surveyed. Among them 35 (25%) respondents were 
between the age range of 12 to 18 years and 92 (75%) respondents were between the age range of 19 to 
35 years from the Rohingya community of Camp 15 (Jamtoli) in Ukhia Upazila, Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh. 
Among the respondents, the majority (73.2%) were housewives, 1.6% of the respondents were Working; 
7.1% were Unemployed, and only 2.4% of the respondents were students who were studying during the 
survey period. Above half of the respondents with an age range between 12-18 years mentioned that they 
were working with household chores (54.3%). It was also found that 11.4% (n=4) of respondents with an 
age range between 12-18 years were housewives, which reflects the chance of early marriage.  

In the survey, most of the respondents (71.7%) were married, 24.4% respondents were single, 3.1% 
widow, and .8% were separated. It was also found that all the separated and widowed respondents were 
from the age range of 19 to 35 years. Moreover, child marriage is a common phenomenon among the 
Rohingya community. About 11.4% (n=4) women with age were married, among them, one of the 
respondents was 17 years old.  

In the survey, most (94.8%) of the respondents had children whereas only 5.2% had no child. Out of four 

respondents with an age less than 19 years, three of the respondents had children during the survey. 

 

Primary Health Care Services  

Among the respondents, the majority (92.9%) mentioned that they had visited a health facility in the past 

year for their own treatment or the treatment of their family members regarding physical health concerns, 

the remaining 7.1% of respondents took their family members to the health post. It was found that 80% 

of the respondents from the age range 12 to 18 years; and 97.8% from the age range 19 to 45 years had 

visited a health facility in the past one year, while 20% of respondents with age less than 18 years did not 

visit the health post for physical health concern in last one year of the survey.  

During the survey, it was also identified that all the respondents (100%) from the categories of “Parents 

Mother of Children U5” and “PLW” had visited the health facility in the past year for their own treatment 

or the treatment of their family member regarding physical health concerns. Moreover, most of the 

respondents from the categories of “Women of Reproductive Age” (93.8%) and “Adolescents” (77.4%) 

had visited the health facility in the past year, while 22.6% of adolescents did not visit the health post. 

A question was asked the respondents to understand the types of services for which last time they visited 

a health facility. Most (72.2%) of the respondents mentioned that they visited for general diseases, which 

was found as the main reason for visiting health facilities. Apart from general diseases 15.7% of 

respondents visited for diarrhea, followed by 6.1% family planning and the rest of the respondents visited 

the health facility for different other types of service. Moreover, it was also found that the younger people 

(84.6%), aged between 12 to 18 years, had visited for general diseases more frequently than the adult 

people (68.5%), aged between 19 to 45 years. It was also interesting that 19.1% of adults visited health 

care facilities for Diarrhea, which was only 3.8% (n=1) among adolescents. 
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The majority (71.79%) of the respondents mentioned that they had not visited a health facility in the past 

year of the survey for their own treatment or the treatment of their family members regarding mental 

health concerns. It was found that 31.4% of the respondents from the age range 12 to 18 years; and 27.2% 

from the age range 19 to 45 years had visited a health facility in the past year. So, it can be depicted that 

adolescents had slightly more mental health concerns than adult people. 

Again, during the survey, it was also identified that 34.4% Women of Reproductive Age, 31.4% adolescent, 

25.8% Mother of Children U5, and 24.2% pregnant and lactating women had visited the health facility in 

the past year for their own treatment or the treatment of their family member regarding mental health 

concerns. 

During the survey, respondents were asked about the places where they went regarding their mental 

health concerns. Most of the respondents (91.7%) mentioned that they went to health posts for their 

mental health concerns. Besides health posts, the respondents also visited Women Friendly Space 

(WFS)/Shantikhana (8.3%) followed by Primary Health Centre (5.6%), and Community health volunteer 

(5.6%). It was revealed in the survey that adult people aged between 19 to 45 years had visited the health 

post more frequently than the younger people aged between 12 to 18 years. On the other hand, it was 

also identified that only the younger people tended to visit Field hospital for their mental health concerns. 

Moreover, the number of women who visited WFS was 18.2% among adolescents, which was only 4% 

among adults. 

A question was asked the respondents to understand the types of mental services that they received from 

the health post last time. A majority (78.8%) of the respondents mentioned that they received 

psychological counseling from the health post last time whereas 12.1% received a prescription of 

medication and psychological first aid (PFA) respectively. Again, it was also found that the adult people 

(83.3%), aged between 19 to 45 years had visited the health post for psychological counseling more 

frequently than the younger people (66.7%), aged between 12 to 18 years. Few adults received multiple 

types of services. 

In the survey, it was identified that most (72.7%) of the respondents had visited a health post last time 

due to anxiety whereas 15.2% mentioned insomnia and 12.1% mentioned decreased appetite. 

Childcare and nutrition for children less than 5 years old  

The majority of the respondents (58.7%) mentioned that the children usually took green vegetables 

followed by fish/ meat/ egg (51.2%). Furthermore, the mothers also provide milk (32.6%); fruits (26.1%); 

pulse (39.1%), and fruits (26.1%) to their children to ensure nutrition for them.   

During the survey, it was revealed that almost all (98.6%) of the respondents visited health posts for the 

health concerns of their children under five years, whereas only 2.7% visited primary health centers and 

field hospitals respectively. Moreover, 1.4% of respondents visited the traditional healer for the treatment 

of their children under five years old.    

Among the respondents, the majority (69.4%) of the mothers mentioned that they visited for general 

diseases were for their children under 5 years old. Additionally, 19.4% of mothers visited for diarrhea, 

followed by pneumonia (18.1%); vaccine (9.7%), and the rest of the respondents visited the health facility 

for different other types of service of their children. In the survey respondents were asked about the 

availability of pediatricians available in the health post. Almost all the respondents (98.6%) mentioned 
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that in the health was pediatricians were available, while 1.4% of respondents mentioned that 

pediatricians were not available. 

In the survey, it was found that almost all the respondents (98.6%) mentioned that they had vaccinated 

their children. There was one respondent who did not vaccinate her child, did not feel it necessary. In the 

survey, it was found that the majority of the respondents (69.4%) mentioned that they gave OPV (Polio) 

vaccine to their children. Besides OPV, 30.6% of respondents mentioned MR (measles and rubella), 20.8% 

mentioned PCV (pneumococcus) and DPT respectively; BCG (tuberculosis) 18.1%; and Pentavalent vaccine 

(diphtheria, pertussis, tetanus, hepatitis B, and Hib infection) 12.5% which had been given to their child. 

Moreover, 23.6% couldn’t remember the name of the vaccine. During the survey, it was revealed that 

most (87.5%) of the respondents visited health posts for their children's vaccination. Again, 23.6% visited 

the field hospitals, while 13.9% visited community health volunteers and 8.3% visited the primary health 

center.  

In the survey, the respondents were asked to understand the level of satisfaction with the services 

provided by health posts for their child. Among the respondents, 80.6% mentioned that they were 

completely satisfied with the service provided by the health post for their child, whereas 19.4% mentioned 

that they were satisfied.  

Sexual Reproductive Health (SRH) 

The women of reproductive age respondents (aged between 19 to 45 years) were asked about different 

family planning methods they are aware of. Most of the respondents (71.9%) mentioned oral 

contraceptive pills, closely followed by injectables (68.8%). Whereas 9.4% were not aware of family 

planning. On the other hand, 6.3% mentioned male condoms, followed by IUD 3.1%; rhythm/periodic 

abstinence (3.1%), and standard days method respectively.  

The women of reproductive age were further asked whether they or their husbands had tried any of the 

family planning methods ever, and more than half of the respondents (55.6%) mentioned that they or 

their husbands had tried a method to delay or avoid getting pregnant. Overall, 46.7% respondents 

mentioned that they were using oral contraceptive pill, while same percentage of respondents mentioned 

that they were using injectables. Among the respondents 6.7% mentioned that they or their spouse didn’t 

use any method. Most of the respondents (65.6%) discussed about family planning methods or side effects 

of family planning methods with others. The women of reproductive age who discussed the family 

planning methods or side effects of family planning methods with others, majority of the respondents 

(66.7%) mentioned that they had a discussion with NGO workers in most recent time. Apart from NGO 

workers, the discussion with others on the topic was rare.  Most of the respondents (87.5%) mentioned 

that they visited health posts if they had any queries or concerns related to family planning. Less than 10% 

(9.4%) mentioned community health workers, and 3.1% consulted with neighbors on the topic, while 

more than 6% mentioned that they didn’t visit anywhere. 
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Maternal Health Knowledge and Sources of Health Information  

During the survey, the pregnant respondents were asked whether they visited a health facility for a check-

up. Almost all of them (95%) mentioned that they visited a health facility for a check-up while 5% of 

pregnant women did not visit the health facility for a checkup.  

The pregnant and lactating women (PLW) respondents were asked about the signs and symptoms that 

indicated a pregnancy may be in danger to verify their current knowledge. Most of the respondents (75%) 

mentioned severe headaches. Moreover, half of the respondents (50%) mentioned severe pain in the 

abdomen, followed by Loss of consciousness (37.5%) and swollen hands & feet respectively (37.5%).  

Additionally, 25% mentioned high fever, 18.8% mentioned severe weakness, and 12.5% respondents 

mentioned severe vaginal bleeding and exceptionally long labor respectively. However, 6.3% mentioned 

that they didn’t know about signs and symptoms that indicated a pregnancy may be in danger. 

One-third of the respondents (31.3) mentioned exceptionally long labor; abnormal positioning of the 
child; seizures/convulsions; and severe pain in the abdomen respectively. Moreover, 18.8% mentioned 
severe vaginal bleeding and loss of consciousness, respectively. One-third of the respondents (31.3) 
mentioned exceptionally long labor; abnormal positioning of the child; seizures/convulsions; and severe 
pain in the abdomen respectively. Moreover, 18.8% mentioned severe vaginal bleeding and loss of 
consciousness respectively as danger signs soon after birth would require attention in a health facility. 
There are some of the most serious problems that can occur during the first 48 hours after birth that could 

endanger the life of a newborn, for which the babies need to be taken to a health care facility. To verify 

the knowledge of the Pregnant and Lactating Women (PLW) a relevant question was asked to the 

respondents. More than half (56.3%) of the respondents mentioned the difficulty breathing of the baby; 

followed by too cold or trembles Baby (37.5%); the too small size of the baby (31.3%) and baby did not 

cry (25%). Just below one-fifth of the respondents (18.8%) could not tell any of the symptoms. 

Among the Pregnant and Lactating Women (PLW) respondents, majority (56.3%) of the respondents 
mentioned midwives as the main source of pregnancy information (such as antenatal care, delivery or 
postnatal care) in the past 6 months of the survey. Besides midwives, medical assistants (25%), doctors 
(18.8%), friends / relatives (12.5%) were the other sources of information. On the other hand, 12.5% 
respondents did not get health related information from anyone. 
 

Antenatal Care Behavior 

The pregnant and lactating women (PLW) respondents were asked whether they visited any health service 
provider for antenatal care during their pregnancy. Among the respondents, almost all the respondents 
(94.1%) mentioned that they had visited health service provider for the antenatal care during the 
respondents’ pregnancy period. The respondent who did not visited any health service provider, they 
considered these as unnecessary.  
 

Overall, 43.4% of respondents made their first visit to a health service provider for antenatal care when 
they were 4 or less than 4 months pregnant. On the other hand, one-fourth (25%) cases visited the health 
service provider during 7 or 8 months of pregnancy, which was a remarkably close time of their delivery. 
The PLW respondents those visited health care professionals, majority (68.8%) of the respondents 
mentioned that they had visited midwives. While verifying the responses from the enumerators, we found 
that by midwives they referred to health service providers at the health post. There were 18.8% 
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respondent who mentioned that they visited NGO workers followed by qualified doctor 12.5% for their 
antenatal care.  
 

All the respondents (100%) mentioned that they visited health posts to receive antenatal care for the 

pregnancy, while some of the respondents visited other places also. Among them, 12.5% mentioned NGO 

static clinic; followed by field hospital (6.3%); and community health volunteer (6.3%) respectively from 

which they received antenatal care. 

During antenatal care, the majority (87.5%) of the respondents mentioned weight checked up, and blood 
pressure checkups respectively as the activities, which were performed. Followed by this, the study also 
reveals that 81.3% conducted abdominal check-ups, 68.8% conducted urine sample checkup, 56.3% 
conducted height measurements and 31.3% conducted blood sample tests.  

During the survey, the Pregnant and Lactating Women (PLW) respondents, 02 were from the age range 
between 12 to 18 years and 15 were from the age range between 19 to 45 years, were asked whether 
they were given an injection in the arm to prevent the baby from getting tetanus (convulsions after birth). 
Majority of them (64.7%) mentioned that they had given the injection in the arm to prevent the baby from 
getting tetanus. It was also found that all the younger respondents had given but 60% of the adults had 
given the injection. 
 

It was a worrying fact that the majority (82.4%) of the respondents mentioned that their last child was 

born at home. This is a worrying fact because as mentioned above, half of all maternal deaths in the camps 

happen at home. On the other hand, only 11.8% of respondents mentioned that their last child was 

delivered at an NGO clinic, followed by a field hospital (5.9%). As a health post, there was no facility for 

child delivery at the health post. Sometimes it creates discomfort among the beneficiaries. 

Of the mothers who did not take their children to any health facility, 42.9% of them did not manage time 

or prepare themselves to take the patient to the hospital, while 14.3% mentioned that there was no one 

to accompany the patients. In 21.4% of cases, the mother herself did not consider the delivery at the 

health facility as necessary, while in other 21.4% cases the family members did not consider it necessary, 

in 7.1% cases, husbands of the patient did not consider taking them to a health facility as necessary. On 

the other hand, in 7.1% of cases, the respondents complained about inconvenient times. 

Postnatal care behavior  

There were 11.8% cases the respondents did not conduct any health checkup after the delivery, while 
only 11.8% of respondents received a health checkup after one day of delivery. Only 23.8% of respondents 
conducted any health checkup within one week of delivery, while 5.9% of respondents conducted any 
health checkup after 40 days of delivery. In most of the cases, both the mother and child (80%) were 
checked up after delivery, while 13.3% cases only child and 6.7% cases the only mother was checked up. 
After delivery, there might be cases where both mother and child can remain in a critical situation. Hence, 
it is always recommended that both mother and newborn baby go through a formal checkup. 
 

Of the respondents who conducted health check-up for themselves or their children, the majority of them 

(73.3%) mentioned that they got health checkups from the health post. One-fifth of the respondents (20%) 
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mentioned that they got a health checkup from the NGO STATIC CLINIC and followed by Primary Health 

Center (6.7%). 

During the survey, it was identified most (60%) of the Pregnant and Lactating Women (PLW) respondents 

were checked up by a midwife (service provider other than doctors) after their delivery. Over one-fourth 

26.7% of cases there were checked up by doctors, followed by medical assistants (6.7%). Moreover, 6.7% 

could not say the person by whom they were checked up. 

Nutrition and child health 

In our survey, it was found that in 41.2% of cases the baby was put to the breast immediately after birth, 
while in another 47.1% of cases it was done within less than one hour. There were 5.9% cases children 
were put to the breast within a day, while another 5.9% of cases it was done within 2-3 days. 
 

As we mentioned, breastfeeding within the first hour is important. Colostrum, or the first milk, is the 

product of the first milking following calving. Ruminants have a unique, thicker placenta that does not 

allow antibodies to cross into the fetus. Due to this anatomical difference, calves must consume colostrum 

from the dam to receive an initial protective immunity. Removal of calves from the dam (less than 6 hours) 

requires feeding of colostrum as soon as possible. In addition to feeding colostrum quickly, it is also 

important for producers to provide good quality colostrum (greater than 50 mg/mL). In the study, it was 

found that (82.4%) of the Pregnant and Lactating Women (PLW) respondents gave their last child 

colostrum after the delivery. 

 

During the survey, it was found that 82.4% respondents mentioned that their child was not given anything 
to drink other than breast milk, but close to one-fifth of the respondents mentioned that they had given 
something other than breast milk to their children, which included milk (other than breast milk) and 
honey.   
 
World Health Organization (WHO) always puts emphasis on exclusive breastfeeding for up to 6 months. 
In our survey, it was found that most of the mothers (82.4%) thought that they should give mother’s milk 
to their babies in the first 6 months, while 64.7% of respondents thought about mother’s milk only. Apart 
from mother’s milk, the surveyed mothers also mentioned mashed foods like khichuri, banana, boiled 
vegetables (23.5%); other liquids (powder milk, cow/goat milk, gripe water) (17.6%); and water (5.9%). 
On the other hand, 5.9% of respondents could not recommend anything that they should provide to their 
children. 
 
As per WHO guidelines, around the age of 6 months, an infant’s need for energy and nutrients starts to 
exceed what is provided by breast milk, and complementary foods are necessary to meet those needs. An 
infant of this age is also developmentally ready for other foods. If complementary foods are not 
introduced around the age of 6 months, or if they are given inappropriately, an infant’s growth may falter. 
In the survey, it was found that in 18.2% of cases, the respondents started giving them soft food at the 
age of 4 months, while 45.5% of cases they provided soft food when the age of the children was 6 months. 
On the other hand, in 36.4% of cases the mothers give soft food to their children at the age of 7 months. 
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During Puberty  

 

The project has created some awareness sessions on menstruation and family planning among teenagers. 

Hence, a question was asked among the adolescent regarding their knowledge about the changes before 

their pubertal experiences. Most of the respondents (71%) mentioned that they had knowledge about the 

changes. 

The study reveals that family was the main source of information about the changes before their pubertal 
experiences. More than one-third of the respondents mentioned that mothers were the main source of 
information, followed by sister (18.2%) and health post (18.2%). Moreover, 9.10% of adolescents got the 
information from WFS.  

When the adolescents were asked about the topics they had learned, they mentioned both physical 
changes and some social norms. The majority of the respondents (68.2%) mentioned that they had 
learned about menstruation. On the other hand, 18.2% of respondents mentioned wearing orna (scarf), 
and 9.1% of respondents mentioned menstrual hygiene management. The rest of the respondents 
mentioned different types of knowledge like not to go outside and seat everywhere (4.5%), feeling 
tiredness (4.5%), changes in the body (4.5%), and changing voice (4.5%).  

Overall evaluation on health post  

A question was asked the respondents to understand the level of comfortableness during the visit to the 

health post. Among the respondents, 86.3% mentioned affirmatively that their visit to the health post was 

extremely comfortable whereas only 1.7% mentioned negatively that it was somewhat uncomfortable. 

Moreover, 11.1% of respondents mentioned that it was somewhat comfortable; and 0.9% mentioned that 

it was neither comfortable nor uncomfortable. It was noted that adolescent girls were more 

discomfortable than adults. 

The satisfaction about service provider was also recorded on a 5-point scale where 5 means the 

respondents completely satisfied with the services provided by health post while 1 means they were not 

satisfied with the services provided by health post at all. Among the respondents, 76.1% mentioned 

completely satisfied whereas 22.2% mentioned satisfied and only 1.7% mentioned neither satisfied, nor 

dissatisfied. It is also found that all the adolescents, aged between 12 to 18 years (100%) were completely 

or somewhat satisfied with the services provided by health posts, which was 97.8% among the adult 

respondents. 

There were two major reasons for the satisfaction of the service providers, and other reasons were minor. 

The study revealed that most (70.9%) of the respondents thought that the service providers at the health 

facility were friendly and 47% mentioned the sincerity of the service providers. Moreover, among others, 

7.7% marked service providers as knowledgeable; 3.4% as realistic; and 2.6% as efficient. The adolescent 

respondents liked the friendliness of the service providers, where the adult respondents liked the 

sincerity. 

During the survey, it was revealed that close to half (47%) of the respondents mentioned that disease 

diagnostic facilities should be available in a health facility. Moreover, 28% mentioned the high-quality 

medicine and an adequate number of fans as their expectation. Close to half of the adolescents wanted 

an increased number of fans (46%) inside the health post. Furthermore, 19% of respondents wanted free 
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medicine from the health post. One-fourth of the adolescents wanted an adequate seating facility inside 

the health post. 

Researchers found that people recommend something if someone is happy, or someone needs 

something. However, no one would recommend anything for which they are not happy. The study found 

that most (92.3%) of the respondents had suggested others to receive services from health posts. 

Moreover, it was also found that more adult respondents had suggested using the facility than the 

adolescents. 

Evaluation based on CHS.  

CHS1: Communities and people affected by crisis receive assistance appropriate to their needs. 

In camp 15, there is a health post, which is being operated by Save the Children, provides public healthcare 
facility which is very much essential for the Rohingya community if someone becomes sick or injured. 
Moreover, some survivors who need mental health/psychosocial support are often referred to the facility. 
As per the project proposal, the health post accepted over 22,000 outpatients in 2018, demonstrating an 
extremely high demand. It was also found that the health post at Camp 15 funded JPF greatly 
outnumbered seven other health posts that Save the Children runs by attending a number of patients in 
need of treatment. Also, to avoid duplication of health support by different organizations in the health 
sector in Cox’s Bazar and make effective use of limited campsites, an opportunity was provided where the 
Bangladesh government, UN agencies, and NGOs could determine which health posts should continue to 
be operated from the standpoint of visitor numbers and geography. As a result, the continuation of the 
health post in Camp 15 that Save the Children operates was recommended by the Bangladesh 
government’s Refugee Relief and Repatriation Commission (RRRC).  The above statements prove the 
relevance of the project for the refugees living in Camp 15.   
 

The health post was run six days a week, and medical care service was provided six hours a day. The staff 

of the project provides comprehensive support on nutrition, maternal and child health, SRH, treatment 

for infectious and non-infectious diseases, mental health/psychosocial support, etc. They also provided 

information on menstruation and family planning. the health post had a dedicated room for maternal 

health care where they provide antenatal checkups for the patients. Moreover, they provide counseling 

on family planning.  

There was a room for the outdoor patients, where the health post provided treatment to all kinds of 
patients. If required, the project provides free medicine to the beneficiaries from the project budget. 
However, sometimes the supply of medicine was short if the number of patients increases. The health 
post also provided free masks to the beneficiaries during the COVID-19 pandemic.  
 
The health post provides utmost importance to the children since this was a project implemented by Save 
the Children. For the children, the project organized a vaccination program that was run three days a 
week. Till December 2020, the project provided vaccines to 1877 children against the target of 450 
children.  

 
Some mother support groups were formed where mothers could talk to each other about maternal and 

child nutrition. For each group, there were leaders who received training on nutrition. Through the groups, 

cooking demonstrations are given to mothers mainly with children six to 23 months to teach the cooking 

methods for complementary foods.  
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The project also conducted awareness activities through outreach activities, which included awareness-

raising activities about health, the importance of vaccinations, and identify cases that required medical 

intervention through home visits.   

Moreover, the health post also provided psychosocial support to the people who required it. This project 

targets mostly refugees with anxiety and sleep disorders. Under the project, there were some mental 

health/psychosocial support workers who conducted yard meetings. The project identified people who 

needed mental health/psychosocial support for early intervention to address individual needs and 

referred them to WFS and the health post. The health post mainly provided counseling services. If anybody 

exhibited severe symptoms, it was referred to another organizations for professional treatment including 

prescription of medication. 

 

CHS 2:  Communities and people affected by crisis have access to the humanitarian assistance they need 

at the right time. 

The project was in a very timely manner. As mentioned above, health care facility needs continuous 

support. The project started its activities in 2017 when the influx occurred. At the very beginning, the 

overall environment was not organized. During the period some of the organizations were providing 

health care facilities from the temporary establishment near the roads. Camp 15 in Jamtoli was a remote 

area. Save the Children wanted to reach the remote areas and constructed 8 health posts. The health post 

at Camp 15 was one of them. 

Due to some restrictions inside the camp, all the facilities could not be provided on time. The health post 

was operated for six days a week and runs from 9 am to 3 pm due to regulations inside the camp. 

Sometimes some of the patients were told to visit another day due to limited time for the service delivery. 

Moreover, the health post provides only primary health care services including immediate and emergency 

response. Secondary health care service was not provided from the facility, but they were referred to 

other facilities for the treatment they required.  

All the services were delivered without any delay, however since the health post was closed after 3 pm 

due to the regulations inside the camp, the patients did not get any service at night in case of emergency. 

Moreover, the health post did not have the child delivery, hence the mother had to visit other health care 

facilities during their delivery period. However, still due to primary health care facilities and different 

awareness sessions, the child delivery at health care facilities increased, and maternal mortality or child 

mortality had been reduced drastically.   

There were some dissatisfactions among beneficiaries were noticed. In the majority of cases, they were 

happy with the awareness session, the behavior, and the sincerity of the service providers, but they 

claimed that they did not get enough medicine. Also, they got basic medicine only but did not get the 

medicines for advanced treatment. Also, they expressed dissatisfaction about the limited facility at the 

health post. They considered that the health post should have the diagnostic facility. Else, there will be an 

unnecessary delay to diagonalize any disease and get proper treatment. 

The service providers responded to the COVID-19 pandemic immediately without any delay. Even the 

service providers did not wait for PPE to arrive, rather used the equipment they had and continued the 

service. At the health post, there was a corona corner set up to handle the COVID-19 patient.  
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CHS 3:  Communities and people affected by crisis are not negatively affected and are more prepared, 

resilient and less at-risk as a result of humanitarian action. 

The project has the provision of training, which includes training among doctors, paramedics, midwives, 
maternal and child health promoters, and assistants. There was a provision of training for regional health 
workers. The survey found that the project staff received different pieces of training from both save the 
children project staff and outside the organization. They have used their learning and were able to deliver 
better service to the beneficiaries. As a result, the risk of the beneficiaries also reduced.  
 

The knowledge among beneficiaries has been increased on different health and nutrition-related topics 

due to awareness activities. When the project was implemented, at the very beginning the people inside 

the camp were very conservative. The project conducted some outreach programs to create awareness 

among the target beneficiaries and created different subgroups and communicated with the Majhis and 

other community leaders. There was a rapid change noticed among the beneficiaries.  

CHS4: Communities and people affected by crisis know their rights and entitlements, have access to 

information and participate in decisions that affect them. 

 
From the study it was found that the beneficiaries were very much aware of their right and they are free 
to share their feedback. Some of the feedbacks were addressed, where some of the feedback could not 
be addressed. In some cases, the project staff were considering their feedback. Major feedback the 
project staff received were as below.  
 

• Need more fans, lights, water filter at the facility.  

• Increase service point at the facility. 

• Construction of breast-feeding corner. 

• Shortage of medicine  

• Introduction of diagnostic services or installation of diagnostic equipment 

• Increase the number of doctors.  

• Introduction of child delivery  

• Increase the operating hour.  
 
To provide good quality services to the project staff went through training on the protection and rights of 
refugees. In the training, the project staff received detailed guidelines, including the UN's guide. Save the 
Children organized the training during recruitment of the resources. Moreover, before joining the 
program, each of the staff had to go through child safeguarding and PSEA training to ensure the rights of 
the Rohingya people. Moreover, at the health post, an interpreter was recruited to ease the 
communication between the parties. 
 

CHS5: Communities and people affected by crisis have access to safe and responsive mechanisms to 

handle complaints. 

The project welcomes and accepts complaints raised by the Rohingya community. There was a toll-free 

number that was posted outside the health post. however, the beneficiaries were more comfortable 

sharing their complaint through face-to-face discussion. They shared their complaint regarding the 

shortage of medicine or unavailability of some essential drugs. They expressed their dissatisfaction 
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regarding the operating hours of the health post, which was not sufficient for the community people. 

There was no service available at night. Moreover, there was no emergency support at the facility. They 

repeatedly complained about the unavailability of the labor room inside the health post. They had to go 

to other health facilities for the delivery of their children, which were away from their residence. There 

was no diagnostic facility at the health post, hence for any diagnostic test, patients are either referred to 

Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF) or Cox’s Bazar  

There were some issues, which could be addressed very quickly, while some of the issues require strategic 

decisions. In some cases, it requires improvement in the process to enable the health post to provide 

better service. some of the feedback could not be addressed at all due to regulations inside the camp. 

CHS6: Communities and people affected by crisis receive coordinated, complementary assistance. 

In a camp, there were multiple organizations working on similar goals. Hence for better coordination, 
there was a camp focal agency at the camp level, who was a dedicated officer who coordinates all health-
related projects. The implementation agencies had a monthly meeting. The agencies who had health 
facilities, a representative from each NGO attends the meeting and discusses different health-related 
issues. They discuss different patient types and opportunities for a referral. Moreover, different 
challenges faced by the NGOs are identified in the meeting and discussed possible solutions to those 
challenges. 
 
The project had a provision of referral service as and when required. Since the project includes only 
primary health care services, if any patient is required any secondary or advanced treatment facility, the 
project referred them to other facilities. Moreover, for diagnostic services, the health post refers the 
service seekers to relevant health facilities. 
 

The agencies also must collaborate with other agencies to exchange training facilities. The staff of the 
project received some training from WHO. Moreover, the staff at the health post received training on 
breastfeeding and how to prepare complementary foods and conducted awareness sessions as per Infant 
and Young Child Feeding (IYCF) guidelines. The IYCF counselor ensured the counseling for lactating 
women, also provided training to the health post staff. On the other hand, Save the Children provided 
training to IYCF on different clinical topics.  
 
The project also worked with the government on the EPI program for vaccination. Generally, the vaccines 
arrived at the Upazila health complex at Ukhiya, and the project team had to collect the vaccine from the 
health complex. The health post also needs to share regular reports with the government. 
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CHS7: Communities and people affected by crisis can expect delivery of improved assistance as 

organizations learn from experience and reflection. 

The current project was launched by Save the Children in 2017 and since then the project is under 
operation. Most of the project staff have been working on the project since the very beginning and have 
gained enormous experience from the project itself. It helped the project staff to make necessary 
improvements in their skill, enhance their competency and deliver better service to the Rohingya people.  
The culture of the host community people and Rohingya community people were not the same. Rohingya 
people were more conservative. Once the Rohingya girls reached puberty, they were not allowed to go 
outside. The females were very much reluctant to participate in different awareness activities. Also, they 
were not ready to adopt family planning methods. The pregnant women were not interested to go to any 
health facility for the delivery of their child. Save the Children project staff had identified the challenges 
by talking to the people in the Rohingya community. They conducted some door-to-door sessions and 
involved the community leader. The situation gradually changed. Adolescents started participating in 
awareness sessions, the adoption of the family planning method also increased. As per the project staff, 
the child delivery rate was reached 60% which was the result of the awareness session. 
 

CHS 8: Communities and people affected by crisis receive the assistance they require from competent 

and well-managed staff and volunteers. 

Since the project included health care facilities, the project staff and volunteers must have minimum 

criteria to get involved in the project. The project management and the medical officer had minimum 

MBBS degrees, while the medical assistant was a paramedic who had to complete four years of medical 

training course. All the project staff had to go through a formal recruitment process.  The project staff was 

very much familiar with the norms of the Rohingya community. The volunteers were recruited from the 

Rohingya community who understood the needs of the beneficiaries very well and helped to design the 

program accordingly. All the volunteers went through the internal and external training program 

mentioned in CHS 7.  

The project management and the front-line staff were working at the facility since the very beginning of 

the project. They had working experience in different health facilities in different camps and at different 

health posts. The medical officer, who was a qualified MBBS doctor had been working with Save the 

Children from the beginning. The medical assistants also had worked in different camps in the Rohingya 

community. They had been providing training for three and a half years and also received training at 

different times from different organizations.  

Moreover, to ensure the competency and skill of the staff, Save the Children Maintained a checklist and 

the management team regularly supervised the checklist and the change in score achieved by the project 

staff.  There was also an indicator in the log frame to ensure the quality of the staff and it was found that 

100% of staff have achieved a better scores in the evaluation. 
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CHS 9: Communities and people affected by crisis can expect that the organizations assisting them are 

managing resources effectively, efficiently, and ethically. 

As an implementation agency Save the Children was always accountable to the donor agency regarding 

spending the budget. The spending of the fund can be evaluated from two different perspectives. The first 

perspective was the percentage of the budget spent. Due to the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic, the 

project could not use 100% of their fund as per plan. The project had some plans and budgets for 

construction, which could not be accomplished.  However, the amount spent on the project was invested 

wisely as per project requirements of the project and as per the need of the beneficiaries. The project 

spent its budget on the development of resources, managing the awareness program, and providing a 

health care facility. On the other hand, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, some of the activities did not get 

approval, for which the budget could not be used.   
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1. Introduction  
 

1.1 Project Background  
 

The Japan Platform (hereinafter referred to as "JPF") is an international emergency humanitarian aid 
organization which offers the most effective and prompt emergency aid in response to humanitarian 
needs, focusing on issues of refugees and natural disasters. JPF conducts such aid through a tripartite 
cooperation system where NGOs, business communities, and the government of Japan work in close 
cooperation, based on equal partnership, and making the most of the respective sectors' characteristics 
and resources. 
 
JPF serves as an intermediary support organization providing various types of assistance to member NGOs 
in Japan to deliver quick and comprehensive aid on their own. JPF has supported aid activities of 44 
member NGOs, each with its own set of diverse strengths. It has delivered humanitarian assistance to 55 
nations and regions about 1,500 projects, with a total financial contribution of 60 billion yen. JPF has built 
a strong reputation based on trust by promoting cooperation among private sectors and NGOs and by 
accurately reporting all its activities. There are 07 (seven) projects which are being funded by JPF and 
implemented by member NGOs in Cox’s Bazar as of March 2021. Among them 04 (four) projects were 
selected for the TPM exercise. Provision of quality comprehensive primary health care services for 
displaced population in Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh is one of the four projects funded by JPF. The project is 
being implemented by Save the Children Japan (SCJ).  
  
To this end, JPF has appointed Org-Quest Research Limited (hereinafter referred to as "OrQuest") as a 

Third-Party Monitor (TPM) entity to provide evaluation services for the Provision of comprehensive health 

services for people fleeing Myanmar in Cox’s Bazar District, Bangladesh.  

 

1.2 Overview of the Project  
 

The Provision of quality comprehensive primary health care services for displaced population in Cox’s 

Bazar, Bangladesh project aims to enable displaced Rohingya people to have equitable access to quality 

health, nutrition, and psychosocial support services in targeted one camp (Camp 15/Jamtoli). The 

implementing organization was providing a package of primary health care (PHC) services to 24,217 

Rohingya people in health post and 50,624 Rohingya people in outreach (cumulative) during the project 

through an integrated approach (with Nutrition, WASH, Community Health and MHPSS components) from 

one (1) Health Post as well as community health activities to ensure that children and families survive and 

remain healthy. Health services included preventive and curative services for communicable diseases (e.g. 

diarrhea, acute respiratory tract infection) including case management and surveillance/reporting; non-

communicable diseases with treatment and or referral; neonatal and child health utilizing integrated 

management of neonatal and childhood illness protocols; reproductive health following the minimum 

service provision in Health Sector’s Minimum Package of Essential Health Services for primary health care 

facilities in the Forcibly Displaced Myanmar Nationals (FDMNs) developed based on MOHFW’s Essential 

Service Package including adolescent sexual reproductive health care, antenatal/normal vaginal 

delivery/postnatal care and syndromic management of STIs; MHPSS focusing on psychological first aid and 
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referral of cases required clinical mental health services; promotion of optimal infant young child feeding 

practices at facility and community level, together with WASH messaging for caregivers of young children, 

their families and influential persons; screening/referral of children with severe acute malnutrition etc. In 

addition to facility based services, health program will support a cadre of community health workers 

(CHWs) and Community Nutrition Volunteers (CNVs) to promote key reproductive, maternal neonatal 

child adolescent health and nutrition practices, to identify pregnant women with a special focus on 

teenagers, at risk and sick children and their families, conduct disease surveillance, identification of 

malnourished PLW and children under five, and refer them to nearby health and nutrition facilities. Health 

Program will also use trained community mental health workers to identify and refer MHPSS cases from 

camps. 

 

The project is also expected to strengthen community participation and effective community feedback 

and information-sharing mechanisms. 

 

1.3 Project Objectives 
 

The objective of the project is to enhancing primary healthcare services for people fleeing Myanmar 

residing in Camp 15 located in Ukhia Upazila in Cox’s Bazar District is expected to contribute to 

improving the health condition of a total of 49,400 people. 

 

1.4 Objective of evaluation 
 

The broad objective of the evaluation is to capture information, verify activities and analyze data on this 

project activities. JPF will use the outcome of this evaluation to improve the current and future projects 

and programme. The evaluation reports would be made available to public as a part of JPF’s activity to 

ensure accountability to the donor and public. 

The specific objectives of evaluation are: 

• To verify actual outputs and if possible, outcomes of the project with the available data 

• To verify that the humanitarian principles and standards including Core Humanitarian Standards 

(CHS) are respected. 

• To understand the beneficiary satisfaction 

• To provide feedback and recommendations to the future projects and programme improvement 

for both JPF and member NGOs 

• To provide contextual information on the target sec. 
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2. Evaluation Overview. 
 

This study applied both quantitative and qualitative approaches to data collection. Quantitative survey 
data will be collected from individuals through structured questionnaires using Computer Assisted 
Personal Interview (CAPI) technique. Qualitative data was collected through IDI and KII. 
 
Once the project was awarded to OrQuest, JPF organized a kick-off meeting with OrQuest to finalize the 
methodology, discuss the development of study tools, and preparation of inception report. Based on the 
documents received from JPF, OrQuest prepared study tools and inception report for the evaluation and 
shared with JPF. After that, JPF organized an inception meeting with OrQuest and the project 
implementing NGO to discuss the details of the evaluation objectives, scope, targets, data processing and 
analyzing, allocated team, and reporting. Due to the outbreak of COVID-19 worldwide, most of the 
discussions were undertaken online. Based on the discussion in the inception meeting, the study 
methodology and sample size were revised from the project. To limit the physical movement inside the 
camps and in the host community locations, to reduce interaction with beneficiaries and other 
stakeholders, the sample size of the project was reduced.  
 

2.1 Geographical coverage:  
 
The project was being implemented in camp 15 (Jamtoli) of Ukhia upazila in Cox’s Bazar district. Hence, 
the study was conducted at camp 15 only.  

 

2.2 Method of data collection 
 
 
The performance evaluation study of the project was conducted using both primary and secondary 
research. Primary data collection included quantitative and qualitative approaches. A quantitative 
approach was used where population size is large enough (100+) to quantify the results. If population size 
was small or in-depth information was required, a qualitative approach was adopted.  
 
While the quantitative study was carried out by using face-to-face interview technique with the help of 
structured questionnaires using Computer Assisted Personal Interview (CAPI) technique, while the 
qualitative study was conducted through IDI and KII.  
 
Secondary data collection would include a review of all project documents including project proposal, 
amendment documents, copies of project progress reports and past M&E evaluations, and project 
checklist for progress monitoring activities.  Considering the Covid 19 situation, all necessary safeguarding 
protocols were taken to ensure the safety of researchers, enumerators, and respondents.  
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2.3 Our Approach to TPM 
 
Defining units of analysis and framework for synthesis of information to be collected based on the RFP 
objectives in the table below. The framework will be used to evaluate all four projects. 

• Communities and people affected by crisis receive assistance appropriate and relevant to their 
needs.  

• Quality Criterion: Humanitarian response is appropriate and relevant. 

• Communities and people affected by crisis have access to the humanitarian assistance they 
need at the right time.  

• Quality Criterion: Humanitarian response is effective and timely. 

• Communities and people affected by crisis are not negatively affected and are more prepared, 
resilient and less at-risk as a result of humanitarian action.  

• Quality Criterion: Humanitarian response strengthens local capacities and avoids negative 
effects. 

• Communities and people affected by crisis know their rights and entitlements, have access to 
information and participate in decisions that affect them. 

• Quality Criterion: Humanitarian response is based on communication, participation and 
feedback. 

• Communities and people affected by crisis have access to safe and responsive mechanisms to 
handle complaints. 

• Quality Criterion: Complaints are welcomed and addressed. 

• Communities and people affected by crisis receive coordinated, complementary assistance. 

• Quality Criterion: Humanitarian response is coordinated and complementary. 

• Communities and people affected by crisis can expect delivery of improved assistance as 
organizations learn from experience and reflection. 

• Quality Criterion: Humanitarian actors continuously learn and improve. 

• Communities and people affected by crisis receive the assistance they require from competent 
and well-managed staff and volunteers. 

• Quality Criterion: Staff are supported to do their job effectively and are treated fairly and 
equitably. 

• Communities and people affected by crisis can expect that the organizations assisting them are 
managing resources effectively, efficiently and ethically.  

• Quality Criterion: Resources are managed and used responsibly for their intended purpose. 
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2.4 Survey population:  
 

49,400 children under five years of age, adolescents, women of reproductive age group (15-49 years), 

pregnant and lactating women. Distribution of the population by beneficiary groups is given below in table 

1: 

Table 3: Beneficiary groups with population sizes 

Beneficiaries Population size 

Direct beneficiary 

Children U5 5,450 

Adolescents 5,928 

Women of Reproductive Age (WRA) 7,262 

PLW 2,777 

Other family members 12,850 

Total direct beneficiaries 34,266 

In-direct beneficiaries 15,134 

Total beneficiaries 49,400 

 

2.5 Sample size: 
 

In the inception meeting, it was recommended to include separate sample size for all three components. 
However, as per SCJ communication the following factors were discussed and agreed. 
 
Component I Provision of health and medical support: The beneficiaries under this component include all 
the community members not only the Children Under 5 years, Adolescents, WRA and PLW groups. 
Therefore, SCJ did not recommend segregating the sample and proposed 50 quantitative sample, to be 
selected from all beneficiary types not limit to above groups. Additionally, 2-3 KII for mothers of children 
under 5 years old who got vaccination at HP are proposed. 
 
Component II Provision of nutrition support: Adolescents and WRA are not targeted under this 

component. Children under 5 years old are provided nutrition support, and KII for their mothers are 

already planned as “KII for mothers support groups”, therefore, quantitative survey for this group is not 

proposed. No quantitative survey for this group was recommended. SCJ proposed that the qualitative 

data will be obtained from KII for leaders of mother’s support groups.  

Component III Provision of mental health/psychosocial support: The beneficiaries under this component 

also include other community members such as male adults. Therefore, SCJ did not recommend 

segregating the sample. SCJ recommended 30 sample, to be selected from all beneficiary types not limit 

to above groups.  

However, for a statistical analysis, the quantitative sample size should be at least 30. Therefore, we 

recommend having a common questionnaire and the survey needed to conduct among beneficiaries from 

the community people. We tried to ensure sufficient sample for each component or respondent type was 

achieved. Hence, we proposed 120 female respondents without segregation of respondent types, 

ensuring sufficient respondent for each type. The male respondents were covered through IDI.  
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Leaders of mothers Support Groups: Mothers support groups are formed among refugees to organize a 
system where mothers can talk to each other about maternal and child nutrition. A mother’s support 
group is made up of 10 to 15 members, one of whom becomes the leader who leads the group’s activities. 
We proposed to include 2 IDIs of the leaders of mother’s support group.  
 
Service Provider: Service providers of the survey included Doctor, paramedic, midwife, maternal and child 
health promoter, and assistant. There was training for staff engaged in activities at the health post daily 
is provided by staff of Save the Children to operate the health post. Specifically, training in child health 
and sexual reproductive health (SRH) is provided for doctors, paramedics and midwives to enable them 
to provide appropriate support, especially for children and women in a vulnerable state. 5 KIIs were 
proposed for the service providers.  
 

Local Opinion leader: Local opinion leaders are not the part of the project, but the often play an important 

role to influence the project. We propose to interview the CIC, one Majhi and other opinion leaders inside 

the camp.  

Based on the revised plan, following sample size was proposed.  

Table 4:Sample size for beneficiaries  

 Quantitative CAPI Qualitative IDI 

  Children 

Under 5 

years  

Adolescents Women of 

Reproductive Age 

(WRA) 

PLW Community 

people (male)  

Component I Provision of 

health and medical 

support 

31 31 32 33 

5 Male 

community 

people 

Component II Provision 

of nutrition support 

- 

Component III Provision 

of mental health/ 

psychosocial support 

5 Male 

community 

people 

Total 127 PI 
 

 Qualitative IDI  

Respondent type and 

Component  

5 females (one women qualified for multiple respondent type 

and component) 

5 Male  
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Additional Qualitative sample size includes; 

Table 5: Sample size for Project staff and other key stakeholders  

Survey Name Target 

Majhi 1 

CIC 1 

Local Opinion Leader 1 

Health service providers 5 

Leaders of mothers Support Groups  2 

SC staff members  3 

Total 13 

 

  

2.6 Selection of respondents for quantitative survey: 
 

Since the core objective of the project is to enhancing primary healthcare services for people fleeing 

Myanmar residing in Camp 15 located in Ukhia Upazila in Cox’s Bazar District is expected to contribute to 

improving the health condition, it is expected that the Rohingya people living in this camp and availing 

services from the health post were our target respondents. Hence, OrQuest proposed to conduct the exit 

interview from the health post. It also helped to capture the immediate response of the respondents.  

 

2.7 Selection of respondents for qualitative survey: 
 

KII & IDI respondents were selected judgmentally based on the respondent type. Direct beneficiaries who 

availed health care services from the health post were selected from the health post. The NGO officials 

were selected in consultation with the key focal person of the project. The following steps were taken for 

conducting KIIs and IDIs: 

• The direct beneficiaries will be selected at the health post. The NGO officials and other respondent 

types, which include Majhi, CIC, Local Opinion Leader, Health service providers and Leaders of 

mothers Support Groups were selected in consultation with the key focal person of the project. 

The NGO officials who were responsible for the camp and could provide relevant information on 

the project were selected for the interview. In qualitative research, it was of utmost importance 

that the sample was recruited carefully as the sample size was relatively small. Only those 

participants who fulfill all eligibility criteria would be selected to participate in the qualitative 

study. 

• The moderator explained the nature of the IDI and KII to ensure that candidates are fully aware 

of what took place and what is expected of them. Participants were briefed properly to make to 

explain that their cooperation is voluntary. 

• KIIs and IDIs were recorded electronically through digital recorder. 
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2.8 Development of data collection instruments:  
 
OrQuest was responsible for the development of the tools. Draft data collection tools were prepared by 
Org Quest Research Limited for quantitative survey and IDIs, KIIs based on the project proposal and other 
secondary documents. The draft tools were submitted to JPF for feedback. Once developed, the draft 
questionnaires and guides were translated by OrQuest into Bangla. The draft questionnaires for 
quantitative survey with feedback from JPF and SCJ were pretested in the field. Questionnaires were 
revised and finalized as necessary based on the pilot survey.   
 
Scripting procedure: The quantitative questionnaire was programmed for the CAPI survey by using 
SurveyCTO, a licensed software, utilizing our own resources. All scripts will be written in Bengali and in 
English. CAPI programming rendered questionnaire into a sequence of input prompts that will apply 
questionnaire logic, entry constraints and repeating sub-structures (if required). If necessary, the 
programming will also take care of random rotation of questions and options. Grids, if any, will be broken 
down into a sequence of input prompts to fit into the tablet screen and minimize data input error. 
Checklist, radio button, drop-down menu and basic formatting will be used as applicable. Survey 
programming will be done in close partnership with JPF and will embed skips and logic checks to ensure 
quality and consistency of the data. 
 

2.9 Limitations  
 

• First, due to COVID 19 pandemic, the representative sample could not be proposed. To minimize 
physical interaction, minimum number of samples has been proposed in the survey. 

• Due to COVID 19 there was a long delay to receive permission for access to camp. Hence, the 
survey could not be started as per schedule. Moreover, the approval was granted for only 
limited period. As a result, the survey had to be completed within minimum possible time. 

• Due to COVID 19 the project staff and the service providers were heavily occupied. Hence, it 
took longer time to set an appointment than we anticipated during the survey. 

• Due to restriction on movement inside the camp, the enumerators and moderators were able to 
conduct interview among project beneficiaries and project staff only. Thus, the overall change 
occurred based on the implementation could not be measured. 

• The survey tools were developed based on reviewing project documents only. Due to time 
constraint, it was not possible to review all the project documents, which eventually resulted in 
some confusion to develop the project tools. 

• The inception meeting was conducted for a noticeably short period of time. Hence, the 
evaluation team could not obtain complete project brief from the implementation team.  

• Since the project beneficiaries did not have access to mobile network, remote interview during 
COVID 19 could not be conducted. For the same reason, the data collected from the interview 
could not be back checked over phone and validated. However, some of the information in the 
host community was validated over phone when required.  

• The enumerators and the supervisors were recruited from the host community. However, due 
to language barrier, the project management team from the evaluator agency could not validate 
the response collected by the enumerators. 
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3. Workplan 
 
The timeline activity/deliverable for this assignment is tabulated below: 
 

Table 6: Timeline for the study 

Activities 

Dec-
20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 

Week 
4 

Week 
1 2 3 4 

Week 
1 2 3 4 

Week 
1 2 3 4 

Week 
1 2 3 4 

Development of draft questionnaires/IDI guide                                

Submission of draft inception report   4-Jan                            

Submission of draft English questionnaires/IDI 
Guide to SCJ and JPF  6-Jan             

   

Inception Meeting with SCJ and JPF   12-Jan               

Feedback on draft questionnaires/IDI Guide and 
inception report from implementing NGOs and JPF     14-Jan                       

   

Amendment of questionnaires/IDI Guide                                

Scripting of quantitative questionnaires                                

Apply for approval from RRRC and CiC                                

Approval from RRRC and CiC 
            

15-
Feb                

   

Finalization of inception report draft 
questionnaires/IDI Guide            

 10-
Feb               

   

Pretest of survey instruments for quant  
              

18-
Feb             

   

Submission of feedback from pretest to JPF 
              

 20-
Feb             

   

Incorporating necessary changes based on agreed 
pretest feedback                 

22 -
Feb           

   

Training of field personnel   
                

24 
Feb           

   

Fieldwork for quantitative and qualitative data 
collection               25-Feb to 29-Mar    

   

Data cleaning                           15-Mar   

Data processing and output generation                            20-Mar    

Complete data analysis and draft report writing                              28-Apr  
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4. Evaluation Results  
The project as three components as shown below.  

• Component I Provision of health and medical support. 

• Component II Provision of nutrition support 

• Component III Provision of mental health/psychosocial support 

Component I Provision of health and medical support. 

Under this Component, health support was provided for people fleeing Myanmar1 living in Camp 15. 

Specifically, the operation of a health post in Camp 15, the cultivation of regional health workers, and 

outreach activities in the Camp are conducted. The health post that Save the Children operates in Camp 

15 accepted over 22,000 outpatients in 2018, where patients in need of treatment greatly outnumbered 

seven other health posts that Save the Children runs. The activities under component I included.  

a. Training for medical staff at the health post 

b. Provision of primary healthcare service at the health post 

c. Vaccination for Children  

d. Outreach activities by regional health workers 

e. Repair and maintenance of the health post 

f. Monitoring to guarantee quality. 

Component II Provision of nutrition support 

Under Component II, nutrition support was provided in Camp 15. In addition to the support provided at 

the health post, activities in the community are conducted so that services are delivered to mothers and 

children in a more vulnerable state. The activities under component II included.  

a. Training in nutrition support for nutrition support staff and medical staff at the health post 

b. Training for regional health workers, regional nutrition volunteers, and regional mental 

health/psychosocial support workers 

c. Provision of nutrition support for malnourished children and expectant and nursing mothers 

d. Support for activities of mother’s support groups 

 

Component III Provision of mental health/psychosocial support 

In this Component, psychosocial support was provided at the health post and in the community. A person 

in charge of psychosocial support is assigned to each health post, and this person will take the lead in 

providing psychosocial support. This project targets mostly refugees with anxiety and sleep disorders 

and had referred them to professional mental health support provided by Medecins Sans Frontieres 

(MSF) and the International Organization for Migration (IOM) if they exhibited severe symptoms, such 

as self-harming or suicidal ideation, or if they required professional treatment including prescription of 

medication. 

 

 
1 The residential population is 49,400 in Camp 15 as of September 2019. (UNHCR, “ROHINGYA REFUGEE 
RESPONSE BANGLADESH Population factsheet”, p.2) 
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4.1 Study findings  

4.1.1 Demographic profile of the respondents  

 
During the survey it was found that some of the components were overlapping and the respondent types 

were common at overall level. Hence, the survey result was interpreted at overall level.  

Occupation of the Respondents 

In the survey, a total of 127 female respondents were surveyed. Among them 35 (25%) respondents were 
between the age range of 12 to 18 years and 92 (75%) respondents were between the age range of 19 
to 35 years from the Rohingya community of Camp 15 (Jamtoli) in Ukhia Upazila, Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh. 
Among the respondents, the majority (73.2%) were housewives, 1.6% of the respondents were Working; 
7.1% were Unemployed, and only 2.4% of the respondents were students who were studying during the 
survey period. Above half of the respondents with an age range between 12-18 years mentioned that 
they were working with household chores (54.3%). It was also found that 11.4% (n=4) of respondents 
with an age range between 12-18 years were housewives, which reflects the chance of early marriage.  

Table 7: Occupation of the Respondents 

Occupation 
Age 

Total 
12 - 18 years 19 - 45 years 

Housewife 11.4% 96.7% 73.2% 

Working 0.0 2.2% 1.6 

Working with household chores  54.3% 0.0 15.0 

Unemployed 25.7% 0.0% 7.1% 

Studying 8.6% 0.0% 2.4% 

Receiving vocational training 0.0% 1.1% .8% 

Base-All Respondents 35 92 127 

Ref: D.3 What are you doing now? 

Marital Status of the Respondents 

  

In the survey, most of the respondents (71.7%) were married, 24.4% respondents were single, 3.1% 

widow, and .8% were separated. It was also found that all the separated and widowed respondents were 

from the age range of 19 to 35 years. Moreover, child marriage is a common phenomenon among the 

Rohingya community. About 11.4% (n=4) women with age less than 19 were married, among them, one 

of the respondents was 17 years old.  

Figure 1: Marital Status of the Respondents 

 

Ref: D.4 What is your marital status now: are you married; living with a partner, not married; 

widowed; divorced; or separated? 
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Incidence of having any children 

 

In the survey, most (94.8%) of the respondents had children whereas only 5.2% had no child. Out of four 

respondents with an age less than 19 years, three of the respondents had children during the survey. 

Figure 2: Incidence of having any children 

 

Ref: D.9 Do you have any children? 

4.1.2 Primary Health Care Services  
 

Incidence of visiting a health facility psychological health concerns 

 

Among the respondents, the majority (92.9%) mentioned that they had visited a health facility in the 

past year for their own treatment or the treatment of their family members regarding physical health 

concerns, the remaining 7.1% of respondents took their family members to the health post. It was found 

that 80% of the respondents from the age range 12 to 18 years; and 97.8% from the age range 19 to 45 

years had visited a health facility in the past one year, while 20% of respondents with age less than 18 

years did not visit the health post for physical health concern in last one year of the survey.  

Figure 3: Incidence of visiting a health facility by age  
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During the survey, it was also identified that all the respondents (100%) from the categories of “Parents 

Mother of Children U5” and “PLW” had visited the health facility in the past year for their own treatment 

or the treatment of their family member regarding physical health concerns. Moreover, most of the 

respondents from the categories of “Women of Reproductive Age” (93.8%) and “Adolescents” (77.4%) 

had visited the health facility in the past year, while 22.6% of adolescents did not visit the health post. 

Figure 4: Incidence of visiting a health facility by respondent type 

 

Ref: SQ1. Have you visited a health facility in the past one year for your own treatment or for the 

treatment of your family member regarding physical health concerns? 

Type of health facility visited regarding psychological health concerns. 

 

In the survey, respondents were asked about the places where they went regarding their physical health 

concerns. Almost all the respondents (97.5%) mentioned that they went to health posts for their physical 

health concerns. Few respondents also visitors field hospital (9.3%), Primary Health Centre (5.9%), and 

visit Community health volunteers (2.5%) for their treatments. It was revealed in the survey that adult 

people aged between 19 to 45 years (98.9%) had visited the health post more than the younger people 

aged between 12 to 18 years (92.9%). Visiting multiple health care facilities was also higher among adult 

respondents. It was also identified that only the younger people tended to visit Traditional Healers for 

their physical health concerns. 

Figure 5: Type of health facility visited regarding psychological health concerns.. 

 

Ref: SQ2. Where did you go when you had physical health concerns? 
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Types of services for which the respondents visited a health facility last time. 

 

A question was asked the respondents to understand the types of services for which last time they visited 

a health facility. Most (72.2%) of the respondents mentioned that they visited for general diseases, which 

was found as the main reason for visiting health facilities. Apart from general diseases 15.7% of 

respondents visited for diarrhea, followed by 6.1% family planning and the rest of the respondents visited 

the health facility for different other types of service. Moreover, it was also found that the younger 

people (84.6%), aged between 12 to 18 years, had visited for general diseases more frequently than the 

adult people (68.5%), aged between 19 to 45 years. It was also interesting that 19.1% of adults visited 

health care facilities for Diarrhea, which was only 3.8% (n=1) among adolescents.  

Table 8: Types of services for which the respondents visited a health facility last time. 

Types of Services 
Age 

Total 
12 - 18 years 19 - 45 years 

General Diseases 84.6% 68.5% 72.2% 

Diarrhea 3.80% 19.10% 15.70% 

Family Planning 0.00% 7.90% 6.10% 

Vaccine 0.00% 5.60% 4.30% 

Antenatal Care 0.00% 5.60% 4.30% 

Kala-a-Zar 3.80% 3.40% 3.50% 

Vitamin- A capsule 0.00% 2.20% 1.70% 

Adolescent Health Care 7.70% 0.00% 1.70% 

Post-natal care 0.00% 2.20% 1.70% 

Pneumonia 0.00% 1.10% 0.90% 

Hepatitis B 0.00% 1.10% 0.90% 

Base- 26 89 115 

Ref: Q1. For what services last time did you visit a health facility? 

Incidence of visiting a health facility regarding psychological health concerns. 

The majority (71.79%) of the respondents mentioned that they had not visited a health facility in the past 

year of the survey for their own treatment or the treatment of their family members regarding mental 

health concerns. It was found that 31.4% of the respondents from the age range 12 to 18 years; and 

27.2% from the age range 19 to 45 years had visited a health facility in the past year. So, it can be depicted 

that adolescents had slightly more mental health concerns than adult people. 

Figure 6: Incidence of visiting a health facility regarding psychological health concerns by age 
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Again, during the survey, it was also identified that 34.4% Women of Reproductive Age, 31.4% 

adolescent, 25.8% Mother of Children U5, and 24.2% pregnant and lactating women had visited the 

health facility in the past year for their own treatment or the treatment of their family member regarding 

mental health concerns. 

Figure 7: Incidence of visiting a health facility regarding psychological health concerns by age 

 

Place where the respondents went if they had mental health concerns. 

 

During the survey, respondents were asked about the places where they went regarding their mental 
health concerns. Most of the respondents (91.7%) mentioned that they went to health posts for their 
mental health concerns. Besides health posts, the respondents also visited Women Friendly Space 
(WFS)/Shantikhana (8.3%) followed by Primary Health Centre (5.6%), and Community health volunteer 
(5.6%). It was revealed in the survey that adult people aged between 19 to 45 years had visited the health 
post more frequently than the younger people aged between 12 to 18 years. On the other hand, it was 
also identified that only the younger people tended to visit Field hospital for their mental health 
concerns. Moreover, the number of women who visited WFS was 18.2% among adolescents, which was 
only 4% among adults.  

Figure 8: Place where the respondents went if they had mental health concerns. 

 

Ref: SQ4. Where did you go or what did you do if you had any mental health concerns? 
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Types of mental services that the respondents received from the health post last time.  

 

A question was asked the respondents to understand about the types of mental services that they 

received from the health post last time. Majority (78.8%) of the respondents mentioned that they 

received psychological counseling from the health post last time whereas 12.1% received prescription of 

medication and psychological first aid (PFA) respectively. Again, it was also found that the adult people 

(83.3%), aged between 19 to 45 years had visited the health post for psychological counseling more 

frequently than the younger people (66.7%), aged between 12 to 18 years. There were few adults who 

received multiple type of services.  

Figure 9: Types of mental services that the respondents received from the health post last time. 

 

Ref: Q3. For what mental services did you receive from the health post last time? 

Types of mental concern for which the respondents visited a health post last time. 
 

In the survey, it was identified that most (72.7%) of the respondents had visited a health post last time 

due to anxiety whereas 15.2% mentioned insomnia and 12.1% mentioned decreased appetite. 

Figure 10: Types of mental concern for which the respondents visited a health post last time. 

 

Ref: Q2. For what mental concern did you visit a health post last time? 

“The Rohingya people who have arrived had gone through lots of issues in Myanmar. Therefore, they are 

often depressed or traumatized. The females face more psychological issues than the males. To take 

history, we often found that she had one or more than one child, who died in the Myanmar conflict or 

lost. When they remember the incidences, they feel depressed. We tried to provide them psychological 

counseling. We often seen the psychological concerns among adolescent females than other women.” 

……Project Staff 
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Types of changes in the mental health 

  

During the survey, respondents were asked about the types of changes noticed by the respondents 

regarding mental health related concern after their received the support in the health post. Most of the 

respondents (87.9%) mentioned that their mental health related concerns had been reduced, whereas 

9.1% mentioned that mental health related concerns had been reduced. There was one respondent who 

mentioned that her mental condition remained unchanged. 

Figure 11: Types of changes in the mental health 

 

Ref: Q3_2. What changes have you noticed regarding mental health related concern after you received 

the support in the health post? 

4.1.3 Childcare and nutrition for children less than 5 years old  

 

Types of nutritious food that the children usually take. 

 

The majority of the respondents (58.7%) mentioned that the children usually took green vegetables 

followed by fish/ meat/ egg (51.2%). Furthermore, the mothers also provide milk (32.6%); fruits (26.1%); 

pulse (39.1%), and fruits (26.1%) to their children to ensure nutrition for them.   

Figure 12: Types of nutritious food that the children usually take. 

 

Ref: Q9. What nutritious food do the children of your family usually take? 
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Places the respondents visited regarding the health concerns of their children under five years.  

 

During the survey, it was revealed that almost all (98.6%) of the respondents visited health posts for the 

health concerns of their children under five years, whereas only 2.7% visited primary health centers and 

field hospitals respectively. Moreover, 1.4% of respondents visited the traditional healer for the 

treatment of their children under five years old.    

Figure 13: Places the respondents visited regarding the health concerns of their children under five years. 

 

Ref: Q10. Where do you go when you have any health concerns for children under five years in your 

family? 

Reason for visiting the health facility last time for their child. 

 

Among the respondents, the majority (69.4%) of the mothers mentioned that they visited for general 
diseases were for their children under 5 years old. Additionally, 19.4% of mothers visited for diarrhea, 
followed by pneumonia (18.1%); vaccine (9.7%), and the rest of the respondents visited the health facility 
for different other types of service of their children. 
 

Figure 14: Reason for visiting the health facility last time for their child. 

 

Ref: Q11. For what services last time did you visit a health facility for your child? 
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Availability pediatricians in the health post 

 

In the survey respondents were asked about the availability of pediatricians available in the health post. 

Almost all the respondents (98.6%) mentioned that in the health was pediatricians were available, while 

1.4% of respondents mentioned that pediatricians were not available. 

Figure 15: Availability pediatricians in the health post 

 

Ref: Q12. Is there any pediatrician available in the health post? 

Status of vaccination of the respondents’ children 

 

As the Camp is densely populated, the risk of the spread of infectious diseases is high, and it was essential 
to ensure that all residents were vaccinated. Save the Children conducted the vaccinations in 
cooperation with the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (MOHFW). Vaccinations were conducted 
three times a week at the health post. Various vaccinations for preventing diseases such as BCG 
(tuberculosis), OPV (polio), Pentavalent vaccine (diphtheria, pertussis, tetanus, hepatitis B and Hib 
infection), PCV (pneumococcus), and MR (measles and rubella) was provided to children under two years 
of age, following the procedures of the Expanded Programme on Immunization (EPI) specified by the 
Bangladesh Government. In the survey, it was found that almost all the respondents (98.6%) mentioned 
that they had vaccinated their children. There was one respondent who did not vaccinate her child, did 
not feel it necessary.  

Figure 16: Status of vaccination of the respondents’ children 

Ref: Q14. Have the children of your family been vaccinated? 
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Types of vaccines given to the children. 

 

In the survey, it was found that the majority of the respondents (69.4%) mentioned that they gave OPV 
(Polio) vaccine to their children. Besides OPV, 30.6% of respondents mentioned MR (measles and 
rubella), 20.8% mentioned PCV (pneumococcus) and DPT respectively; BCG (tuberculosis) 18.1%; and 
Pentavalent vaccine (diphtheria, pertussis, tetanus, hepatitis B, and Hib infection) 12.5% which had been 
given to their child. Moreover, 23.6% couldn’t remember the name of the vaccine.  

Figure 17: Types of vaccines given to the children. 

 

Ref: Q15. What Vaccines were given to the children of your family? 

Places of the children vaccination 

 

During the survey, it was revealed that most (87.5%) of the respondents visited health posts for their 
children's vaccination. Again, 23.6% visited the field hospitals, while 13.9% visited community health 
volunteers and 8.3% visited the primary health center. 

Figure 18: Places of the children vaccination 

 

Ref: Q16. Where have the children of your family taken for vaccination? 
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Level of satisfaction with the services provided by health post for their child. 

 

In the survey, the respondents were asked to understand the level of satisfaction with the services 

provided by health posts for their child. It was recorded on a 5-point scale where 5 means the 

respondents completely satisfied with the services provided by the health post while 1 means they were 

not satisfied with the services provided by the health post at all. Among the respondents, 80.6% 

mentioned that they were completely satisfied with the service provided by the health post for their 

child, whereas 19.4% mentioned that they were satisfied. 

Figure 19: Level of satisfaction with the services provided by health post for their child. 

 

Ref: Q13. How satisfied are you about the services provided by health post for your child? 

4.1.4 Sexual Reproductive Health (SRH) 

Awareness on different family planning methods  

 

The women of reproductive age respondents (aged between 19 to 45 years) were asked about different 
family planning methods they are aware of. Most of the respondents (71.9%) mentioned oral 
contraceptive pills, closely followed by injectables (68.8%). Whereas 9.4% were not aware of family 
planning. On the other hand, 6.3% mentioned male condoms, followed by IUD 3.1%; rhythm/periodic 
abstinence (3.1%), and standard days method respectively.  

Figure 20: Awareness on different family planning methods 

 

Ref: Q20. Which ways or methods have you heard about to delay or avoid a pregnancy? 
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Incidence of using family planning methods.  

 

The women of reproductive age were further asked whether they or their husbands had tried any of the 

family planning methods ever, and more than half of the respondents (55.6%) mentioned that they or 

their husbands had tried a method to delay or avoid getting pregnant. 

Figure 21: Incidence of using family planning methods. 

 

Ref: Q21. Have you or your husband ever used anything or tried in any way to delay or avoid getting 

pregnant? 

Types of family planning method used  

 

The usage pattern matched with the family planning methods they were aware of. Overall, 46.7% of 
respondents mentioned that they were using the oral contraceptive pill, while the same percentage of 
respondents mentioned that they were using injectables. Among the respondents, 6.7% mentioned that 
they or their spouse didn’t use any method. 

Figure 22: Types of family planning method used 

 

Ref: Q22. Are you or your husband/wife currently doing something or using any method to delay or 

avoid getting pregnant? 
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Discussion about the family planning methods with others.  

 

In the past, it was observed that while adopting any family planning methods, the users talk to some 
peers or take expert opinions. Sometimes they talk to health care professionals proactively, sometimes 
the health care professionals visit their houses.  In this survey, it was found that most of the respondents 
(65.6%) discussed family planning methods or side effects of family planning methods with others. 

Figure 23: Discussion about the family planning methods with others. 

 

Ref: Q23. Has anyone spoken to you about the family planning methods or side effects of family 

planning methods? 

The person whom the respondents talked to regarding family planning methods. 

The women of reproductive age who discussed the family planning methods or side effects of family 
planning methods with others, majority of the respondents (66.7%) mentioned that they had a discussion 
with NGO workers in most recent time. Apart from NGO workers, the discussion with others on the topic 
was rare. There were 14.3% respondents mentioned midwife/ nurse followed by qualified doctor (9.5%) 
and neighbor/ friend (9.5%) respectively. Moreover, 4.8% of respondents mentioned skilled birth 
attendants in the camp and paramedics respectively with whom they had discussed the topic. 

Figure 24:  The person whom the respondents talked to regarding family planning methods. 

 

Ref: Q24. Who spoke to you about the family planning methods or the side effects of FP methods the 

most recent time? 
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Types of places the respondents visited to discuss about family planning. 

 

Under component I of the project, there was a provision where information on menstruation and family 
planning is provided, especially for teenagers. During the survey among women of reproductive age, 
respondents were asked about the types of places the respondents visited if they had any queries or 
concerns related to family planning. Most of the respondents (87.5%) mentioned that they visited health 
posts. Less than 10% (9.4%) mentioned community health workers, and 3.1% consulted with neighbors 
on the topic, while more than 6% mentioned that they didn’t visit anywhere. 

Figure 25: Types of places the respondents visited to discuss about family planning. 

 

Ref: Q25. Where do you go if you have any queries or concerns related to family planning? 

4.1.5 Maternal Health Knowledge and Sources of Health Information  
 

Status of Pregnancy of the Respondents 

 

Among the married respondents a question was asked to understand whether the respondent was 
pregnant.  Among the surveyed respondents, over one-fifth (22%) of the respondents mentioned that 
they were pregnant. 

Figure 26: Status of Pregnancy of the Respondents 

 

Ref: D.5 Are you pregnant? 
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Whether the Respondents Visited to Health Facility for a Check-up 

 

During the survey, the pregnant respondents were asked whether they visited a health facility for a 
check-up. Almost all of them (95%) mentioned that they visited a health facility for a check-up while 5% 
of pregnant women did not visit the health facility for a checkup.  

Figure 27: Whether the Respondents Visited to Health Facility for a Check-up 

 

Ref: D.6 Have you been to a health facility for a check-up? 

The danger signs and symptoms during pregnancy. 

 

The pregnant and lactating women (PLW) respondents were asked about the signs and symptoms that 
indicated a pregnancy may be in danger to verify their current knowledge. Most of the respondents (75%) 
mentioned severe headaches. Moreover, half of the respondents (50%) mentioned severe pain in the 
abdomen, followed by Loss of consciousness (37.5%) and swollen hands & feet respectively (37.5%).  
Additionally, 25% mentioned high fever, 18.8% mentioned severe weakness, and 12.5% respondents 
mentioned severe vaginal bleeding and exceptionally long labor respectively. However, 6.3% mentioned 
that they didn’t know about signs and symptoms that indicated a pregnancy may be in danger. 

Figure 28: The danger signs and symptoms during pregnancy. 

 

Ref: Q26. What are some of the signs and symptoms that indicate that a pregnancy may be in 

danger? 
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The danger signs soon after birth would require attention in a health facility. 

 

From a study conducted by reliefweb, 3 in 4 Rohingya refugee babies are born in unsanitary bamboo 
shelters. As per the study, based on the data from Save the Children's Primary Health Care Centre (PHCC), 
for every 100,000 live births, 179 mothers die from preventable causes related to pregnancy and 
childbirth. Half of all maternal deaths in the camps happen at home. This means they were not aware of 
the danger signs or other alarms soon after birth would require attention in a health facility.  
 
One-third of the respondents (31.3) mentioned exceptionally long labor; abnormal positioning of the 
child; seizures/convulsions; and severe pain in the abdomen respectively. Moreover, 18.8% mentioned 
severe vaginal bleeding and loss of consciousness respectively as danger signs soon after birth would 
require attention in a health facility. 
 

Figure 29: The danger signs soon after birth would require attention in a health facility. 

 
Ref: Q27. Can you tell me what danger signs or other alarms soon after birth would require attention 
in a health facility? 

 
 

The most serious problems during the first 48 hours after birth  

 
There are some of the most serious problems that can occur during the first 48 hours after birth that 
could endanger the life of a newborn, for which the babies need to be taken to a health care facility. To 
verify the knowledge of the Pregnant and Lactating Women (PLW) a relevant question was asked to the 
respondents. More than half (56.3%) of the respondents mentioned the difficulty breathing of the baby; 
followed by too cold or trembles Baby (37.5%); the too small size of the baby (31.3%) and baby did not 
cry (25%). Just below one-fifth of the respondents (18.8%) could not tell any of the symptoms. 
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Figure 30: The most serious problems during the first 48 hours after birth 

 
Ref: Q28. In your opinion, what are some of the most serious problems that can occur during the first 
48 hours after birth that could endanger the life of a newborn? 
 

The source for pregnancy related information  

 
Among the Pregnant and Lactating Women (PLW) respondents, majority (56.3%) of the respondents 
mentioned midwives as the main source of pregnancy information (such as antenatal care, delivery or 
postnatal care) in the past 6 months of the survey. Besides midwives, medical assistants (25%), doctors 
(18.8%), friends / relatives (12.5%) were the other sources of information. On the other hand, 12.5% 
respondents did not get health related information from anyone. 
 

Figure 31: The source for pregnancy related information 

 
Ref: Q29. What were your sources for pregnancy information (such as antenatal care, delivery or 
postnatal care) in the past 6 months? 
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4.1.6 Antenatal Care Behavior  
 

Experience of seeing the antenatal care during the respondents’ pregnancy period. 

 
The pregnant and lactating women (PLW) respondents were asked whether they visited any health 
service provider for antenatal care during their pregnancy. Among the respondents, almost all the 
respondents (94.1%) mentioned that they had visited health service provider for the antenatal care 
during the respondents’ pregnancy period. The respondent who did not visited any health service 
provider, they considered these as unnecessary.  

Figure 32: Experience of seeing the antenatal care during the respondents’ pregnancy period. 

 
Ref: Q30. Did you see anyone for antenatal care during your pregnancy period? 

 

First antenatal care visit. 

 
Overall, 43.4% of respondents made their first visit to a health service provider for antenatal care when 
they were 4 or less than 4 months pregnant. On the other hand, one-fourth (25%) cases visited the health 
service provider during 7 or 8 months of pregnancy, which was a remarkably close time of their delivery. 
 

Figure 33: First antenatal care visit. 

 
Ref: Q32_months:  How many months were you pregnant before you went for your first antenatal 
care visit? 
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Person met at their first antenatal care visit. 

 
The PLW respondents those visited health care professionals, majority (68.8%) of the respondents 
mentioned that they had visited midwives. While verifying the responses from the enumerators, we 
found that by midwives they referred to health service providers at the health post. There were 18.8% 
respondent who mentioned that they visited NGO workers followed by qualified doctor 12.5% for their 
antenatal care.  

Figure 34: Person met at their first antenatal care visit. 

 
Ref: Q33. Whom did you see for your first antenatal care visit? 
 

Place of receiving antenatal care for the pregnancy. 

 
All the respondents (100%) mentioned that they visited health posts to receive antenatal care for the 
pregnancy, while some of the respondents visited other places also. Among them, 12.5% mentioned 
NGO static clinic; followed by field hospital (6.3%); and community health volunteer (6.3%) respectively 
from which they received antenatal care. 

Figure 35: Place of receiving antenatal care for the pregnancy. 

 
Ref: Q34. Where did you go to receive antenatal care for this pregnancy? 
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Types of checkup conducted  

 
During antenatal care, the majority (87.5%) of the respondents mentioned weight checked up, and blood 
pressure checkups respectively as the activities, which were performed. Followed by this, the study also 
reveals that 81.3% conducted abdominal check-ups, 68.8% conducted urine sample checkup, 56.3% 
conducted height measurements and 31.3% conducted blood sample tests.  

Figure 36: Types of checkup conducted 

 
Ref: Q35. During this pregnancy, as part of your antenatal care during this pregnancy were any of the 
following done at least once. 
 

Whether injection was given  

 
During the survey, the Pregnant and Lactating Women (PLW) respondents, 02 were from the age range 
between 12 to 18 years and 15 were from the age range between 19 to 45 years, were asked whether 
they were given an injection in the arm to prevent the baby from getting tetanus (convulsions after birth). 
Majority of them (64.7%) mentioned that they had given the injection in the arm to prevent the baby 
from getting tetanus. It was also found that all the younger respondents had given but 60% of the adults 
had given the injection. 
 

Figure 37: Whether injection was given 

 
Ref: Q36. Has anyone given you an injection in the arm to prevent the baby from getting tetanus, 
that is, (convulsions after birth)? 
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Birthplace of the respondents’ last child 

 
It was a worrying fact that the majority (82.4%) of the respondents mentioned that their last child was 
born at home. This is a worrying fact because as mentioned above, half of all maternal deaths in the 
camps happen at home. On the other hand, only 11.8% of respondents mentioned that their last child 
was delivered at an NGO clinic, followed by a field hospital (5.9%). As due to the limitation of health post 
regulation it cannot be provided child delivery facility at the health post which creates discomfort among 
the beneficiaries. Hence, there was no facility for child delivery at the health post. Sometimes it creates 
discomfort among the beneficiaries. 
 
“There is no delivery facility at the health post. The pregnant women are visiting me, and I am giving the 
treatment, regular follow up etc. Hence, they become dependent on me. However, since there is no 
delivery facility at the health post, they are less interested to visit a new place or health care facility. 
Sometimes they deliver at home. If the same person involves in follow up and delivery, it would be more 
comfortable for the patients.” ……Project Staff  

Figure 38: Birthplace of the respondents’ last child 

 
Ref: Q37. Where was your last child born? 

Reasons behind not to deliver in a health facility. 
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Of the mothers who did not take their children to any health facility, 42.9% of them did not manage time 
or prepare themselves to take the patient to the hospital, while 14.3% mentioned that there was no one 
to accompany the patients. In 21.4% of cases, the mother herself did not consider the delivery at the 
health facility as necessary, while in other 21.4% cases the family members (e.g. mother in laws, sister in 
laws etc.) did not consider it necessary, in 7.1% cases, husbands of the patient did not consider taking 
them to a health facility as necessary. On the other hand, in 7.1% of cases, the respondents complained 
about inconvenient times. 
 

Figure 39: Reasons behind not to deliver in a health facility. 

 
 
Ref: Q38. Why didn't you deliver in a health facility? 
 
4.1.7 Postnatal care behavior  
 

Receiving first check ups  

 
There were 11.8% cases the respondents did not conduct any health checkup after the delivery, while 
only 11.8% of respondents received a health checkup after one day of delivery. Only 23.8% of 
respondents conducted any health checkup within one week of delivery, while 5.9% of respondents 
conducted any health checkup after 40 days of delivery. 
 

Figure 40: Receiving first check ups 

 
Ref: Q39. WHEN: How many days after delivery did you receive your check up? 
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The person who was checked, mother, child, or both after the delivery. 

 
In most of the cases, both the mother and child (80%) were checked up after delivery, while 13.3% cases 
only child and 6.7% cases the only mother was checked up. After delivery, there might be cases where 
both mother and child can remain in a critical situation. Hence, it is always recommended that both 
mother and newborn baby go through a formal checkup. 
 

Figure 41: The person who was checked, mother, child, or both after the delivery. 

 
Ref: Q40. Who was checked, mother, child or both? 
 

The place of health checkup 

 
Of the respondents who conducted health check-up for themselves or their children, the majority of 
them (73.3%) mentioned that they got health checkups from the health post. One-fifth of the 
respondents (20%) mentioned that they got a health checkup from the NGO STATIC CLINIC and followed 
by Primary Health Center (6.7%). 

Figure 42: The place of health checkup 

 
Ref: Q41. Where did you get your health checked? 
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The person by whom the respondents was checked their health. 

 

During the survey, it was identified most (60%) of the respondents were checked up by a nurse (service 
provider other than doctors) after their delivery. Over one-fourth 26.7% of cases there were checked up 
by doctors, followed by health assistants (6.7%). Moreover, 6.7% could not say the person by whom they 
were checked up. 

Figure 43: The person by whom the respondents was checked their health. 

 
Ref: Q42. Who checked on your health? 
 

4.1.8 Nutrition and child health 
 

The first breast feeding time after the birth of their last child. 

 
Breastfeeding within the first hour or so after birth is important because: It makes the mother more 
confident that she can breastfeed. The baby starts to receive the immunological effects of colostrum (the 
first breastmilk, which provides protection against infection and disease). Breastfeeding within the first 
hour ensures the baby’s digestion and bowels are stimulated2.   
 
 
Exclusive breastfeeding for 6 months has many benefits for the infant and mother. Chief among these is 
protection against gastrointestinal infections which is observed not only in developing but also 
industrialized countries. Early initiation of breastfeeding, within 1 hour of birth, protects the newborn 
from acquiring infections and reduces newborn mortality. The risk of mortality due to diarrhea and other 
infections can increase in infants who are either partially breastfed or not breastfed at all3. 
 
  

 
2 https://www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au/health/HealthyLiving/breastfeeding-when-to-start 
3 https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/infant-and-young-child-feeding 
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In our survey, it was found that in 41.2% of cases the baby was put to the breast immediately after birth, 
while in another 47.1% of cases it was done within less than one hour. There were 5.9% cases children 
were put to the breast within a day, while another 5.9% of cases it was done within 2-3 days. 
 

Figure 44: The first breast feeding time after the birth of their last child. 

 

 
Ref: Q43. How long after birth did you first put your last child to the breast? 

 

Incidence of giving their last child colostrum after the delivery. 

 
As we mentioned, the importance of breastfeeding within the first hour. Colostrum, or the first milk, is 
the product of the first milking following calving. Ruminants have a unique, thicker placenta that does 
not allow antibodies to cross into the fetus. Due to this anatomical difference, calves must consume 
colostrum from the dam to receive an initial protective immunity. Removal of calves from the dam (less 
than 6 hours) requires feeding of colostrum as soon as possible. In addition to feeding colostrum quickly, 
it is also important for producers to provide good quality colostrum (greater than 50 mg/mL)4. In the 
study it was found that (82.4%) of the Pregnant and Lactating Women (PLW) respondents gave their last 
child colostrum after the delivery.  
 

Figure 45: Incidence of giving their last child colostrum after the delivery. 

 
Ref: Q44. After delivery, did you give your last child colostrum (thick yellowish milk that mothers 

produce during the first few days after delivery)? 

 
4 https://extension.tennessee.edu/publications/Documents/W660-A.pdf 
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Whether the last child was given anything to drink other than breast milk 

 
A newborn baby must not be given any food or drinks other than breast milk unless it is medically 
indicated. For any breastfeeding babies being given food or drink other than breastmilk there should be 
acceptable medical reasons5.  During the survey, it was found that 82.4% respondents mentioned that 
their child was not given anything to drink other than breast milk, but close to one-fifth of the 
respondents mentioned that they had given something other than breast milk to their children, which 
included milk (other than breast milk) and honey.  
 

Figure 46: Whether the last child was given anything to drink other than breast milk 

 
Ref: Q45. In the first three days after delivery, was your last child given anything to drink other than 
breast milk? 
 

Food that a mother should feed her baby for the first six months after being born.  

 
World Health Organization (WHO) always puts emphasis on exclusive breastfeeding for up to 6 months. 

In our survey, it was found that most of the mothers (82.4%) thought that they should give mother’s 

milk to their babies in the first 6 months, while 64.7% of respondents thought about mother’s milk 

only. Apart from mother’s milk, the surveyed mothers also mentioned mashed foods like khichuri, 

banana, boiled vegetables (23.5%); other liquids (powder milk, cow/goat milk, gripe water) (17.6%); 

and water (5.9%). On the other hand, 5.9% of respondents could not recommend anything that they 

should provide to their children.  

Figure 47: Food that a mother should feed her baby for the first six months after being born. 

 
Ref: Q47. In your opinion, what should a mother feed her baby for the first six months after being 
born?  

 
5 http://www.tensteps.org/step-6-successful-breastfeeding.shtml 
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Age of child when the respondents first started giving him/her soft food. 

 
As per WHO guidelines, around the age of 6 months, an infant’s need for energy and nutrients starts to 
exceed what is provided by breast milk, and complementary foods are necessary to meet those needs. 
An infant of this age is also developmentally ready for other foods. If complementary foods are not 
introduced around the age of 6 months, or if they are given inappropriately, an infant’s growth may 
falter. In the survey, it was found that in 18.2% of cases, the respondents started giving them soft food 
at the age of 4 months, while 45.5% of cases they provided soft food when the age of the children was 6 
months. On the other hand, in 36.4% of cases the mothers give soft food to their children at the age of 
7 months. 

Figure 48: Age of child when the respondents first started giving him/her soft food. 

 
Ref: Q49. How old was your last child when you first started giving him/her soft food? 

 

The soft/alternative food that the respondents given during the day or at night 

. 

For those who provided food to their children, above one-third (35.3%) of the respondents provided 
‘rice’, and the same percentage of the respondents provided ‘mashed food’. Moreover, 29.4% of 
respondents mentioned milk as an alternative to breast milk they provided. Additionally, 11.8% of 
respondents mentioned dal, and 5.9% of respondents mentioned egg and Suji respectively. 

Figure 49: The soft/alternative food that the respondents given during the day or at night 

 
Ref: Q50. What soft/alternative food did you give to (NAME) during the day or at night? 
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4.1.9 During Puberty  
 

Knowledge about the changes before their pubertal experiences 

 
The project has created some awareness sessions on menstruation and family planning among 
teenagers. Hence, a question was asked among the adolescent regarding their knowledge about the 
changes before their pubertal experiences. Most of the respondents (71%) mentioned that they had 
knowledge about the changes.  

Figure 50: Knowledge about the changes before their pubertal experiences 

 
Ref: Q18. During puberty, boys and girls experience certain physical and mental changes. In your 
case, did you know about the changes before your pubertal experiences? 
 

Source of information on pubertal experiences. 

 
The study reveals that family was the main source of information about the changes before their pubertal 
experiences. More than one-third of the respondents mentioned that mothers were the main source of 
information, followed by sister (18.2%) and health post (18.2%). Moreover, 9.10% of adolescents got the 
information from WFS.  

Figure 51: Source of information on pubertal experiences. 

 
Ref: Q19 Source. If knew about the changes before your pubertal experiences, whom did you heard 
first? 
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Types of knowledge the respondents got about pubertal experiences. 

 
When the adolescents were asked about the topics they had learned, they mentioned both physical 
changes and some social norms. The majority of the respondents (68.2%) mentioned that they had 
learned about menstruation. On the other hand, 18.2% of respondents mentioned wearing orna (scarf), 
and 9.1% of respondents mentioned menstrual hygiene management. The rest of the respondents 
mentioned different types of knowledge like not to go outside and seat everywhere (4.5%), feeling 
tiredness (4.5%), changes in the body (4.5%), and changing voice (4.5%).  

Figure 52: Types of knowledge the respondents got about pubertal experiences. 

 
Ref: Q19 Source. If knew about the changes before your pubertal experiences, what did you heard 

first? 
4.1.10 Overall evaluation on health post  

Level of comfortableness during the visited to the health post. 

 
A question was asked the respondents to understand the level of comfortableness during the visit to the 
health post. It was recorded on a 5-point scale where 5 means the respondents extremely comfortable 
when they visited the health post while 1 means they were not comfortable at all during the visit to the 
health post. Among the respondents, 86.3% mentioned affirmatively that their visit to the health post 
was extremely comfortable whereas only 1.7% mentioned negatively that it was somewhat 
uncomfortable. Moreover, 11.1% of respondents mentioned that it was somewhat comfortable; and 
0.9% mentioned that it was neither comfortable nor uncomfortable. It was noted that adolescent girls 
were more discomfortable than adults.  

Figure 53: Level of comfortableness during the visited to the health post. 
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Level of satisfaction with the services provided by health post. 

 
The satisfaction about service provider was also recorded on a 5-point scale where 5 means the 
respondents completely satisfied with the services provided by health post while 1 means they were not 
satisfied with the services provided by health post at all. Among the respondents, 76.1% mentioned 
completely satisfied whereas 22.2% mentioned satisfied and only 1.7% mentioned neither satisfied, nor 
dissatisfied. It is also found that all the adolescents, aged between 12 to 18 years (100%) were completely 
or somewhat satisfied with the services provided by health posts, which was 97.8% among the adult 
respondents. 
 

Figure 54: Level of satisfaction with the services provided by health post. 

 
Ref: Q6. How satisfied are you about the services provided by health post? 

 

Reasons behind the satisfaction 

 
There were two major reasons for the satisfaction of the service providers, and other reasons were 
minor. The study revealed that most (70.9%) of the respondents thought that the service providers at 
the health facility were friendly and 47% mentioned the sincerity of the service providers. Moreover, 
among others, 7.7% marked service providers as knowledgeable; 3.4% as realistic; and 2.6% as efficient. 
The adolescent respondents liked the friendliness of the service providers, where the adult respondents 
liked the sincerity.  

Figure 55: Reasons behind the satisfaction 

 
Ref: Q7. Why do you think so? 
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The respondents’ expectations regarding the development in a health facility 

 

During the survey, it was revealed that close to half (47%) of the respondents mentioned that disease 
diagnostic facilities should be available in a health facility. Moreover, 28% mentioned the high-quality 
medicine and an adequate number of fans as their expectation. Close to half of the adolescents wanted 
an increased number of fans (46%) inside the health post. Furthermore, 19% of respondents wanted free 
medicine from the health post. One-fourth of the adolescents wanted an adequate seating facility inside 
the health post. 
 

Figure 56: The respondents’ expectations regarding the development in a health facility 

 
Ref: Q5. What would you like to see to fulfill your expectations in a health facility? 

 

Recommendation to receive services from health post 

 
Researchers found that people recommend something if someone is happy, or someone needs 
something. However, no one would recommend anything for which they are not happy. The study found 
that most (92.3%) of the respondents had suggested others to receive services from health posts. 
Moreover, it was also found that more adult respondents had suggested using the facility than the 
adolescents.  

Figure 57: Recommendation to receive services from health post 

 
Ref: Q8. Have you ever suggested others to receive services from health post? 
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5. Achievement of project outputs and outcomes against indicators in the log frame.  
 

Target level  
 

 

Activity Indicators for Health 

1.1 Number of beneficiaries attended the 
HPs (34,266 persons)  
 

24,217/34,266 persons, which was 70.67% of 
the target During the survey it was identified 
that the people among the Rohingya 
community were afraid of the new virus 
COVID 19. There was restriction imposed on 
the movement of Rohingya people even 
inside the camp. Hence, Rohingya people 
reduced their movement inside the camp 
and also did not visit the health post unless 
there was a case of emergency. As a result, 
the project target could not be achieved.  

1.2 Number of review meetings conducted 
based on the monitoring results by clinical 
supervisors using checklists of medical 
services and prescriptions 

(12/10 times- Once a month), which was 
120% of the target 

1.3 Percentage of spot checks in which the 
clinical supervisors could verify that patient’s 
complaints, medical services and 
prescriptions were matched. 
(100% -Spot check should be done 10 times) 

100% 

1.4 Number of beneficiaries who are 
satisfied with the services at health posts 
(80%) 

98.3% 

1.5 % of adolescent boys and girls who 
attend SRH corners with increased 
knowledge of SRH; (Target: 60%) 

100%  

1.6# of U5 children who have received 
vaccination (1,877/450 children) 

2740 children and 609% of the target 

2.% of staff and Community Health Workers, 
Community Nutrition Volunteers and 
Community Mental Health Workers who 
participated in IYCF-E training demonstrating 
improved knowledge (Target: 80%) 

100% at the end of the project  

Activity Indicator for MHPSS 

3. % of staff/volunteers who received 
MHPSS training demonstrating improved 
knowledge (Target: 80%)  

100% (Pretest and Posttest was taken the 
average score raised from 10.6 to 17.3). 

 
Note: The result was produced based on the information provided by the concern authority till March 
2021.  
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6. Evaluation based on CHS.  
 
The Core Humanitarian Standard on Quality and Accountability (CHS) sets out Nine Commitments that 
organizations and individuals involved in humanitarian response can use to improve the quality and 
effectiveness of the assistance they provide. The CHS places communities and people affected by crisis 
at the center of humanitarian action. As a core standard, the CHS describes the essential elements of 
principled, accountable and high-quality humanitarian aid. It is a voluntary and measurable standard. 
The CHS is the result of a global consultation process. It draws together key elements of existing 
humanitarian standards and commitments6.   
 
CHS1: Communities and people affected by crisis receive assistance appropriate to their needs. 
 
CHS1 requires that the project is committed to providing assistance based on the needs and capacities 
of communities and people affected by crisis. The needs of the affected people can be assessed by 
conducting need assessment or by utilizing learning from the past. The project target should be set 
considering the diversified needs of the wider community including disadvantaged or marginalized 
people. Also, the project should be designed in a way that it does not harm anyone both physically and 
mentally.  
 
Need of the Communities and people affected by crisis in light of JRP. 
 
The project aims to ensure that the Rohingya population have equitable access to quality comprehensive 
primary health care, nutrition and mental health and mental health and psychosocial support services 
through an integrated approach. As per joint response plan (JRP) 2020, all the Rohingya community 
people were targeted for protection, food security, health, site management, WASH and Shelter & NFI.  
 

Figure 58: People targeted by sector. 

 
 

 
 
  

 
6 https://corehumanitarianstandard.org/ 
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The health targeted all the Rohingya refugees inside the camp, along with 4.17 million host community 

population. Total funding requirement was USD85.6 million.  There were 20 sector projects, 20 appealing 

partners and 35 implementing partners under health sector. The strategic objective of health and 

nutrition sector is that Rohingya refugees will have continued access to critical health and nutrition 

facilities covering the entire population. Family planning services will be provided, with the promotion 

of a rights-based approach for women of reproductive age. All camp health facilities offer free treatment 

to Bangladeshi citizens and Rohingya refugees alike. Health partners align with agreed standards for 

healthcare services among the Rohingya, in line with international standards, with the Government 

standards for host community7. 

 

Figure 59:Funding required for health sector  

  

 
7 Joint Response Plan, Rohingya Humanitarian Crisis, 2020 
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Needs of Rohingya Refugees Related to Health  

Considering the population density of the camp, the number of cases a health facility has to deal with is 
immense. Hence it is often difficult to ensure the quality and minimum standards for services in health 
facilities. As per the Joint Response Plan, several gaps in health services include comprehensive 
emergency obstetric care; newborn care, family planning provision, availability and timely access to 24/7 
comprehensive clinical management of rape/intimate partner violence services; and first-line support 
for gender-based violence survivors.8  
 
Though there was a substantial improvement noticed in the case of women accessing facility-based 
deliveries, the overall percentage was deficient, which was also identified from this survey. Many women 
and their family members did not consider child delivery at the health facility as necessary. Considering 
the living condition of the camp, communicable diseases persist among the Rohingya refugees. 
Immunization coverage among children was another challenge inside the camp. Immunization coverage 
among children under one year old has improved from 67 percent at the start of 2019 to 78 percent by 
the end of September. However, substantive improvements to achieve more than 95 percent coverage 
still needs to be addressed 9 . Capacities for non-Communicable disease management, laboratory 
diagnostics; mental health and psychosocial support services, including inpatient/psychiatric care; and 
specialized services (such as eye-care, geriatric care, oral healthcare and services for people with 
disabilities and palliative needs, etc.) are not adequate to the needs.  
 
Moreover, there was limited health care waste management solution inside the camp. Rational use of 
medicine was identified as another priority. Overall, 55 percent of Rohingya refugee households are 
reportedly taking on debt to cover health care costs10. During the current study, it was identified that 
Rohingya refugee households are selling their foods to purchase medicine or bear the expense of 
diagnostic tests. Referrals for emergency medical and obstetric cases, surgery, trauma, and 
complications for Non-Communicable Diseases and chronic conditions remain challenging and costly. 
Even sometimes transportation from one facility to another was also found as expensive considering lack 
of employment opportunity among Rohingya refugees.  
 

Needs addressed by SC 

Treatment is one of the basic needs and rights of the human being. For any community, healthcare 
services are required on a continuous basis. If we consider the environment of a camp where the access 
to the host community is limited, the refugees have no or limited access to local health care facilities, 
people living in a congested environment, the refugees who are traumatized based on previous 
experience in their own country, provision of health, nutrition and psychosocial support is essential. Also, 
joint response plan, several gaps in health and nutrition sector was identified. It was difficult for a single 
agency to meet all the needs, rather it required a collaborative approach, which is allocated by the health 
focal agencies. This project  provided a package of primary health care services to Rohingya people 
through an integrated approach (with Nutrition, Community Health and MHPSS components) from one 
Health Post as well as community health activities to ensure that children and families survive, and 
remain healthy. As per JRP, there were 32 PHCs and 129 Health Posts un the camp11. In camp 15, there 
is a health post, which is being operated by Save the Children, provides public healthcare facility which 
is very much essential for the Rohingya community if someone becomes sick or injured. Moreover, some 
survivors who need mental health/psychosocial support are often referred to the facility. As per the 
project proposal, the health post accepted over 22,000 outpatients in 2018, demonstrating an extremely 

 
8 In 2019, 70 percent of Primary Health Care facilities had no systems in place to inform community and 

stakeholders of the available GBV health services, and staff were not adequately trained to identify signs and 
symptoms of sexual and intimate partner violence. (GBV Service Quality assessment 2019). 
9 Joint Response Plan, Rohingya Humanitarian Crisis, 2020 
10 Joint Multi Sector Needs Assessment, ISCG, September 2019. 
11 Health sector monitoring report  
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high demand. It was also found that the health post at Camp 15 funded JPF greatly outnumbered seven 
other health posts that Save the Children runs by attending a number of patients in need of treatment. 
Also, to avoid duplication of health support by different organizations in the health sector in Cox’s Bazar 
and make effective use of limited campsites, an opportunity was provided where the Bangladesh 
government, UN agencies, and NGOs could determine which health posts should continue to be 
operated from the standpoint of visitor numbers and geography. As a result, the continuation of the 
health post in Camp 15 that Save the Children operates was recommended by the Bangladesh 
government’s Refugee Relief and Repatriation Commission (RRRC).  The above statements prove the 
relevance of the project for the refugees living in Camp 15.   
 
The health post was run six days a week, and medical care service was provided six hours a day. The staff 
of the project provides comprehensive support on nutrition, maternal and child health, SRH, treatment 
for infectious and non-infectious diseases, mental health/psychosocial support, etc. They also provided 
information on menstruation and family planning. the health post had a dedicated room for maternal 
health care where they provide antenatal checkups for the patients. Moreover, they provide counseling 
on family planning.  At the camp, nutrition support was provided mainly by regional health workers and 
regional nutrition volunteers both in the community level or at the health post. There was a space to 
which mothers and children had free access for breastfeeding or individual consultation. 
 
The project also conducted some sessions on Sexual Reproductive Health (SRH) among beneficiaries, 
though the number of sessions was less than expected due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic in 
the camp. There were volunteers to conduct the sessions. The sessions were conducted among two types 
of beneficiaries: adolescents and adults. The sessions provided information on the biological change of 
an adolescent and the preventive measures required to be taken when they would-be mothers in the 
future. Also, the demerits of early marriage were communicated in the sessions.  

 
There was a room for the outdoor patients, where they provide treatment to all kinds of patients. If 
required, the project provides free medicine to the beneficiaries from the project budget. However, 
sometimes the supply of medicine was short if the number of patients increases. Hence, it was 
recommended to increase the supply of medicine. The health post also provided free masks to the 
beneficiaries during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 
The health post provides utmost importance to the children since this was a project implemented by 
Save the Children. For the children, the project organized a vaccination program that was run three days 
a week. The program was implemented with the collaboration of the EPI program of Upazila Health 
Complex run by the government. The vaccination program included vaccinations for preventing diseases 
such as BCG (tuberculosis), OPV (polio), quintuple vaccine (diphtheria, pertussis, tetanus, hepatitis B and 
Hib infection), PCV (pneumococcus), and MR (measles and rubella). Till March 2021, the project provided 
vaccines to 2740  children against the target of 450 children.  

 
 

Moreover, the regional health workers and regional nutrition volunteers screen the nutritional status of 
infants and toddlers to detect acute malnutrition. If any such issue was found, it was referred to a 
relevant group working inside the camp. Under the nutrition program, the project team provided advice 
to the lactating mothers about the correct posture for breastfeeding, the time of complimentary food, 
and how to prepare complementary foods. There was a counselor from Infant and Young Child Feeding 
(IYCF) who provided such training among the beneficiaries. Moreover, there was a maternal and child 
health promoter whose main responsibility was to create awareness among the beneficiaries and 
provide the required information. They provided information among pregnant women about the danger 
sign during pregnancy or immediately after delivery. 
 
Some mother support groups were formed where mothers could talk to each other about maternal and 
child nutrition. For each group, there were leaders who received training on nutrition. Through the 
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groups, cooking demonstrations are given to mothers mainly with children six to 23 months to teach the 
cooking methods for complementary foods.  
 
The project also conducted awareness activities through outreach activities, which included awareness-
raising activities about health, the importance of vaccinations, and identify cases that required medical 
intervention through home visits.   
. 
Moreover, the health post also provided psychosocial support to the people who required it. This project 
targets mostly refugees with anxiety and sleep disorders. Under the project, there were some mental 
health/psychosocial support workers who conducted yard meetings. The project identified people who 
needed mental health/psychosocial support for early intervention to address individual needs and 
referred them to WFS and the health post. The health post mainly provided counseling services. If 
anybody exhibited severe symptoms, it was referred to another organizations for professional treatment 
including prescription of medication. 
 
Though the project was relevant, it often failed to meet the requirements of the Rohingya community. 
The survey reveals several expectations from the beneficiaries, out of which some of the issues could 
not be addressed due to regulations inside the camp.  

• The operating hours of the health post was not sufficient for the community people. 

• There was no emergency support, and the project failed to meet the need if there was an 
emergency requirement after the operating hour. 

• The supply of medicine was not sufficient for the number of beneficiaries.  

• There was no delivery service at the health post for the pregnant women and the patients had 
to visit another health facility for their delivery. The patients often did not feel comfortable 
changing the health facility or getting treatment under a different service provider or doctor. 
Health posts level only offer outpatients department, reproductive health (antenatal checkup, 
post natal checkup, family planning method, counselling), nutrition screening, adolescent sexual 
reproductive health services, mental health psychosocial support, antenatal care and post natal 
care. However, health post cannot provide birthplace in health post because of the limitation of 
health post regulation. 

• There was no diagnostic facility at the health post, hence for any diagnostic test, patients are 
either referred to Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF) or Cox’s bazar  

 
“Save the Children conducted need assessment to understand the health needs of the beneficiaries of this 
camp. There is a Monitoring Evaluation Analysis Team to conduct the need assessment. The community 
people also feel free to share their opinion. However, it is not possible to meet all their demand. 
Sometimes we get less amount of medicine that required. The health post is a temporary structure; hence 
all the facility cannot be provided from the facility. Moreover, there is a restriction that the outsiders 
cannot stay at camp after a specific period of the day. Hence emergency service cannot be introduced.” 
……. Project Staff. 
 
“There was an outbreak of chicken pox in the camp. The maternal and child health promoter conducted 
awareness sessions and provided advice on protecting mother and child from the chicken pox” ……. 
Project Staff. 
 
“We have run the EPI Immunization Program with the Government's Upazila Health Complex from our 
facility. In that case we collected vaccines from the government every morning as part of the routine 
immunization of EPI and conducted the immunization program at our facility”. 
 
“The doctors are not always available at the health post. Sometimes in the afternoon, there was no 
doctors at all. We had to return to home without getting the treatment” ……. Community people.  
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“I went to the health post and waited for 2 hours. Then the doctor came. In the meantime, there was a 
long queue for the patients” ……. Community people. 
 
“We do not get our desired medicine from the facility. They provided paracetamol for fever and iron 
supplement for pregnant women. Apart from these medicines we did not ger any other medicines. 
Moreover, if I get medicine once, second time I will not get the medicine even if it is required” ……. 
Community people. 
 
 
“There are lots of people staying inside the camp. People can get injured anytime or emergency can 
arise anytime of the day. There is not emergency service at the camp. We need 24 hours emergency 
service for the camp” ……. Community people. 
 
“Health posts often failed to meet our needs. Medicines for only common ailments are available, 
specialist doctors are not available, health posts are not open at night. The health post should be kept 
open at night, specialist doctors should be appointed, and it would be better to arrange various 
pathological tests.” ……. Leaders of mother’s support group  
 
“Malnutrition is a common factor in our camp. We are not getting sufficient food to meet our demand. 
None of the families are getting nutritious food. Number of malnourished children are high in our camp. 
The food we receive from World Food Program (WFP) is not sufficient. There is different type of patients 
in our camp, which include heart patient, for which better treatment is essential. Often, they had to visit 
a different health facility for improved treatment facility. To purchase medicine or bear the treatment 
expenditure the people are often selling their foods they received from WFP. Hence, they are not getting 
nutrition as they require. Moreover, many women are suffering from psychological disorder. They needed 
advance treatment and medication, which was not available at the health post” ……. Majhi inside the 
camp 
 
After the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic, it became exceedingly difficult to continue the service 
delivery as per plan. However, the service delivery from the health facility did not stop. Also, it was 
essential to deliver service as per quality and requirements. During the COVID-19 pandemic, the number 
of footfalls at the health post reduced drastically. People among the Rohingya refugees were afraid of 
the new virus COVID 19. There was restriction imposed on the movement of Rohingya people even inside 
the camp. Hence, Rohingya people reduced their movement inside the camp and did not visit the health 
post unless there was a case of emergency. However, still the project ensured the presence of doctors 
and medical assistants at the facility. The proper precaution was taken by all the front-line health service 
providers to protect themselves from the deadly virus. Also, it was ensured that the beneficiaries stay 
safe from the virus by following COVID-19 hygiene practices. To ensure the safety of the beneficiaries 
and service providers some preventive measures were taken which included maintaining distance, 
wearing masks, washing hands, using sanitizers.  
 
In the project plan, awareness activities on the COVID-19 pandemic were not included, however, to fight 
against coronavirus, the project included awareness activities and distributed masks among the 
beneficiaries. 
 
“When we got the news of COVID-19 first, we got really worried. We were worried about the 
consequences of COVID-19 patients were identified at the camp. We were worried whether we would be 
able to control the spread of corona virus. However, we did not stop our services. At the initial stage, we 
did not have PPE. We used gloves, protection glasses and our regular gowns.” …. Project Staff 
 
“Even during COVID-19, the delivery of health services continued. However, we need to follow some 
COVID-19 hygiene practices, like, washing hands before entering the facility, wear masks, maintaining a 
minimum distance among the patients” ……. Majhi 
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“We received information on COVID-19 hygiene practices. To protect us from corona virus, we need to 
follow some practices which included washing hands with soap, keeping clean, wearing masks, washing 
hands before and after meals, maintaining social distance, etc.” ……community people.  
 
“We attended different awareness program on COVID-19. It was helpful for us. There were no COVID-19 
cases reported in our camp. However, I recommend improving the services, increase number of doctors 
and make availability of medicines at the camp” …community people.  
 
CHS 2:  Communities and people affected by crisis have access to the humanitarian assistance they 
need at the right time. 
 
 
Under CHS2, the programs need to be designed in a way that can address constraints so that the 
proposed action is realistic and safe for communities. The humanitarian response should be in a timely 
manner, making decisions and acting without unnecessary delay. Also, the program should meet relevant 
technical standards and good practice should be employed to plan and assess programs. Moreover, the 
project should have timely decision-making with resources allocated accordingly. 
 
The project was in a very timely manner. As mentioned above, health care facility needs continuous 
support. The project started its activities in 2017 when the influx occurred. At the very beginning, the 
overall environment was not organized. During the period some of the organizations were providing 
health care facilities from the temporary establishment near the roads. Camp 15 in Jamtoli was a remote 
area. Save the Children wanted to reach the remote areas and constructed 8 health posts. The health 
post at Camp 15 was one of them. 
 
“Our response started in August 2017 when Influx is on. Our plan was to reach very remote areas. Jamtoli 
was one of those locations. It took 20 to 25 minutes to walk to reach here. We targeted those people who 
cannot reach the roads or could not travel a lot. I must say, it was a very timely response to save lots of 
lives.” ……Project staff.  
 
Due to some restrictions inside the camp, all the facilities could not be provided on time. The health post 
was operated for six days a week and runs from 9 am to 3 pm due to regulations inside the camp. 
Sometimes some of the patients were told to visit another day due to limited time for the service 
delivery. Moreover, the health post provides only primary health care services including immediate and 
emergency response. To attend to emergency patients, the health post arranged an oxygen cylinder to 
provide Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) support, but secondary health care service was not 
provided from the facility. The patients required advanced treatment, were referred to other facilities 
for the treatment they required. When a patient arrived at the health post, the team leader or the second 
doctor conducted a quick triage to identify any serious emergency patients. If any emergency patient is 
identified, the patient is quickly stabilized and referred as soon as possible without any delay. If there is 
any patient is identified with infectious diseases, then the patient was removed from the queue, isolated, 
and managed.  During the activities, one of the doctors assists the volunteers with the first proper triage 
of the day, utilizing the “urgency color card system”. Depending on the capacity of the volunteers the 
team leader decided if additional triage by a doctor was required. Based on the result, the next steps 
were taken to provide health and psychological support was delivered. 
 
“Though we do not provide secondary health care services, but we provide emergency support service. 
For example, if there is any injured patient, we provide dressing services. We also kept oxygen cylinder to 
provide CPR.” ………Project Staff  
“Sometimes we waited for too long the and we were told to visit the next day since the service delivery 
time was over” ………. Community people.  
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“The behavior of the doctors and other staff was incredibly good, but often they could not meet the needs 
of the people in the wider community. We do not get our service at night, even if this is very urgent. 
Sometimes we do not get required medicines that we need. There is no diagnostic facilities and we had 
to go to other place which requires addition time and money. We sometimes cannot afford the test. 
Moreover, sometimes patients are sent to other places which delays the treatment for the patient”. ……. 
Community people  
 
All the services were delivered without any delay, however since the health post was closed after 3 pm 
due to the regulations inside the camp, the patients did not get any service at night in case of emergency. 
In the quantitative study, it was found that 82.4% of cases the childbirth took place at the home of the 
mothers, and among them, 42.9% of cases the mother could not seek support from the health post. 
Moreover, the health post did not have the child delivery, hence the mother had to visit other health 
care facilities during their delivery period. However, still due to primary health care facilities and different 
awareness sessions, the child delivery at health care facilities increased, and maternal mortality or child 
mortality had been reduced drastically.   
 
There were some dissatisfactions among beneficiaries were noticed. In the majority of cases, they were 
happy with the awareness session, the behavior, and the sincerity of the service providers, but they 
claimed that they did not get enough medicine. Also, they got basic medicine only but did not get the 
medicines for advanced treatment. Also, they expressed dissatisfaction about the limited facility at the 
health post. They considered that the health post should have the diagnostic facility. Else, there will be 
an unnecessary delay to diagonalize any disease and get proper treatment. 
 
“During the introduction of the project, no one used to go to health facilities for the delivery of children, 
while 6012% of the deliveries were taken place at the health facility. Maternal mortality and infant 
mortality rates are much lower than before.” ……Project Staff  
 
“I consider the project was implemented at the right time. People are participating in different types of 
awareness session and learning different topics. We have also received information on extra 
(alternative) food we need to give to our child, but in this project, we learned how to cook such food. It 
would help me to remember to cooking method” ……Leader of mother support group.  
 
“Out of 100 patients, 90 patients get their desired service, while the remaining 10% do not. The medicines 
were not available all the time. Sometimes only basic medicines are available and those who needed 
advanced treatments, were referred to other facilities, which unnecessarily waste of time. Moreover, 
there is no diagnostic facility at the health post. sometimes patients had to even go to Cox’s bazar for the 
test. There were few people died just because the health post did not have specialized doctors. To provide 
psychological support, they only share some good words, which was good for some people, but some 
people needed advanced support. But the facility did not have expert or equipment to provide 
psychological support to these patients.” …………Majhi  
 
“Sometimes we run out of medicine. We provide requisition for the medicine, but the process needs 
some time. Hence overall supply gets delayed.” ….Project staff.   
 
The service providers responded to the COVID-19 pandemic immediately without any delay. At the very 
beginning of the spread of COVID-19, there were some confusions, but the service providers cope up 
with the situation and continued to deliver the services without any delay. Even the service providers did 
not wait for PPE to arrive, rather used the equipment they had and continued the service. At the health 
post, there was a corona corner set up to handle the COVID-19 patient. After the spread of the pandemic, 
the project made some changes in the triage procedure. The beneficiaries or patients who entered the 

 
12 There was a gap between survey result and the value stated by project staff. However, our sample was not 
representative, and we did not see any evidence to verify their claim 
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health post were screened on the Covid 19 syndromes. There was a volunteer who was trained, who 
measured the temperature. If the COVID syndromes were seen among any of the visitors, they were 
removed from the queue, took them to corona corner, and treated separately. Access to the corona 
corner was strictly prohibited for the general people. The doctors or medical assistants examine the 
patient and take necessary action accordingly. 
 
“We made some additional arrangement to support the COVID-19 patients. The corona corner that was 
prepared was not included in our proposal. Moreover, we arranged additional oxygen cylinder to 
support them. We provided training to our staff how to attend a COVID – 19 patients.” …. Project staff.  
 
 As per the monthly report for March 2021, total 24,217 Rohingya people visited the health post and 
50,624 Rohingya people were reached through outreach (cumulative) during the project. Total 12 review 
meetings conducted against the plan of 10 meetings based on the monitoring results by clinical 
supervisors using checklists of medical services and prescriptions. There were 100% of spot checks in 
which the clinical supervisors could verify that patient’s complaints, medical services and prescriptions 
were matched.  Among the respondents, 80.6% mentioned that they were completely satisfied with the 
service provided by the health post for their child, whereas 19.4% mentioned that they were satisfied. 
All the adolescent boys and girls who attend SRH corners with increased knowledge of SRH. 2740 children 
under 2 years were vaccinated under the project. All the staff and Community Health Workers, 
Community Nutrition Volunteers and Community Mental Health Workers who participated in IYCF-E 
training demonstrating improved knowledge (100%). Moreover, all the staff/volunteers who received 
MHPSS training demonstrating improved knowledge.  
 
 
CHS 3:  Communities and people affected by crisis are not negatively affected and are more 
prepared, resilient and less at-risk as a result of humanitarian action. 
 
 
CHS 3 ensures that the program is built on local capacities and it ensures improving the resilience of 
communities and people affected by the crisis. It also helps to enable local leadership, which eventually 
makes the project sustainable in the long run. It also prevents programs from having any negative effects, 
such as exploitation, abuse, or discrimination by staff against communities and people affected by the 
crisis. 
 
Though the project had three different components, the project can be divided into three different 
activities: providing health and psychological service, providing training to the project staff and service 
providers, and creating awareness sessions. In the survey, it was found that the Rohingya community 
people have better access to health and psychological support. The child delivery rate at health facilities 
increased and people were visiting more to avail post-natal care.  
 
“The child delivery rate has been increased to 60%. Now many women are encouraged to have their child 
delivery at health care facilities, but sometimes they did not get support from their family members” ……. 
Project staff.  
 
“Now a day more mothers come to take post-natal care services. We conduct the regular check up of the 
children as well as the mothers. We provide some advice to the new mothers. They used to give honey to 
their newly born child and did not want to provide colostrum. When they visit the health facilities, we give 
them the advice and they try to follow it” ……. Project staff. 
 
“I wanted to deliver my child to the health post, but the health post did not have delivery service. If I go 
to another health care facility, I would have to talk to a new doctor and I do not feel very comfortable” 
…. community people.  
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The project has the provision of training, which includes training among doctors, paramedics, midwives, 
maternal and child health promoters, and assistants. There was a provision of training for regional health 
workers. The survey found that the project staff received different pieces of training from both save the 
children project staff and outside the organization. They have used their learning and were able to deliver 
better service to the beneficiaries. As a result, the risk of the beneficiaries also reduced.  
 
“We received training on focus entry level care, SRH, GBV and many more. Focus entry level care training 
is how to take care of a pregnant woman, at which date we need to conduct the follow up check, which 
check we need to conduct etc. We communicated with them the danger signs during or after delivery. It 
helped to reduce the child and mother mortality rate inside the camp” ……Project staff. 
 
“The mortality rate among both pregnant women and newborn babies have been reduced. The project 
staff are highly skilled, and they can provide good suggestion. The problem is, they do not have any 
advanced treatment facility at the health post” ……Majhi.  
 
“When I visited the health post, they conducted some health checkup and provided me some advice. I feel 
comfortable since I know what to do” …. community people.  
 
The knowledge among beneficiaries has been increased on different health and nutrition-related topics 
due to awareness activities. When the project was implemented, at the very beginning the people inside 
the camp were very conservative. They did not want to talk to others about sexual and reproductive 
health or family planning-related issues. The adolescent girls were not allowed to go out of the home. 
They were not comfortable discussing menstrual hygiene with others. The project conducted some 
outreach programs to create awareness among the target beneficiaries. From the project, the staff 
created different subgroups and communicated with the Majhis and other community leaders. They also 
discussed the topics with the community leaders and involved some religious leaders. There was a rapid 
change noticed among the beneficiaries. In the beginning, the volunteers had to call the beneficiaries, 
but now the beneficiaries attend the awareness sessions themselves. They are also sharing their 
knowledge with others. Thus, it enhanced their overall capability in terms of nutrition, sexual 
reproductive health, management of menstrual hygiene, care of the newly born babies, etc. 
 
“When we talked to sexual reproductive health related issues, the adolescents and newly married women 
used to feel shy. The newly married women wanted to adopt family planning methods, but their family 
members discouraged themselves to adopt it. Then we talked to the religious leaders and conducted 
session among them. The religious leaders also participated in awareness raising activities. Now people 
have started adopting family planning methods.” …. Project staff 
 
“I participated in a session and learned how to cook food for the infants. I discussed this with other group 
members, and they also learned the cooking method. They often try to cook these foods and fed their 
children” …. leader of mother support group.  
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Financial insolvency is a major issue to become beneficiaries more resilient. If they had to purchase 
medicine or avail a diagnostic test, they could not afford it. Sometimes they had to sell the food they 
received as a relief, to purchase medicine for their treatment.   
 
“The food we receive from World Food Program (WFP) is not sufficient. There is different type of patients 
in our camp, which include heart patient, for which better treatment is essential. Often, they had to visit 
a different health facility for improved treatment facility. To purchase medicine or bear the treatment 
expenditure the people are often selling their foods they received from WFP. Hence, they are not getting 
nutrition as they require.” ……. Majhi inside the camp 
 
“The doctor suggested me to take medicine three times a day, but I take only once. Else my medicine will 
finish and I won’t be able to purchase medicine for me” ……. community people.  
 
 
  
CHS4: Communities and people affected by crisis know their rights and entitlements, have access to 
information and participate in decisions that affect them. 
 
 
CHS 4 includes providing information to communities and people affected by crisis know about the 
organization, the principles it adheres to, how it expects its staff to behave, the programs it is 
implementing, and what they intend to deliver. The communication languages, formats, and media 
should be easy to understand, and the communications should be respectful and culturally appropriate 
for different members of the community, especially vulnerable and marginalized groups. It also requires 
ensuring representation is inclusive, involving the participation and engagement of communities and 
people affected by crisis at all stages of the work. 
 
From the study it was found that the beneficiaries were very much aware of their right and they are free 
to share their feedback. Some of the feedbacks were addressed, where some of the feedback could not 
be addressed. In some cases, they project staff were considering their feedback. Major feedback the 
project staff received were as below.  
 
 

• Need more fans, lights, water filter at the facility.  

• Increase service point at the facility. 

• Construction of breast-feeding corner. 

• Shortage of medicine  

• Introduction of diagnostic services or installation of diagnostic equipment 

• Increase the number of doctors.  

• Introduction of child delivery  

• Increase the operating hour.  
 
“We have increased the number of fans and lights after receiving their feedback. We are also considering 
to increase number of doctors of the project budget is increased” ….Project staff.  
 
“We received feedback from the beneficiaries and introduced breast feeding corner, which was not 
included in our project plan” ……Project staff.  
 
 
To provide good quality services  the project staff went through training on the protection and rights of 
refugees. In the training, the project staff received detailed guidelines, including the UN's guide. Save the 
Children organized the training during recruitment of the resources. Moreover, before joining the 
program, each of the staff had to go through child safeguarding and PSEA training to ensure the rights of 
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the Rohingya people. Moreover, at the health post, an interpreter was recruited to ease the 
communication between the parties. 
 
“I have received training on the protection and rights of refugees. Got everything, including the UN's 
guide. I received the training on refugees from Save the Children.” Project staff.  
 
 
 
CHS5: Communities and people affected by crisis have access to safe and responsive mechanisms to 
handle complaints. 
 
This standard requires to have a formal and informal mechanism for complaint. The project should 
welcome and accept complaints and need to address these complaints in a timely, fair and appropriate 
manner. 
 
The project welcomes and accepts complaints raised by the Rohingya community. There was a toll-free 
number that was posted outside the health post. However, the beneficiaries were more comfortable 
sharing their complaint through face-to-face discussion. They shared their complaint regarding the 
shortage of medicine or unavailability of some essential drugs. They expressed their dissatisfaction 
regarding the operating hours of the health post, which was not sufficient for the community people. 
There was no service available at night. Moreover, there was no emergency support at the facility. They 
repeatedly complained about the unavailability of the labor room inside the health post. They had to go 
to other health facilities for the delivery of their children, which were away from their residence. There 
was no diagnostic facility at the health post, hence for any diagnostic test, patients are either referred to 
Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF) or Cox’s Bazar  
 
There were some issues, which could be addressed very quickly, while some of the issues require 
strategic decisions. In some cases, it requires improvement in the process to enable the health post to 
provide better service. some of the feedback could not be addressed at all due to regulations inside the 
camp.  
 
 
There is a toll-free number from Save the Children to get feedback. We remind them every morning during 
counseling that you can call the number you see on a signboard and tell us your complaints or needs. 
After receiving their feedback, we provided fans, lights, water, filters and handwashing device. A lot of 
times they give feedback. Increase doctors, increase your people. ……Project staff. 
 
“When I meet the volunteers, I share my opinion to increase the number of staff, increase the number of 
doctors, bring variety of medicine as per need. They shared the feedback with the management” …. 
Leader of mother support group.  
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CHS6: Communities and people affected by crisis receive coordinated, complementary assistance. 
 
 
While implementing a project involving different stakeholders with different roles. The project goal can 
be achieved if all the stakeholders perform their own responsibility. CHS 6 requires identifying the roles, 
responsibilities, capacities, and interests of different stakeholders under the project. It also requires 
ensuring humanitarian response complements that of national and local authorities and other 
humanitarian organizations. It is essential to share necessary information with partners, coordination 
groups, and other relevant actors through appropriate communication channels. 
 
 
In a camp, there were multiple organizations working on similar goals. Hence for better coordination, 
there was a camp focal agency at the camp level, who was a dedicated officer who coordinates all health-
related projects. The implementation agencies had a monthly meeting. The agencies who had health 
facilities, a representative from each NGO attends the meeting and discusses different health-related 
issues. They discuss different patient types and opportunities for a referral. Moreover, different 
challenges faced by the NGOs are identified in the meeting and discussed possible solutions to those 
challenges.  
 
The project had a provision of referral service as and when required. Since the project includes only 
primary health care services, if any patient is required any secondary or advanced treatment facility, the 
project referred them to other facilities. Moreover, for diagnostic services, the health post authorities 
refer the service seekers to relevant health facilities. 
 
The agencies also must collaborate with other agencies to exchange training facilities. The staff of the 
project received some training from WHO. Moreover, the staff at the health post received training on 
breastfeeding and how to prepare complementary foods and conducted awareness sessions as per 
Infant and Young Child Feeding (IYCF) guidelines. The IYCF counselor ensured the counseling for lactating 
women, also provided training to the health post staff. On the other hand, Save the Children provided 
training to IYCF on different clinical topics.  
 
The project also worked with the government on the EPI program for vaccination. Generally, the vaccines 
arrived at the Upazila health complex at Ukhiya, and the project team had to collect the vaccine from 
the health complex. The health post also needs to share regular reports with the government. 
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CHS7: Communities and people affected by crisis can expect delivery of improved assistance as 
organizations learn from experience and reflection. 
 
Every organization has their own specialization or expertise, and it is expected that the organization will 
utilize their experience and learning to deliver improved assistance to the communities and people 
affected by crisis.  
 
The first project was launched in 2017 and after that several projects have been under operation and 
since then the project is under operation. Most of the project staff have been working on the project 
since the very beginning and have gained enormous experience from the project itself. It helped the 
project staff to make necessary improvements in their skill, enhance their competency and deliver better 
service to the Rohingya people.  The culture of the host community people and Rohingya community 
people were not the same. Rohingya people were more conservative. Once the Rohingya girls reached 
puberty, they were not allowed to go outside. The females were very much reluctant to participate in 
different awareness activities. Also, they were not ready to adopt family planning methods. The pregnant 
women were not interested t go to any health facility for the delivery of their child. Save the Children 
project staff had identified the challenges by talking to the people in the Rohingya community. They 
conducted some door-to-door sessions and involved the community leader. The situation gradually 
changed. Adolescents started participating in awareness sessions, the adoption of the family planning 
method also increased. As per the project staff, the child delivery rate at the health facilities was reached 
60% which was the result of the awareness session. 
 
“When we started the project, we had to go through very tough environment. No vehicles could reach to 
the health post. The project team had to take a walk for 20 to 25 minutes. It was not easy to carry the 
inventory. The overall environment was not favorable to us. The adolescent girls, after reaching puberty 
were not allowed to go out of their houses. The women did not want to participate in the awareness 
sessions. We must reach door to door to conduct the sessions. Based on our experience we found that the 
people are religiously superstitious. Hence, we involved some religious leaders in the project and got an 
exceptionally good result. Now the adolescent and women are taking part in the awareness session, 
married couples are adopting family planning methods, trying to ensure the antenatal and post-natal 
care and the delivery at the health facility has been increased.” ………Project Staff.  
 
“At the beginning of our project, the parents did not bring their children to the camp. We received 
training on EPI, and we built a team of field investigators. We have the list of children who are eligible 
for vaccine. We share the list with the field team and the field team visits door to door to give reminder 
to their mothers.” …….Project staff  
 
To ensure continuous improvement of the skill and competency of the project staff, the project had 
provision of training, which include training among doctors, paramedic, midwife, maternal and child 
health promoter, and assistant. The staff of the project received trainings from WHO. The trainings the 
project staff received included.  
 

o Training on mental health  
o Training on MUAC scale 
o EPI training 
o MCI training 
o Minimum health package  
o Psychological first aid  
o Emergency health care service 
o Infant and Young Child Feeding 
o Focus ante natal care. 
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Through the training the support staff had enhanced their capabilities and skill and provided improved 
services to the community people.  
 
“There are some doctors and medical assistants who have been working for three and a half years and 
have received training at different times. We have received training from the sector, and we organize 
internal trainings. Those of us who have relevant expertise, provided training to others. We also have 
monitoring system where we evaluate the performance based on score they achieved in comparison to 
previous score.” ……. Project staff.  
 
“Maybe there was a gap in my knowledge before the trainings, some things I didn't know. I can learn that 
after training. That is when we provide services patients by focusing on the aspects that we have learned 
in the training” ……. Project staff. 
 
“The staff of Save the Children has trained us very well as they have given details about maternal health, 
newborn baby, and proper cooking methods for complementary foods etc. Those who took part in the 
training now know a lot. Trainers can understand the participants' problems better and give them proper 
solution. I should say, my skills about maternal health, newborns and proper cooking methods have 
improved a lot. I don’t feed my children the way I used to. Hence my children is healthier now” ….leader 
of mother’s support group.  
 
 
CHS 8: Communities and people affected by crisis receive the assistance they require from 
competent and well-managed staff and volunteers. 
 
 
CHS 8 required that people affected by crisis receive assistance from the skilled staff and resources. Also, 
it is essential that the staff work according to the mandate and values of the organization and to agreed 
objectives and performance standards. It is also required that the staff adhere to the policies that are 
relevant to them.  
 
Since the project included health care facilities, the project staff and volunteers must have minimum 
criteria to get involved in the project. The project management and the medical officer had minimum 
MBBS degrees, while the medical assistant was a paramedic who had to complete four years of medical 
training course. All the project staff had to go through a formal recruitment process.  The project staff 
was very much familiar with the norms of the Rohingya community. The volunteers were recruited 
from the Rohingya community who understood the needs of the beneficiaries very well and helped to 
design the program accordingly. All the volunteers went through the internal and external training 
program mentioned in CHS 7.  
 
The project management and the front-line staff were working at the facility since the very beginning of 
the project. They had working experience in different health facilities in different camps and at different 
health posts. The medical officer, who was a qualified MBBS doctor had been working with Save the 
Children from the beginning. The medical assistants also had worked in different camps in the Rohingya 
community. They had been providing training for three and a half years and also received training at 
different times from different organizations.  
 
Moreover, to ensure the competency and skill of the staff, Save the Children Maintained a checklist 
and the management team regularly supervised the checklist and the change in score achieved by the 
project staff.  There was also an indicator in the log frame to ensure the quality of the staff and it was 
found that 100% of staff have achieved a better scores in the evaluation. 
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CHS 9: Communities and people affected by crisis can expect that the organizations assisting them 
are managing resources effectively, efficiently, and ethically. 
 
The projects that are being implemented to assist the people affected by the crisis are mostly the aid 
received from the donor agencies, which were allocated to support the vulnerable and marginalized 
people. Hence, it is essential that the organizations assisting them are managing resources effectively, 
efficiently, and ethically. As per the requirement of CHS 9 the programs and implement processes needs 
to be designed in a way that ensures the efficient use of resources, balancing quality, cost, and timeliness 
at each phase of the response. Also, it is important to manage and use resources to achieve their 
intended purpose, minimizing waste.   
 
As an implementation agency Save the Children was always accountable to the donor agency regarding 
spending the budget. The spending of the fund can be evaluated from two different perspectives. The 
first perspective was the percentage of the budget spent. Due to the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
the project could not use 100% of their fund as per plan. The project had some plans and budgets for 
construction, which could not be accomplished.  However, the amount spent on the project was invested 
wisely as per project requirements of the project and as per the need of the beneficiaries. The project 
spent its budget on the development of resources, managing the awareness program, and providing a 
health care facility. On the other hand, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, some of the activities such as the 
training of medical staff had to change its modality from face-to-face to online training modality, which 
affected budget consumption rate to some extent.  
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7. Recommendations  

7.1 Recommendations to the NGO member 
 
During the survey, it was found that the respondents and local community leaders expressed some 
dissatisfaction regarding the lack of facility at the health post. They expressed their dissatisfaction 
regarding the operating hours of the health post, which was not sufficient for the community people. 
However, as per regulations inside the camp, people outside the Rohingya community could not stay at 
the camp after 4 pm. Therefore, service at the health facility needs to be closed at 3 pm. Hence, it is 
needed to be communicated with the service seekers about the regulations of the camp, so that they 
were aware of the reasons for the time limits. Moreover, they would also be able to plan their schedule 
accordingly. The project team can evaluate the seasonal impact and the changes in the footfall of service 
seekers so that they can increase or reduce their resources accordingly. However, to meet the needs of 
the Rohingya people, it is strongly recommended to negotiate with the camp administrative authority to 
make the service available for 24 hours and seven days. 
 
If due to regulatory issues, 24/7 service cannot be implemented, the project can form an emergency 
response team. The team can have volunteers recruited from the Rohingya community people. There 
should be multiple volunteers in each sub-block based on geographical dispersion and population 
density. There should be an emergency transport facility which is convenient inside the camp. The 
volunteers would receive training on first aid. In case of emergency, the community people should be 
able to call the volunteers and the emergency patient can be taken to the nearest available health facility.  
 
The community people wanted some advanced facility from the health post, which included diagnostic 
equipment, specialized doctors, or labor room for the delivery. It was clearly understood that the 
beneficiaries could not differentiate between health posts and primary health care center. Due to the 
location of the health facility, the number of outpatients at the health post was high, which outnumbers 
the other 8 health posts of Save the Children.  Therefore, it is recommended to update the facility from 
health post to primary health care center with some advanced facility.  
 
There were few cases, where a shortage of medicine was found. The requisition of medicine took time 
due to processing complexity. The health post management can set a threshold point and if the medicine 
reached the threshold point, the process of requisition should be started.  
 
In the survey, it was identified that when a patient is referred to a place for advanced treatment or 
medical test, the beneficiaries fall into trouble regarding the transport facilities. It is often expensive for 
them to manage the transport cost considering their lack of income opportunity. Therefore, it is 
recommended to arrange some transport facility, it would be more convenient for the beneficiaries. If 
the project does not have a sufficient budget for the transport facility, they can use tomtom as a mode 
of transport.  
 
There were some cases the beneficiaries were not happy with the number of medicines they were 
receiving. There were some cases the respondents claimed that they had to sell their food or relief to 
available medicine for their treatment or avail a medical test. It is recommended to increase the budget 
for free distribution of medicine and also subsidies for medical tests. 
 
There were few cases where the pregnant women could not go to any health facility during the delivery 
of their child since they did not have anybody to accompany them or could not manage time to go to the 
health facility (may be at night). A database can be prepared for pregnant women with the expected date 
of delivery. The field team or volunteer can regularly visit the women and conduct regular follow up, so 
that during delivery the mother can be taken to the nearest health care facilities.  
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The survey identified that after participating in the awareness sessions, females were very interested to 
adopt family planning methods, but their husbands did not accept it. Some cases they considered family 
planning as a sinful activity. Hence, if the males are also included in the awareness session, they would 
also be motivated to adopt family planning methods.  
 
There were some mothers who received training on cooking food for their babies, but they did not 
practice it at home. Save the Children volunteers can visit the houses and monitor the supplementary 
food the mothers are cooking or providing their children. They would also motivate their mothers to 
cook supplementary foods as per the training they had received.  
 

7.2 Recommendations to JPF 
 
It was clearly identified that the camp and where the health post is located, there is an urgent need for 
primary health care center. The people around the health post needs facility that includes diagnostic 
center, labor room with proper equipment, specialized doctors etc. Therefore, it is recommended that 
JPF negotiates or help Save the Children to negotiate with the local administrative authorities to upgrade 
the health post to primary health care centers. 
 
The survey identified that the Rohingya people cannot purchase medicine for their treatment. They are 
often taking less medicine than it was prescribed or selling their belongings to purchase medicine or bear 
the treatment expenditure. Hence it is recommended to allocate more budget for medicine and provide 
some subsidies to the extreme poor Rohingya people on the treatment expenditure.   
 
JFP can allocate some fund for transport facility for the patient at the health post. The project staff can 
identify the vulnerable people from Rohingya community who has been referred for advance treatment 
or medical support can be transported through the facility at free of cost.  
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Appendix  

 

Appendix 1: TOR 
 

The Japan Platform (hereinafter referred to as "JPF") is an international emergency humanitarian aid 
organization which offers the most effective and prompt emergency aid in response to humanitarian 
needs, focusing on issues of refugees and natural disasters. JPF conducts such aid through a tripartite 
cooperation system where NGOs, business communities, and the government of Japan work in close 
cooperation, based on equal partnership, and making the most of the respective sectors' characteristics 
and resources. JPF serves as an intermediary support organization providing various types of assistance 
to member NGOs in Japan to deliver quick and comprehensive aid on their own. JPF has supported aid 
activities of 44 member NGOs, each with its own set of diverse strengths. It has delivered humanitarian 
assistance to 55 nations and regions about 1,500 projects, with a total financial contribution of 60 billion 
yen. JPF has built a strong reputation based on trust by promoting cooperation among private sectors 
and NGOs and by accurately reporting all of its activities.  
 
The purpose of this request for proposals (RFP) is to solicit competitive offers for the provision of Third-
party project evaluation services for ongoing 4 JPF projects which are being funded by JPF and 
implemented by member NGOs in Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh. JPF seeks to contract a TPM entity to 
accurately capture information, verify activities and analyze data on these project activities. JPF will use 
the outcome of this evaluation to improve the current and future projects and programme. The 
evaluation reports will be made available to public as a part of JPF’s activity to ensure accountability to 
the donor and public.  
 
The main objectives of evaluation is; 

• To verify actual outputs and if possible, outcomes of the project with the available data 

• To verify that the humanitarian principles and standards including Core Humanitarian Standards 
(CHS) are respected. 

• To understand the beneficiary satisfaction 

• To provide feedback and recommendations to the future projects and programme improvement 
for both JPF and member 

• NGOs 

• To provide contextual information on the target sectors 

• The criteria of value used for this evaluation is CHS and therefore it is essential that the selected 
contractor possesses a good understanding of this standard and past experience in conducting 
evaluation using CHS. Moreover, the selected contractor, and in particular the assigned team, is 
expected to be competent on conducting evaluation activities below.  

• Desk review of the implementing partner’s project documents; including but not limited to 
approved project proposal, project log frame, needs assessments, beneficiary selection criteria, 
latest project progress report and any other relevant document. 

• Sample selection methodologies 
• Beneficiary surveys to measure project outcomes, through tools such as Post Distribution 

Satisfaction and household visits. 
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A – INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS 
 

In submitting a tender, the bidder accepts in full and without restriction the special and general conditions 
governing this contract as the sole basis of this tendering procedure, whatever his own conditions of sale 
may be, which hereby waives. 

 
Bidders are expected to examine carefully and comply with all instructions, forms, provisions and 
specifications contained in this tender dossier. Failure to submit a tender containing all the required 
information and documentation within the deadline specified will lead to the rejection of the tender. 

 
No account can be taken of any reservation in the tender as regards the tender dossier; any reservation 
will result in the immediate rejection of the tender without further evaluation. 

 
Tender procedures will be conducted by authorized Japan Platform personnel and the decision will be 
given by the tender committee. If requested, representatives from the back door or partner organizations 
can attend to the tender committee as an observer. 

 
1. Preamble: 
 

The Japan Platform (hereinafter referred to as "JPF") is an international emergency humanitarian aid 
organization which offers the most effective and prompt emergency aid in response to humanitarian 
needs, focusing on issues of refugees and natural disasters. JPF conducts such aid through a tripartite 
cooperation system where NGOs, business communities, and the government of Japan work in close 
cooperation, based on equal partnership, and making the most of the respective sectors' characteristics 
and resources. 

 
JPF serves as an intermediary support organization providing various types of assistance to member NGOs 
in Japan to deliver quick and comprehensive aid on their own. JPF has supported aid activities of 44 
member NGOs, each with its own set of diverse strengths. It has delivered humanitarian assistance to 55 
nations and regions about 1,500 projects, with a total financial contribution of 60 billion yen. JPF has built 
a strong reputation based on trust by promoting cooperation among private sectors and NGOs and by 
accurately reporting all its activities. Please find attached JPF Information Leaflet as Annex 1. More 
information on JPF can be found at http://www.japanplatform.org/E/. 

 
2. Purpose of the Request for Proposals 
 

The purpose of this request for proposals (RFP) is to solicit competitive offers for the provision of Third-
party project evaluation services for ongoing 4 JPF projects which are being funded by JPF and 
implemented by member NGOs in Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh. 

 
JPF seeks to contract a TPM entity to accurately capture information, verify activities and analyze data on 
these project activities. JPF will use the outcome of this evaluation to improve the current and future 
projects and programme. The evaluation reports will be made available to public as a part of JPF’s activity 
to ensure accountability to the donor and public. 

 
The main objectives of evaluation is; 

 
o To verify actual outputs and if possible, outcomes of the project with the available data 
o To verify that the humanitarian principles and standards including Core Humanitarian 

Standards (CHS) are respected. 
o To understand the beneficiary satisfaction 
o To provide feedback and recommendations to the future projects and programme 

improvement for both JPF and member NGOs  
o To provide contextual information on the target sectors 

  

http://www.japanplatform.org/E/
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3. Scope of Services 
 

This RFP encompasses the evaluation of ongoing 4 projects as part of JPF accountability and learning 
initiatives for quality improvement. Prior to the start of data collection for evaluation activities, the 
selected contractor will closely collaborate with JPF to develop tools, field visit protocols, data 
presentation and reporting formats. JPF will provide the contractor with relevant documentation, 
including projects proposals and approved amendments. The member NGOs will provide more project 
specific documents pertaining to the evaluation exercise. Key project documents are in English, however, 
inherently some of documents are in Japanese and the selected contractor are expected to use google 
translation and triangulation technique to confirm contents. All documentation shared with the 
contractor is considered confidential and a data protection protocol will be signed as part of the 
agreement. 

 
The project brief information and project specific evaluation scope can be found as an Annex 2 – Project 
Summary 1 to 4 to this document. The field data collection for evaluation are expected to be conducted 
during the month of January and February 2021. 

 
All four projects above are implemented inside Myanmar refugee camps in Cox’s Bazar, besides, two out 
of four projects also have activities in host communities. Due to the outbreak of COVID-19 in Bangladesh 
including the refugee camps where the access from the outside is restricted, the methodology and 
procedure of this evaluation activity is in conformity with COVID-19 preventive measures imposed by the 
government of Bangladesh and authorities concerned. The successful contractor is expected to undertake 
evaluation activities respecting do-no-harm principles and where possible, to adapt alternative means of 
factual identification such as telephonic interviews. The detailed methodology and tools shall be 
discussed with each member NGO at the inception meetings and the contractor is expected to adjust the 
work plan accordingly. 

 
Implementing Structure of the Third-party Evaluation 
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The criteria of value used for this evaluation is CHS and therefor it is essential that the selected contractor 
possesses a good understanding of this standard and past experience in conducting evaluation using CHS. 
Moreover, the selected contractor, and in particular the assigned team, is typically expected to be 
competent on conducting evaluation activities below. 

 
Desk review of the implementing partner’s project documents; including but not limited to 
approved project proposal, project log frame, needs assessments, beneficiary selection 
criteria, latest project progress report and any other relevant document. 

 
Sample selection methodologies 

 
Beneficiary surveys to measure project outcomes, through tools such as Post 
Distribution Satisfaction and household visits. 
Project Site visits and verification of project activities 
Individual Observations of the surveyor 
Key Informant Interview 
Focus Group Discussions 

 
Country and sector context analysis 
 
In order to assess the competency and consideration of the individuals and institutions submitting proposals 
with regards to COVID-19 preventive measures, this RFP is requiring a submission of one to two-page plan 
of free format stating organization policy toward preventive measure against COVID-19 together with other 
required documents. The plan should inform the approach to the data collection and any other information 
deemed necessary to demonstrate the ability to conduct data collection with much consideration on COVID-
19 outbreak in general. 

 
4. Expected Activities and Deliverables 
 

For all tasks, specific tools and templates will be developed and agreed to between JPF and the contractor 
following signing of the contract. It is expected that the reports provided by the contractor will adhere to 
the agreed upon templates. For all remaining tasks, general approaches will be developed and agreed to 
between JPF and the contractor, upon signing of the contract. 

 
It is expected for the selected contractor to perform below activities. 

 
To organize 4 separate inception meetings with JPF and project implementing NGOs to discuss 
the details of the evaluation objectives, scope, targets, data processing and analyzing, allocated 
team and reporting. 
To provide a draft inception report specific per project with a detailed work plan including data 
collection tools and methodology, proposed schedule of site visits and sample beneficiary and 
key informant selection strategy and list of data to be collected. 
To develop data collection tools and methodology specific for each project to 
implement the work plan; 

 
To submit periodic updates with reference to agreed work plan. 

 
To submit final evaluation reports, separate for each project including raw-data and visuals 
collected per project as well as a bridge report with cross-cutting finding across programme and 
recommendations for JPF as per the agreed format; 
To organize 4 separate debriefing meetings and present details, findings and recommendations 
of the exercise to JPF, member NGOs and project implementation NGOs. (The debriefing 
meetings should be conducted by 20th March 2021) 
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In the face of outbreak of COVID-19 worldwide, all discussions will be undertaken online. 
 

5. Call for Tenders Schedule 
 

 DATE TIME* 

Tender publication date 18 November 2020  

Deadline for request for any clarifications from 

27 November 2020 17:00 
JPF   

Last date on which clarifications are issued by 

30 November 2020 17:00 
JPF   

Deadline for submission of tenders 

6 December 2020 17:00 
(receiving date, not sending date)   

Notification of award to the successful tenderer 20 December 2020  

Signature of the contract 25 December 2020  

 
* All times are in the local time of Tokyo, Japan. 
 

6. Questions and Clarifications 
 

If JPF, either on its own initiative or in response to a request from a prospective bidder, provides 
additional information on the tender dossier, such information will be communicated 
simultaneously in writing to all the bidders. 

 
Bidders may submit questions in writing to the following address by email before the deadline for 
request for any clarifications, specifying the tender reference number. 

 
Contact Person: 

 

Name / Surname Title  E-Mail Address 

- Procurement  procurement@japanplatform.org  

 Department    

 
Any explanation or amendment to be made regarding the tender dossier shall also be shared with 
all applicants simultaneously. Bilateral negotiations will not be held with the institutions applying 
during the tender. 

 
7. Meeting with the Institutions / Company Visits 

 
No clarification or bilateral meeting will be held with the entities applying during the tender. 
Company visits will not be conducted. However, a meeting will be held with the winning entity prior 
to the signing of the agreement. 

mailto:procurement@japanplatform.org
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8. Eligibility Documents Required for the Bidders 

 
Participation in tendering is open on equal terms to all natural and legal persons or companies or firms 
that can provide the required documents by this tender. If the required document is in another language 
than English, then an English translated copy should be provided along with the original. 
 
8.1. Organizational Profile Document providing detailed information on the capacity of the organization 
and services provided (such as previous and ongoing works, relevant experiences, registration details, 
establishment year, number of offices, number of full/part time staff, experts, surveyors and etc.) 
 
8.2. Valid company registration documents including licenses obtained from the relevant governmental 
institution. 
 
8.3. Submission of the most recent original and valid tax documents 
 
8.4. Providing address declaration for notifications (phone and e-mail address information). Please 
indicate if you have an office in Bangladesh. 
 
8.5. Signature declaration or list of authorized signatures indicating that they are authorized to submit 
bids. 
 
8.6. Please provide detailed list of any ongoing or past activities of your organization in Bangladesh, 
especially in Cox’s Bazar along with organization and contact person for reference check. (Demonstrating 
past experience in conducting evaluation using CHS is strong assert. As a reference, the past reports of 
JPF project evaluation using CHS in another programme can be found below). 
 

https://www.japanplatform.org/programs/pdf/JPF_afghanistan2018_report1_SVA.pdf 
https://www.japanplatform.org/programs/pdf/JPF_afghanistan2018_report3_CWS.pdf 
https://www.japanplatform.org/programs/pdf/JPF_afghanistan2018_report4_PWJ.pdf 

 
8.7. Written commitment to not carry any of the "reasons for exclusion from the tender" under clause 
21 of the tender dossier. 
 
8.8. Technical Proposals should include. 
 
8.8.1. Evaluation design and methodology 
 
8.8.2. Monitoring and Evaluation targets for field visits, household surveys, focus group discussions and 
key informant interviews should be indicated separately for each project. 
 
8.8.3. Evaluation Implementation Work and Time Plan 
 
8.8.4. Provide information on your network and access to the target locations. 
 
8.8.5. Safety, Security and Covid19 related policy and procedures that will be applied. 
 
8.8.6. Confidentiality and Data Protection Policy and Procedures that will be applied. 

https://www.japanplatform.org/programs/pdf/JPF_afghanistan2018_report1_SVA.pdf
https://www.japanplatform.org/programs/pdf/JPF_afghanistan2018_report3_CWS.pdf
https://www.japanplatform.org/programs/pdf/JPF_afghanistan2018_report4_PWJ.pdf
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8.8.7. Information on the data collection tool and methodology of how the data analyzed. 
 
8.8.8. Provide the list of personnel who will be assigned to contract, detailing the tasks of each and 
provide CVs for listed key personnel. At least 50 percent of field monitors must be female and in the 
evaluation of bids gender equality in the project team will be recognized. 
 
8.8.9. Sample questionnaire and report 
 
8.8.10. Indicating the deliverables 
 
8.8.11. Provide an alternative methodology and activities if the proposed activities cannot be 
conducted due to COVID-19 limitations and restrictions. 
 
8.10. Financial Proposal should include. 
 
8.10.1. All the tax and costs 
 
8.10.2. The cost of each project and the final total of 4 projects 
 
8.10.3. Payment conditions 
 
9. Bidding format and content 
 
Bid proposal should consist of separate sub-folders as administrative documents, technical and financial 
proposals. 
 
Bidding Documents should be in the same sequence as listed in clause 8. All the documents should be 
scanned and submitted via e-mail or a link should be provided to be downloaded. The bidder must be 
aware of the followings. 
 
Indicating that the tender dossier is fully read and accepted, 
 
The price quoted must be clearly written in accordance with the numbers and the written text, 
There shall not be any scratches, erosion or correction on the documents. 
If the bidder is a real person, the name and surname of the bidder, if a legal entity, then the trade name 
must be fully written and shall be signed by the authorized persons. 
 
The tender reference number JPF-BGD-20-008 must be specified on the e-mail and on the file names. 
 
Bidders who bid as a joint venture must sign bids by all partners or by persons authorized to bid. 
 
In the tender letters who will bid as a consortium, the price that the consortium partners offer for the 
parts of the business that require their expertise will be written separately. The sum of the prices that the 
consortium partners offer shall constitute the consortium's total bid price. 
 
All the bid letters submitted by the joint venture must be signed by all partners or by the representatives 
of the partners. 
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Proposals which are not in conformity with any of them or which have scrapes, erosions or corrections on 
them shall be rejected and shall not be considered as submitted at all. 
 
10. Submission of Proposals 
 
Interested Consultants/Companies/Organizations shall provide a proposal along with the information and 
documents listed under Clause 8, until 17:00 (pm), 6th of December 2020. The documents shall be in PDF 
format and signed by the authorized person. All the documents shall be in a zipped file and shall be send 
to the following e-mail address. 
 

 Name / Surname Department  E-Mail Address 

1. - Procurement  procurement@japanplatform.org  

  Department    

 
11. Period of validity 
 
The validity period of the tenders shall be at least 60 calendar days from the date of procurement. The 
bids which have shorter period of validity will not be taken into account. 
 
In case of need, the Contracting Authority will make a request for extension of the validity period of the 
bid for a maximum of 30 days. The tenderer may accept or reject this request of the Contracting Authority. 
Requests and answers in this regard shall be made in writing. 
 
Successful bidder must ensure the validity of the bid for the following 60 days from being notified of the 
entitlement to the contract. Regardless of the date of notification, 60 days are added to the first 60 days. 
 
12. Currency of tenders 
 
The amounts quoted in the offers given by the companies are required to be written in American Dollar - 
USD. 
 
13. Language of offers and procedure. 
 
The proposals and all other related documents shall be the scanned version of the original document and 
shall be written in English. If the original document language is other than English, then the translation of 
the document will be accepted along with the original. 
 
14. Alteration or withdrawal of tenders 
 
Bidders may not alter or withdraw their tenders after submission. 
 
15. Costs of preparing tenders. 
 
Tender dossier is free. All costs incurred during the preparation and submission of the tender offer shall 
be borne by the bidder. No reimbursement will be made for any charges regardless of the result. 
 

mailto:procurement@japanplatform.org
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16. Evaluation - Location, Date and Hour of the Tender Opening and Examination: JPF will 
evaluate incoming bids on the following conditions. 

 
The conformity of the required documents 
Quality of technical proposal – weights 60% 
Financial Offer –weighs 40% 

 
17. Notification award and contract signature 
 
The successful bidder is informed in writing and the contract is signed within 10 (ten) calendar days. A 
meeting will be conducted prior to the signing of the contract. Firms that are not selected as the result of 
the evaluation are informed in writing within 15 (fifteen) working days. If the successful bidder does not 
sign the contract, the second-best bidder is informed in writing by the tender committee and a contract 
is signed within 10 (ten) calendar days. 
 
18. Ownership of tenders 
 
JPF is obliged to keep the procurement proposals collected as a result of this tender for future audits. 
 
19. Type of Contract 
 
The contract will be drafted to include bid proposal specifications and tender 
requirements. 
 
20. Cancellation of the tender procedure 
 
In the event of a tender procedure's cancellation, bidders will be notified by JPF. 
 
Cancellation may occur where: 
 

1. The tender procedure has been unsuccessful, namely where not qualitatively or financially 
worthwhile tender has been received or there has been no response at all; 

 
2. The economic or technical parameters of the project have been fundamentally altered. 

 
3. Exceptional circumstances or force majeure render normal performance of the TPM 

impossible. 
4. All technically compliant tenders exceed the financial resources available. 
5. There have been irregularities in the procedure, in particular where these have prevented fair 

competition. 
 

Under no circumstances JPF will be liable for damages, whatever their nature (in particular 
damages for loss of profits) or relation with the cancellation of a tender. The publication of a 
procurement notice does not commit JPF to implement the announced programme or project. 
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21. Reasons for disqualification from the tender 
 

Tenderers in the following cases shall be excluded from the tender if they are found to be: 
 

21.1. Those who are bankrupt, in liquidation, whose work is carried out by the court, declare 
concordat, suspend their business or are in a similar situation according to the legislative 
provisions in their home country, 

 
21.2. Proven by the employer that there were activities in violation of business or professional ethics 

during the course of business with the organizations within five (5) years prior to the date of 
procurement. 

 
21.3. As of the date of the procurement, if the bidder’s membership/license is cancelled from the 

chamber which the bidder had to registered in accordance with the legislation. 
 

21.4. Bidders that have failed to provide the documents, or gives incomplete or misleading 
information and/or falsified documents that are requested by this tender dossier. 

 
22. Prohibited Acts or Behaviors 
 

The following acts or actions are prohibited during the tender. 
 

22.1. To commit or attempt to commit mischief, fraud, promises, threats, to influence, to exploit 
for one’s interest, to make deal, extortion, bribery or other means of breach. 

 
22.2. Acts to influence other bidder’s willingness to attend tender, prevent their participation to 

tender, make or offer deals to other bidders and to engage in acts to influence fair 
competition or tender decision. 

 
22.3. To arrange, use or attempt to falsify documents or fraudulent collateral. 

 
22.4. To give more than one proposal, either directly or indirectly, in person or by proxy, on behalf 

of himself or other 
 
23. Ethical Considerations 
 

23.1. The monitoring and evaluation activities should not contradict ethical principles. The selected 
TPM entity should take all reasonable steps to ensure that the M&E activities are designed and 
conducted within the framework of Do no Harm principle to respect and protect the safety, 
rights and welfare of the people. 

 
23.2. Consent should be taken from all participants of M&E data collection activities and all data 

gathered should be kept confidential. Ownership of all data, information, and findings gathered 
through different M&E activities lies with the contracting authority (JPF). 

 
23.3. The TPM entity should adhere to principles and policies of the member NGOs, a special attention 

should be given to Child Protection principles, gender policy and Preventing Sexual 
Exploitation, Abuse and Harassment (PSEAH) policy. 
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Appendix 2: Tools have been used.  

 

Questionnaire for Female Households in Rohingya Community 
 

Org–Quest Research Limited 
DH Tower, Level-7 (Suit-701) 

6 Panthapath, Dhaka-1215 
Phone: 55013481-84 

 

Questionnaire for Households in Rohingya Community 
 

Project Provision of comprehensive health services for people fleeing Myanmar in Cox’s 
Bazar District, Bangladesh 

Name of Interviewer  Code  Date of Interview  Sign.  

Check Details Name of FC:  Name of FS: Other Official: 
Code Sign Date Code Sign Date Code Sign Date 

Accompany Call 1   1   1   
Back Check 2   2   2   
Spot Check 3   3   3   
 Address Check 4   4   4   
Scrutiny 5   5   5   
Upazila উপজেলা Ukhiaউখিয়া 
Name of Respondent 
উত্তরদাতার নাম 

 

Father’s/Husband’s  
Name উত্তরদাতার 
খপতা/স্বামীর নাম 

 

Camp’s  Number 
ক্যাজের নম্বর 15 

Block 
ব্লক্  

Sub-block 
সাব-ব্লক্  

  Interview Time 

GPRS  Start  End  
 
Salam / Adaab, my name is___________________. I have come from “Org-Quest Research 
Limited”, a social and market research firm headquartered in Dhaka. We conduct research on 
different products and services. Currently we are conducting a survey on health and nutrition 
among Rohingya communities in Cox’s Bazar. All information provided by you will be treated as 
confidential and will be used for the purpose of research only. Please note that no remuneration or 
incentive will be provided for taking part in this survey. 
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সালাম / আদাব, আমার নাম _______________। আমম ঢাকায় অবমিত “ওআরজি-ককায়য়স্ট 
মরসার্চ মলমময়েড” নামক একটে সামাজিক ও বািার গয়বষণা সংিা কেয়ক এয়সমি। আমরা মবমিন্ন 
পণয ও কসবা মনয়য় গয়বষণা িমরপ পমরর্ালনা কয়র োমক। বতচমায়ন আমরা কক্সবািার কিলায় 
করামিঙ্গা শরণােীয়দর মাঝে স্বািয ও পুটি এর সায়ে সম্পমকচত একটে গয়বষণা িমরপ পমরর্ালনা 
করমি। আপনার কদয়া সমস্ত তয়েযর কগাপনীয়তা রক্ষা করা িয়ব িয়ব এবং শুধুমাত্র গয়বষণার 
কায়ি বযবিার িয়ব। এই িমরয়প অংশগ্রিন করার িনয আপনায়ক ককায়না পামরশ্রমমক (োকা বা 
অনয ককায়না মকিু) কদওয়া িয়ব না। 
 
Section 1: Demographic Profile  সসক্শন ১: সেজমাগ্রাখিক্ সরািাইল 
D1. What is your age? আপনার বয়স কত? 

__________________Years. বির। 
 

 
D.2. What best describes your employment status: (Single answer) আপনার বতচমান পপশা 
ককানটে? (একটে উত্তর মনন) 

NGO worker/volunteer এনজিও কমী/কস্বচ্ছায়সবক 1  
Work in a restaurant or tea shop কিায়েল বা র্ায়য়র কদাকায়ন 
কাি কমর 

2  

Work in a small shop/vendor কিাে কদাকায়ন/বযবসা 
প্রমতষ্ঠায়ন কাি কমর 

3  

Driving a rickshaw/tomtom মরক্সা/েমেম র্ালাই 4  
Day labor মদনমিয়ুরর কাি কমর 5  
Porter  কুমলর কাি কমর/মালপত্র আনা-কনয়ার কাি কমর 6  
Working  কাি কমর 7  
Studying পড়ায়শানা কমর 8  
Receiving vocational training কামরগরী প্রমশক্ষণ মনই 9  
Unemployed কবকার 10  
Housewife গৃমিনী 11  
Other (pleasespecify) অনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)   

 
 
D.3. What is your marital status now: are you married; living with a partner, not married; widowed; 
divorced; or separated? আপনার বর্তমান বববাহিক অবস্থা কী: অমববামিত, হববাহির্, হবধবা, 
র্ালাকপ্রাপ্ত বা আলাদা থাঝকন? 

Single  অমববামিত 1 
Married  মববামিত 2 
Divorced  তালাকপ্রাপ্ত/তালাকপ্রাপ্তা 3 
Widowed মবধবা/ মবপত্নীক 4 
Separated আলাদা থাহক  5 
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D4 Ask if respondent is married, i.e., 2 in D4] Are you pregnant? [যমদ উত্তরদাতা মববামিত িন, 
D4 এ 2 ককাড িয় তািয়ল জিজ্ঞাসা করুন] আপমন মক গিচবতী? 

Yes িযা াঁ 1 Continue সাক্ষাৎকার র্ামলয়য় যান 
No না 2 Go to D9   D9 এযান 
 

D5. [Ask if yes in D4] Have you been to a health facility for a check-up? [যমদ D4 কত িযা াঁ িয় 
তািয়ল জিজ্ঞাসা করুন] আপমন মক কর্ক-আয়পর িনয ককায়না স্বািয ককয়ে মগয়য়মিয়লন? 

Yes িযা াঁ 1 
No না 2 

 
D6. [Ask if respondent has ever been married, i.e., if coded 2, 3, 4 or 5 in D3] Do you have 
any children?  [যমদ উত্তরদাতা কখয়না মবয়য় কয়র োয়কন, অে চাৎ D3 এ 2 বা 3 বা 4 বা  5 ককাড িয় 
তািয়ল জিজ্ঞাসা করুন] আপনার মক ককায়না সন্তান আয়ি? 

Yes িযা াঁ 1 Continue সাক্ষাৎকার র্ামলয়য় 
যান 

No না 2 Go to Q1   Q1 এ যান 
 

D7. [Ask if yes in D6] How many children do you have? (Record age and gender of children from 
oldest to youngest.) [যমদ D6 কত িযা াঁ িয় তািয়ল জিজ্ঞাসা করুন, আপনার কতিন সন্তান আয়ি? 
তায়দর কার বয়স কত?  বড় কেয়ক কিাে মিয়সয়ব মলস্ট করুন মলঙ্গসি 

No. Of children সন্তায়নর সংখযা: _____________________ 
 

SN Age বয়স Gender মলঙ্গ 
1  Boy 

কিয়ল 
1 Girls 

কময়য় 
2 

2      
3      
4      
5      

 
D8. [Ask female respondents if has children less than two years] Are you breastfeeding your 
child with age less than two years? [যমদ উত্তরদাতা মমিলা এবং ২ বৎসয়রর কম বয়সী সন্তান 

োয়ক, অে চাৎ D10. এর বয়স  ঘয়র  1 ককাড িয় তািয়ল জিজ্ঞাসা করুন] আপনার ২ বৎসয়রর কম 

বয়সী সন্তানয়ক বুয়কর দুধ পান করায়চ্ছন/ খাওয়ায়চ্ছন মক?  
Yes িযা াঁ 1  
No না 2  
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Section 2: Selection Quota  সসক্শন 2: মুল রশ্নপত্র  
SQ1. Have you visited a health facility in the past one year for your own treatment or for the 
treatment of your family member regarding physical health concerns? [Auto code if respondent 
answered in D6 or D8] আপমন মক গত ১ বিয়র  আপনার মনয়ির অেবা পমরবায়রর ককান সদয়সযর 

শারীমরক সমসযার মর্মকৎসার িনয ককায়না স্বািয ককয়ে মগয়য়য়িন? 
 

Yes িযা াঁ   1 Continue সাক্ষাৎকার র্ামলয়য় যান 
No না 2 Go to SQ3. 

 
 
SQ2. Where did you go when you had physical health concerns?  (Do not read out options) (Can 
choose multiple responses) আপনার যখন ককায়না শারীমরক সমসযা িয়য়মিল  তখন আপমন 
মর্মকৎসার িনয ককাোয় মগয়য়মিয়লন ? (উত্তর পয়ড় কশানায়বন না) (একামধক উত্তর কনয়া যায়ব) 

 
Health post কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে)  1 
Primary Health Centre প্রােমমক স্বািযয়সবা ককে 2 
Field hospital মিল্ড িাসপাতাল 3 
Community health volunteer কমমউমনটে স্বািয 
কস্বচ্ছায়সবক/কিলে িলামিয়ার 

4 

Traditional healer সনাতন মর্মকৎসক, কযমন: কমবরাি, ওঝা 
ইতযামদ  

5 

Other (please specify)  অনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)  
 

SQ3. Have you visited a health facility in the past one year for your own treatment or for the 
treatment of your family member regarding mental health concerns? [Auto code if respondent 
answered in D6 or D8] আপমন মক গত ১ বিয়র  আপনার মনয়ির অেবা পমরবায়রর ককান সদয়সযর 

মানমসক স্বািযিমনত সমসযার মর্মকৎসার িনয ককায়না স্বািয ককয়ে মগয়য়য়িন? 
 

Yes িযা াঁ   1 Continue সাক্ষাৎকার র্ামলয়য় 
যান 

No না 2 Go to Quota Section 
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SQ4. Where did you go or what did you do if you had any mental health concerns? (Do not read 
out options) (Can choose multiple responses) আপনার যমদ ককায়না মানমসক স্বািযিমনত সমসযা 
িয়য়মিল তখন আপমন ককাোয় মগয়য়মিয়লন বা কী কয়রমিয়লন? (উত্তর পয়ড় কশানায়বন না) 
(একামধক উত্তর কনয়া যায়ব) 

Health post কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) 1  
Primary Health Centre প্রােমমক স্বািযয়সবা ককে 2  
Field hospital মিল্ড িাসপাতাল 3  
Community health volunteer কমমউমনটে স্বািয 
কস্বচ্ছায়সবক/কিলে িলামিয়ার 

4  

Traditional healer সনাতন মর্মকৎসক, কযমন: কমবরাি, ওঝা 
ইতযামদ 

5  

Mosque/religious leader মসজিদ/ধমীয় কনতা 6  
Talk to family/friends পমরবায়রর সদসয/বনু্ধয়দর সায়ে কো 
বলয়বা 

7  

Women friendly spaces (WFS) নারীবান্ধব পকন্দ্র (WFS)  8  
Child friendly spaces (CFS) হশশুবান্ধব পকন্দ্র (CFS) 9  
Other (please specify) অনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)   

 
 
Check the Selection Quota  of the respondents  
Mother of Children U5 ৫ বৎসঝরর কম বয়সী হশশুর মার্া 1  
Adolescents হকঝশা/র হকঝশারী 2  

Women of Reproductive Age (WRA) প্রজনন সক্ষম 

বয়সী মহিলা 
3  

Pregnant women গর্তবহর্ মহিলা 4  
Lactating women সন্তানঝক স্তনযদানকারী মহিলা 5  
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Section 3: Main questionnaire  সসক্শন 3: মুল রশ্নপত্র  
Q1. [Ask if the respondent went to health post in the past one year for physical concern, 
coded 1 in SQ2] For what services last time did you visit a health facility? [যমদ উত্তরদাতা 
গত ১ বিয়র শারীমরক সমসযার িনয কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) এ মর্মকৎসা সেবা  
নিয়ে থায়েি , অে চাৎ SQ2 সে 1 ককাড িয় তািয়ল জিজ্ঞাসা করুন] পকান ধরঝের শারীমরক 
সমসযার িনয আপমন সব চয়শষবার কিলে কপায়স্ট মগয়য়মিয়লন?   

General Diseases সাধারে পরাগ 01 
Tuberculosis যক্ষা 02 
Malaria মযাঝলহরয়া 03 
Leprosy কুষ্ঠঝরাগ 04 
Kala-a-Zar কালাজ্বর 05 
Primary Eye Care প্রাথহমক প াঝের যত্ন 06 
Diarrhea ডায়হরয়া 07 
Pneumonia হনউঝমাহনয়া 08 
Vitamin- A capsule হর্টাহমন- এ কযাপসুল 09 
Adolescent Health Care বকঝশাঝরর স্বাস্থযঝসবা 10 
Vaccine টটকা 11 
Antenatal Care প্রসবপূব ত যত্ন 12 
Delivery সন্তান প্রসব 13 
Post natal care প্রসব পরবর্ী যত্ন 14 
HIV/AIDS এই আইহর্ / এইডস 15 
Family Planningপহরবার পহরকল্পনা 16 
Other (please specify) অনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)  

 
Q2. [Ask if the respondent went to health post in the past one year for psychological concern, 
coded 1 in SQ4] For what mental concern did you visit a health post last time? [যমদ 
উত্তরদাতা গত ১ বিয়র মানমসক স্বািযিমনত সমসযার িনয কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা 
ককে) এ মর্মকৎসা সেবা  নিয়ে থায়েি , অে চাৎ SQ4 এ 1 ককাড িয় তািয়ল জিজ্ঞাসা করুন] পকান 

ধরঝের মানমসক স্বািযিমনত সমসযার িনয আপমন সব চয়শষবার কিলে কপায়স্ট মগয়য়মিয়লন?   

 
Anxiety উঝেগ/দুশ্চিন্তা 01 

Imsomnia হনদ্রািীনর্া 02 

Decreased appetite কু্ষধামন্দা 03 
Self-harming or suicidal ideation হনঝজর ক্ষহর্ বা আত্মির্যার প্রবের্া 03 
Other (please specify) অনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)  
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Q3. [Ask if the respondent went to health post in the past one year for psychological concern, 
coded 1 in SQ4, else go to Q4] For what mental services did you receive from the health 
post last time? যমদ উত্তরদাতা গত ১ বিয়র মানমসক স্বািযিমনত সমসযার িনয কিলে কপাস্ট 
(কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) এ মর্মকৎসা সেবা  নিয়ে থায়েি , অে চাৎ SQ4 এ 1 ককাড িয় তািয়ল 
জিজ্ঞাসা করুন, অনযোয় Q4 এ যান ] আপমন সব চয়শষবার কিলে কপায়স্ট পকান ধরঝের মানমসক 
স্বািযয়সবা  মনয়য়মিয়লন?   

Psychological counseling মানহসক পরামশ ত 01 
Professional mental health support পপশাদার মানহসক স্বাস্থয সিায়র্া 02 
Prescription of medication ওষুঝধর পপ্রসশ্চিপশন 03 
Psychological First Aid (PFA)/ মানহসক প্রাথহমক প্রহর্হবধান 04 
Other (please specify) অনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)  

 
 
Q3.2 What changes have you noticed regarding mental health related concern after you received 
the support in the health post? স্বাস্থয পপাস্ট প্রহর্টষ্ঠর্ িওয়ার পঝর আপহন মনস্তাশ্চিক স্বাস্থয 
সম্পহকতর্ পসবা পাবার পঝর এ সম্পহকতর্ উঝেগ হনঝয় পকান পহরবর্তন লক্ষয কঝরঝেন? 

My mental health related concerns have been gone/ আমার মানহসক 
স্বাস্থয সম্পহকতর্ উঝেগ  ঝল পগঝে 

01 

My mental health related concerns have been reduced আমার 
মানহসক স্বাস্থয সম্পহকতর্ উঝেগ কঝম পগঝে 02 

My mental health related concerns have not been reduced আমার 
মানহসক স্বাস্থয সম্পহকতর্ উঝেগ কঝমহন   

03 

My mental health related concerns have been increased আমার 
মানহসক স্বাস্থয সম্পহকতর্ উঝেগ পবঝে পগঝে  

04 

I don’t know/আহম জাহন না  05 
Other (please specify) অনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)  

 
Q4. [Ask if the respondent went to health post in the past, coded 1 in SQ2 or SQ4] I would 
like to know, did you find it comfortable when you visited the health post? In this regard I am 
going to read out some response options. Please let me know which response option suits you 
best/is most appropriate. (Read out options) [যমদ SQ2 অথবা SQ4  এ 1 ককাড িয় তািয়ল জিজ্ঞাসা 
করুন] এেনআমম িানয়ত র্াই, আপমন যখন কিলে কপাস্ট এ মগয়য়মিয়লন তখন মক স্বাচ্ছন্দ্য কবাধ 
কয়রমিয়লন? এই বযাপায়র আমম আপনায়ক কয়য়কটে উত্তর পয়ড় কশানাজচ্ছ, দয়া কয়র বলুন 
এরময়ধয ককান উত্তরটে আপনার িনয সবয়র্য়য় কবমশ প্রয়যািয/সটিক। (উত্তর পয়ড় কশানান)  0 

Yes, very comfortable িযা াঁ, খুবই স্বাচ্ছন্দ্যয়বাধ কয়রমি 1 
Yes, somewhat comfortable িযা াঁ, কমাোমুটে স্বাচ্ছন্দ্যয়বাধ কয়রমি 2 
Neither comfortable nor uncomfortable স্বাচ্ছন্দ্যয়বাধও কমরমন 
আবার অস্বাচ্ছন্দ্যয়বাধও কমরমন 

3 

No, somewhat uncomfortable না, মকিুো অস্বাচ্ছন্দ্যয়বাধ কয়রমি 4 
No, very uncomfortable না, খুবই অস্বাচ্ছন্দ্যয়বাধ কয়রমি 5 
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Q5. [Ask if the respondent went to health post in the past, coded 1 in SQ2 or SQ4] What 
would you like to see to fulfill your expectations in a health facility? [যমদ SQ2 অথবা SQ4  এ 1 
ককাড িয় তািয়ল জিজ্ঞাসা করুন]আপনার প্রতযাশা পূরণ করয়ত স্বািয ককয়ে কী কী সুয়যাগ-
সুমবধা োকা উমর্ত বয়ল আপমন ময়ন কয়রন?  

Diseases diagnostic facilities করাগ মনণ চয়য়র সুমবধা/পরীক্ষা-মনরীক্ষার সুমবধা 1 
Adequate  number of fans পয চাপ্ত িযায়নর সুমবধা  2 
Adequate seating facilities পয চাপ্ত বসার সুমবধা  3 
Free medicine মি ঔষধ 4 
High quality medicine উন্নতমায়নর ঔষধ 5 
Good behavior of the health service providers স্বািয কসবা প্রদানকারীয়দর 
িায়লা আর্রণ 

6 

Other (please specify) অনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)  
Q6. How satisfied are you about the services provided by health post? Please rate in 5 point scale 

where 5 means completely satisfied and 1 means completely dissatisfied. you can choose 
any number between 1 to 5. কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে)যারা পসবা পদন 
র্াঝদরঝক পসবা সম্পঝকত আপহন পকমন সন্তুষ্ট? দয়া কঝর 5 পঝয়ন্ট পেঝল পরট করুন 
পযোঝন 5 এর অথ ত সমূ্পে ত সন্তুষ্ট এবং 1 এর অথ ত সমূ্পে ত অসন্তুষ্ট। আপহন 1 পথঝক 5 এর মঝধয 
পয পকানও সংেযা পেন্দ করঝর্ পাঝরন। 

Completely satisfied পুঝরাপুহর সন্তুষ্ট 5 
Satisfied সন্তুষ্ট 4 
Neither satisfied, nor dissatisfied সন্তুষ্টও না আবার অসন্তুষ্টও না  3 
Dissatisfied অসন্তুষ্ট 2 
Completely dissatisfied পুঝরাপুহর অসন্তুষ্ট 1 

 
 
Q7.  Why do you think so? Anything else? (Probe appropriately do not prompt). আপনার কাঝে 

পকন র্া মঝন িয়? আর হকেু? আর হকেু? (র্াল কঝর Probe করুন, Prompt 
করঝবন না)। 

Friently বনু্ধসুলর্ 01 
Realistic বাস্তব সম্মর্ 02 
Efficientদক্ষ 03 
Knowledgeableজ্ঞান সম্পন্ন 04 
Sincereদাহয়ত্ববান 05 
Committedপ্রহর্শ্রহর্শীল 06 
Activeসশ্চিয় 07 
Other (please specify) অনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)  
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Q8. Have you ever suggested others to receive services from health post?  আপহন কেঝনা 
অনযঝদরঝক কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) হগঝয় হ হকৎসা পসবা হনঝর্ পরামশ ত 
হদঝয়ঝেন হক? 

Yes িযা াঁ   1 
No না 2 

 
 
Child care and nutrition for children under five years  
Ask Q9-Q20 to those who have children under five years (check D10) 
Q9. What nutritious food do the children of your family usually take? (Multiple answer 

possible) আপনাঝদর পহরবাঝরর হশশুরা সাধারের্ঃ কী কী পুটষ্টকর োবার োয়? (একাহধক 

উত্তর িঝর্ পাঝর)। 
Green vegetables সবুজ শাকসব্জী 01 
Fish/ Meat/ Egg মাে/ মাংস/ হডম 02 

Milk দুধ 03 
Fruits ফলমূল 04 
Pulse ডাল 05 
Other (please specify) অনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)  

 
Q10. Where do you go when you have any health concerns for children under five years in your 
family?  (Do not read out options) (Can choose multiple responses) যেন আপনার পমরবায়রর 

৫ বিয়রর কম বয়সী মশশুর যমদ ককায়না শারীমরক সমসযা িয় তািয়ল আপমন ককাোয় 
যান? (উত্তর পয়ড় কশানায়বন না) (একামধক উত্তর কনয়া যায়ব) 
 

Health post কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) 1 Continue 
সাক্ষাৎকার 
র্ামলয়য় যান 

Primary Health Centre প্রােমমক স্বািযয়সবা ককে 2 Go to Q14  
Q14 কত যান Field hospital মিল্ড িাসপাতাল 3 

Community health volunteer কমমউমনটে স্বািয 
কস্বচ্ছায়সবক/কিলে িলামিয়ার 

4 

Traditional healer সনাতন মর্মকৎসক, কযমন: কমবরাি, ওঝা 
ইতযামদ  

5 

Other (please specify)  অনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)  
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Q11. For what services last time did you visit a health facility for your child? সব চয়শষবার 

আপনার মশশুর শারীমরক সমসযার িনয স্বািযয়সবা ককে কেয়ক পকান ধরঝের স্বািযয়সবা 

মনয়য়মিয়লন?   

General Diseases সাধারে পরাগ 01  
Tuberculosis যক্ষা 02  
Malaria মযাঝলহরয়া 03  
Leprosy কুষ্ঠঝরাগ 04  
Kala-a-Zar কালাজ্বর 05  
Primary Eye Care প্রাথহমক প াঝের যত্ন 06  
Diarrhea ডায়হরয়া 07  
Pneumonia হনউঝমাহনয়া 08  
Vitamin- A capsule হর্টাহমন- এ কযাপসুল 09  
Vaccine টটকা 10  
Post natal care প্রসব পরবর্ী যত্ন 11  
Other (please specify) অনযানয (উয়েখ 
করুন) 

  

 
Q12. Is there any paditrianist available in the health post? কিলে কপায়স্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা 
ককে) পকাঝনা  হশশু পরাঝগর হ হকৎসক হক সবসময় পাওয়া যায়? 

Yes িযা াঁ   1  
No না 2  

 
Q13. How satisfied are you about the services provided by health post for your child?  Please rate 

in 5 point scale where 5 means completely satisfied and 1 means completely dissatisfied. 
you can choose any number between 1 to 5. কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে)যারা 
আপনার হশশূঝক পসবা পদন র্াঝদরঝক পসবা সম্পঝকত আপহন পকমন সন্তুষ্ট? দয়া কঝর 5 
পঝয়ন্ট পেঝল পরট করুন পযোঝন 5 এর অথ ত সমূ্পে ত সন্তুষ্ট এবং 1 এর অথ ত সমূ্পে ত অসন্তুষ্ট। 
আপহন 1 পথঝক 5 এর মঝধয পয পকানও সংেযা পেন্দ করঝর্ পাঝরন। 

Completely satisfied পুঝরাপুহর সন্তুষ্ট 5 
Satisfied সন্তুষ্ট 4 
Neither satisfied, nor dissatisfied সন্তুষ্টও না আবার অসন্তুষ্টও না  3 
Dissatisfied অসন্তুষ্ট 2 
Completely dissatisfied পুঝরাপুহর অসন্তুষ্ট 1 

 
 Q14. Have the children of your family been vaccinated? আপনার পহরবাঝরর হশশুঝদর হক টটকা 

পদওয়া িঝয়ে? 
Yes িযা াঁ   1 Continue সাক্ষাৎকার 

র্ামলয়য় যান 
No না 2 Go to Q17 Q17 কত যান 
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Q15. What Vaccines were given to the children of your family? (Multiple answer possible). 

আপনাঝদর পহরবাঝরর হশশুঝদর পকান্ পকান্  টটকা/ র্যাকহসন হদঝয়ঝেন? (একাহধক উত্তর 
িঝর্ পাঝর)। 

BCG (tuberculosis) হবহসশ্চজ (যক্ষ্মা) 01 
DPT হডহপটট (হডপঝথহরয়া, পপরটুহসস, টটঝটনাস) 02 
OPV (Polio) ওহপহর্ (পপাহলও) 03 
Quintuple vaccine (diphtheria, pertussis, tetanus, hepatitis B and 
Hib infection) কুইন্টুপল র্যাকহসন (হডপঝথহরয়া, পপরটুহসস, 
টটঝটনাস, পিপাটাইটটস হব এবং এই আইহব সংিমে) 

04 

PCV (pneumococcus) হপহসহর্ (হনউঝমাহনয়া) 05 
MR (measles and rubella) এমআর (িাম এবং রুঝবলা) 06 
Other (please specify) অনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)  

 
Q16. Where the children of your family have taken for vaccination?  (Multiple answer possible). 

আপনাঝদর পহরবাঝরর হশশুঝদর টটকা/ র্যাকহসন পনয়ার জনয পকাথায় পকাথায় 
হগঝয়হেঝলন?  (একাহধক উত্তর িঝর্ পাঝর)। 

Health post কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) 1 
Primary Health Centre প্রােমমক স্বািযয়সবা ককে 2 
Field hospital মিল্ড িাসপাতাল 3 
Community health volunteer কমমউমনটে স্বািয 
কস্বচ্ছায়সবক/কিলে িলামিয়ার 

4 

Traditional healer সনাতন মর্মকৎসক, কযমন: কমবরাি, ওঝা 
ইতযামদ  

5 

Other (please specify)  অনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)  
 
Q17. [Ask if coded 2 in Q14] Why the children of your family have not been immunized? [যমদ 
Q14 সে 2 ককাড িয় তািয়ল জিজ্ঞাসা করুন]সোয়িা টটকা/ র্যাকহসন সেো হেনি সেি? 
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DURING PUBARTY বয়:সমন্ধকালীন সময় 

Ask Q19-Q20 to adolescent respondents only প্রশ্ন 21 এবং 22 শুধুমাত্র নেয় ার  

নেয় ারী উত্তরোোয়ের জিজ্ঞাো েরুি  
Q18. During puberty, boys and girls experience certain physical and mental changes. In your 
case, did you know about the changes before your pubertal experiences? বয়:সহন্ধকালীন সমঝয় 

পেঝল-পমঝয়রা হকেু শারীহরক ও মানহসক পহরবর্তন অনুর্ব কঝর। আপনার পক্ষঝে জানঝর্ 

 াশ্চি, আপহন হক আপনার বয়:সমন্ধকালীন সমঝয়র অহর্জ্ঞর্ার আঝগ পহরবর্তনগুহল 

সম্পঝকত জানঝর্ন? 
Yes িযা াঁ   1 Continue সাক্ষাৎকার র্ামলয়য় যান 
No না 2 Go to next section  পরবতী কসকশয়ন 

যান 
 
Q19. If knew, whom and what did you heard first?  যহদ জানঝর্ন, আপহন প্রথম কার পথঝক 

এবং কী কী শুঝনঝেন? 

Source  Information  
 
 
 

 

 
Family Planning পমরবার পমরকল্পনা 
Ask Q23-Q29 to Women of Reproductive Age (WRA) প্রশ্ন 23 সথয়ে 29 শুধুমাত্র প্রিিি 

েক্ষম বেেী মনহলা উত্তরোোয়ের জিজ্ঞাো েরুি  

Q20. Now I would like to talk about family planning - the various ways or methods that a couple 
can use to delay or avoid a pregnancy. Which ways or methods have you heard about? [Do not 
read] এখন আমম পমরবার পমরকল্পনা মনয়য় কো বলয়ত র্াই- একটে দম্পমত কদরীয়ত সন্তান কনয়া অেবা 
গিচধারণ এড়ায়ত মবমিন্ন উপায় বা পদ্ধমত বযবিার করয়ত পায়র। আপমন এমন ককান ককান উপায় বা 
পদ্ধমত সম্পয়কচ শুয়নয়িন? [পঝে পশানাঝবন না] 

Female sterilization নারীবন্ধযাকরণ  01 
Male sterilization পরুুষবন্ধযাকরণ  02 
Oral contraceptive pill খাওয়ারবমড়   03 
Injectables ইনয়িকশন     04 
Male condoms কনডম     05 
Iud আইইউমড/কপার-টে     06 
Implants ইমপ্ল্যাি/কাটি     07 
Breastfeeding (lam) সন্তানয়ক বুয়কর দুধ খাওয়ায়না     08 
Rhythm/periodic abstinenceমনরাপদ কাল বা মদনকাল কময়ন র্লা 09 
Withdrawal আিল/প্রতযািার  10 
Standard days methodককায়নামকিু/পুাঁমতর সািায়যয কযায়লন্ডার কময়ন র্লা  11 
I am not aware of family planning আমম পমরবার পমরকল্পনা সম্প চয়ক িামননা 12 
OTHER (SPECIFY) অনযানয উয়েখ করুন)  
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Q21. [Ask this question to married respondent only, else to to Q27]   Have you or your 

husband/wife ever used anything or tried in any way to delay or avoid getting pregnant? 
(প্রশ্ন 24 সথয়ে 26 শুধুমাত্র নববানহো উত্তরোোয়ের জিজ্ঞাো েরুি অিযাথাে Q27 

যাি)  কদরীয়ত সন্তান কনয়া অেবা গিচধারণ এড়ায়ত আপমন বা আপনার স্বামী/স্ত্রী মক কখয়না 
ককায়না পদ্ধমত বযবিার কয়রয়িন? 

 
Yes িযা াঁ   1 Continue সাক্ষাৎকার র্ামলয়য় 

যান 
No না 2 Go to Q23 Q23 এ যান 

 

Q22. Are you or your husband/wife currently doing something or using any method to delay or 
avoid getting pregnant? আপমন বা আপনার স্বামী/স্ত্রী বতচমায়ন ককায়না পদ্ধমত বযবিার করয়িন 
মক?যমদ কয়র োয়কন, তািয়ল ককান পদ্ধমত বযবিার করয়িন? 

  Current method 
বতচমান পদ্ধমত 

Female sterilization নারীবন্ধযাকরণ   01 
Male sterilization পুরুষবন্ধযাকরণ   02 
Oral contraceptive pill খাওয়ারবমড়    03 
Injectables ইনয়িকশন      04 
Male condoms কনডম      05 
Iud আইইউমড/কপার-টে      06 
Implants ইমপ্ল্যাি/কাটি      07 
Breastfeeding (lam) সন্তানয়ক বুয়কর দুধ খাওয়ায়না      08 
Rhythm/periodic abstinenceমনরাপদ কাল বা 
মদনকাল কময়ন র্লা 

 09 

Withdrawal আিল/প্রতযািার   10 
Don’t know/ No answer িামন না/উত্তর কনই  11 
Not using any method currently বতচমায়ন ককায়না 
পদ্ধমত বযবিার করমি না 

 12 

OTHER (SPECIFY) অনযানয (উয়েখকরুন)   
 

Q23. Has anyone spoken to you about the family planning methods or side effects of family 
planning methods? ককউ মক আপনায়ক পমরবার পমরকল্পনা পদ্ধমত বা পমরকল্পনা পদ্ধমতগুয়লার 
পার্শ্ চ প্রমতজিয়া সম্পয়কচ বয়লয়িন?  

Yes িযা াঁ   1 Continue  সাক্ষাৎকার র্ামলয়য় 
যান 

No না 2 Go to Q25 Q25এ যান 
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Q24. Who spoke to you about the family planning methods or the side effects of FP methods the 
most recent time? পমরবার পমরকল্পনা পদ্ধমত বা পমরবার পমরকল্পনা পদ্ধমতগুয়লার পার্শ্ চ 
প্রমতজিয়া সম্পয়কচ অমত সম্প্রমত আপনায়ক কক কক বয়লয়িন? 

Qualified doctor এমমবমবএস ডাক্তার 01 
Midwife/nurse ধাত্রী বা দাই/নাস চ  02 
Skilled birth attendant in the camp কযায়ম্পর দক্ষ দাই 03 
Paramedics পযারায়মমডক   04 
Ngo worker এনজিও কমী 05 
Relative আত্মীয় 06 
Neighbors/friend প্রমতয়বশী/বনু্ধ 07 
Husband/wife স্বামী/ স্ত্রী 08 
Other family memberপমরবায়রর অনয সদসয 09 
Members of mothers support group মাতৃ সিায়তা গ্রুয়পর 
সদসয 

10 

OTHER (SPECIFY) অনযানয (উয়েখকরুন)  
 
Q25. Where do you go if you have any queries or concerns related to family planning?  (Do not 
read out options) (Can choose multiple responses) পহরবার পহরকল্পনা সম্পহকতর্ আপনার যহদ 

পকানও প্রশ্ন বা উঝেগ থাঝক র্ঝব আপহন পকাথায় যান? (উত্তর পয়ড় কশানায়বন না) (একামধক উত্তর 
কনয়া যায়ব)  

Health post কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) 1 
Primary Health Centre প্রােমমক স্বািযয়সবা ককে 2 
Field hospital মিল্ড িাসপাতাল 3 
Community health volunteer কমমউমনটে স্বািয 
কস্বচ্ছায়সবক/কিলে িলামিয়ার 

4 

Traditional healer সনাতন মর্মকৎসক, কযমন: কমবরাি, ওঝা 
ইতযামদ  

5 

Other (please specify)  অনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)  
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Maternal health knowledge and sources of health information  
মারৃ্স্বাঝস্থযর জ্ঞান এবং স্বাস্থয সম্পহকতর্ র্ঝথযর উৎস 
[Ask Q30-Q53 to pregnant and lactating women, else end the interview by thanking 
respondent] (প্রশ্ন 30 সথয়ে 53 শুধুমাত্র গর্ভবেী এবং েন্তািয়ে স্তিযোিোরী মনহলা 

উত্তরোোয়ের জিজ্ঞাো েরুি অিযাথাে উত্তরোোয়ে ধিযবাে িানিয়ে োক্ষােে্ারটি 

স ষ েরুি)   
Q26. What are some of the signs and symptoms that indicate that a pregnancy may be in 
danger?গিচকালীন সময়য় একিন মমিলার মক মক িটেলতা বা মবপদ মর্হ্ন কদখা মদয়ত পায়র? 
PROBE: Any other signs or symptoms?কপ্রাব করুন: আর ককান িটেলতা বা মবপদ মর্হ্ন? 
Q27. Can you tell me what danger signs or other alarms soon after birth would require attention 
in a health facility?আপনার ময়ত, সন্তান িয়ের পর পরই মক মক িটেলতা বা মবপদ মর্হ্ন কদখা 
মদয়লএকিন মমিলায়ক িাসপাতাল বা মিমনয়ক কনয়ার প্রয়য়ািন িয়ব? 

 Symptoms Danger 
sign  

Severe vaginal bleedingকযানী কেয়ক মারাত্মক রক্তক্ষরণ 01 01 
Loss of consciousnessঅজ্ঞান িয়য় যাওয়া 02 02 
A very long laborদীঘ চ সময় প্রসবয়বদনা 03 03 
Difficult laborঅমধক যন্ত্রনাদায়ক প্রসবয়বদনা 04 04 
Abnormal positioning of the childমশশুর অস্বািামবক অবিান 05 05 
High feverমাত্রামতমরক্তজ্বর 06 06 
Severe headacheতীব্র মাোবযো 07 07 
Swollen hands & feetিাত-পা িুয়ল যাওয়া 08 08 
Seizures/convulsionsহৃদয়রাগ/মখাঁরু্মন  09 09 
Severe pain in abdomenকপয়ে তীব্র বযাো 10 10 
Severe weaknessমারাত্মক দুব চলতা 11 11 
Blurred visionকর্ায়খ ঝাপসা কদখা 12 12 
Don’t knowিামন না 13 13 
Other (specify)অনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)   
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Q28. In your opinion, what are some of the most serious problems that can occur during the 
first 48 hours after birth that could endanger the life of a newborn?আপনার ময়ত, িয়ের 
প্রেম 48 ঘিার ময়ধয নবিাতয়কর মক মক মারাত্মক সমসযা িয়ত পায়র যায়ত তার িীবন মনয়য় 
সংশয় পয চন্ত িয়ত পায়র? 

Baby has difficulty breathingমশশুর র্শ্াসকি িয়ত পায়র 01 
Baby is too smallমশশুটে খুবই কিাে িয়ত পায়র 02 
Baby is too cold or tremblesমশশুর শরীর খুবই িান্ডা এবং মশশুটে ককাঁ য়প 
ককাঁ য়প উিয়ত পায়র 

03 

Baby is purpleমশশুয়দখয়ত লালয়র্ বণ চ িয়ত পায়র 04 
Baby is pale, bluish, or yellowish complexionমশশু কদখয়ত িযাকায়শ, 
নীলয়র্, বা িলয়দ বণ চ িয়ত পায়র 

05 

Baby does not want to nurse/difficulty suckingমশশু দুধ পান করয়ত 
র্াইয়ব না/দুধ রু্ষয়ত অসুমবধা িয়ত পায়র 

06 

Baby does not cryমশশু কাাঁদয়ব না 07 
Baby has high feverমশশুর মাত্রামরক্ত জ্বর িয়ত পায়র 08 
Baby has bleeding from  cord/navelমশশুর নামড়/নামি কেয়ক 
রক্তক্ষরণিয়ত পায়র 

09 

Don’t knowিামন না 10 
Other (specify)অনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)  

 
Q29. What were your sources for pregnancy information (such as antenatal care, delivery or 
postnatal care) in the past 6 months? গতিয় মায়সগিচকালীন প্রয়য়ািনীয় তেয (কযমন: 
গিচকালীন কসবা, সন্তান প্রসব বা প্রসব পরবতী কসবা) আপমন ককাো কেয়ক বা কার কাি কেয়ক 
কিয়নয়িন? 

Maternal and child nutrition counselor 01 
Doctorডাক্তার 02 
Nurse নাস চ 03 
Midwifeধাত্রী বা দাই 04 
Skilled birth attendant in the campকযাম্প এর দক্ষ দাই 05 
Health assistant (ha)স্বািয সিকারী 06 
Mosqueমসজিদ 07 
Radioকরমডও 08 
Televisionকেমলমিশন 09 
Friends / relatives বনু্ধ/আত্মীয় 10 
Community volunteerকমমউমনটে কস্বচ্ছায়সবক 11 
Maternal and child health promoter 12 
Members of mothers support group 13 
Don’t get health infoস্বািয সম্পমকচত তেয পাই না 14 
Other (specify)অনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)  
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ANTENATAL CARE BEHAVIOR 
Q30. Did you see anyone for antenatal care during your pregnancy period?___________ (সব 

পোট সন্তায়নর নাম বলনু)-------- যখন আপনার গয়িচ মিল তখন মক আপমন গিচকালীন 
কসবার িনয কাউয়ক কদমখয়য়মিয়লন? 

Yes িযা াঁ   1 Go to Q32. Q32এ যান 
No না 2 Ask Q.31 then go to Q.36  Q31 জিজ্ঞাসা কয়র Q36 এ যান   

 
Q31. [IF NO, ask] Why didn’t you visit anyone for antenatal care during your pregnancy period? 
[যমদকাউয়ক না কদমখয়য় োয়কন তািয়ল জিজ্ঞাসা করুন] এই গিচাবিায় গিচকালীন কসবার িনয 
আপমন কাউয়ক কদখানমন ককন? 
[DO NOT READ RESPONSE. MULTIPLE RESPONSES ARE POSSIBLE.][উত্তর পজে 
সশানাজবন না। এক্াখিক্ উত্তর হজত পাজর] 
Costs too muchঅয়নক কবমশ খরর্ 01 
No facility িাসপাতাল/মিমনক নাই 02 
Don’t trust health post/poor quality service কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা 
ককে) এর কসবার উপর মবর্শ্াস নাই/কসবার মান খারাপ 

03 

No female provider at health post কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) এ 

নারী কসবা প্রদানকারী নাই  
04 

Not necessaryদরকারময়ন কমর নাই 05 
Husband didn’t think it was necessaryস্বামী দরকার ময়ন কয়রনমন  06 
Family didn’t think it was necessaryপমরবার দরকার ময়ন কয়রমন  07 
Husban/family did not allowস্বামী/পমরবার কযয়ত কদয়মন 08 
Not customaryগিচকালীন কসবা কনয়ার প্রর্লন নাই  09 
Did not know where to goককাোয় কযয়ত িয়ব িানতাম না  10 
No one to accompanyসায়ে যাওয়ার ময়তা ককউ মিল না 11 
Inconvenient service hoursকয সময় কসবা কদওয়া িয় কসো সুমবধািনক সময় নয় 12 
Afraid to goস্বািযয়কয়ে কযয়ত বা স্বািযয়সবা মনয়ত িয় লায়গ 13 
Long waiting timeদীঘ চ সময় অয়পক্ষা করয়ত িয় 14 
Other (specify)অনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)  

 
Q32. How many weeks/months were you pregnant before you went for your first antenatal care 
visit? আপমন যখন প্রেমবার গিচকালীন কর্ক-আয়পর িনয যান তখন কত সপ্তায়ির/মায়সর 
গিচবতী মিয়লন? 
PLEASE RECORD IN EITHER WEEKS OR MONTHS উত্তর সপ্তাি বা মায়স করকডচ করুন। 

 
______________ WEEKSসপ্তাি  
 
______________ MONTHS মাস  
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Q33. Whom did you see? Anyone else?কায়ক কদমখয়য়মিয়লন? আর কায়ক? 
[DO NOT READ RESPONSE. PROBE FOR THE TYPE OF PERSON AND RECORD 
ALL PERSONS SEEN.] [উত্তর পজে সশানাজবন না। ক্ী িরজনর বযক্তিজক্ সদখিজয়জেন তা 
োনার েনয সরাব ক্রুন এবং যাজক্ যাজক্ সদিাজনার ক্থা বজলন সবগুজলা সরক্েড 
ক্রুন] 
Qualified doctorএমমবমবএস ডাক্তার  01 
Paramedic পযারায়মমডক     02 
Nurse নাস চ 03 
Midwifeধাত্রী বা দাই 04 
Maternal and child nutrition counselor 05 
Skilled birth attendant in the camp কযায়ম্প দক্ষ দাই 06 
Health assistant  স্বািয সিকারী  07 
Ngo workerএনজিও কমী 08 
Trained tbaপ্রমশক্ষণপ্রাপ্ত সনাতন দাই  09 
Untrained tbaপ্রমশক্ষণমবিীন সনাতন দাই 10 
Unqualified doctorএমমবমবএস ডাক্তার িাড়া অনযানয ডাক্তার 11 
Maternal and child health promoter 12 
Members of mothers support group 13 
Otherঅনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)  

 
Q34. Where did you go to receive antenatal care for this pregnancy? Anywhere else?আপমন 
গিচকালীন কসবা কনয়ার িনয ককাোয় ককাোয় মগয়য়মিয়লন? আর ককাোয়? 
[DO NOT READ RESPONSE. MULTIPLE RESPONSES ARE POSSIBLE.][উত্তর পজে 
সশানাজবন না। এক্াখিক্ উত্তর হজত পাজর] 

Health post কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) 01 
Primary Health Centre প্রােমমক স্বািযয়সবা ককে 02 
Field hospital মিল্ড িাসপাতাল 03 
Community health volunteer কমমউমনটে স্বািয 
কস্বচ্ছায়সবক/কিলে িলামিয়ার 

04 

Traditional healer সনাতন মর্মকৎসক, কযমন: কমবরাি, ওঝা 
ইতযামদ  

05 

Homeবামড়য়ত 06 
Ngo static clinicএনজিও স্টযাটেক মিমনক 07 
Private hospital/clinicকবসরকারী িাসপাতাল/মিমনক 08 
Qualified doctorএমমবমবএস ডাক্তার 09 
Other (please specify)  অনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)  
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Q35. During this pregnancy, as part of your antenatal care during this pregnancy were any of the 
following done at least once?এখন আমম আপনায়ক কয়য়কটে গিচকালীন কসবার কো বলয়বা। 
আপনার গিচকালীন কসবার অংশ মিসায়ব এগুয়লার ককায়নাটে মক একবারও করা িয়য়মিল? 
[readout responses. RECORD ALL MENTIONED. [উত্তর পজে সশানান. উয়েমখত সবগুয়লা 
করকডচ করুন।] 

Weight checkedওিনমাপা 01 
Abdominal check-upকপয়েরপরীক্ষা 02 
Height measuredউচ্চতামাপা 03 
Blood pressureরক্তর্াপ 04 
Urine sampleমূয়ত্ররনমুন 05 
Blood sampleরয়ক্তরনমনুা  06 
Eyes checkedকর্াখপরীক্ষা  07 

 
[Ask Q36-Q50 to lactating women, else end the interview by thanking respondent] (প্রশ্ন 39 

সথয়ে 53 শুধুমাত্র েন্তািয়ে স্তিযোিোরী মনহলা উত্তরোোয়ের জিজ্ঞাো েরুি 

অিযাথাে উত্তরোোয়ে ধিযবাে িানিয়ে োক্ষােে্ারটি স ষ েরুি)   
Q36. Has anyone given you an injection in the arm to prevent the baby from getting tetanus, that 
is, (convulsions after birth)? মশশুয়ক টেয়েনাস, অে চাৎ িয়ের পর মখাঁরু্মন কেয়ক রক্ষা করয়ত ককউ 
মক আপনার িায়ত ইনয়িকশন মদয়য়মিয়লন? 

Yes িযা াঁ   1 
No না 2 
Don’t know / don’t remember িামন 
না/ময়ন নাই 

3 

 
DELIVERY BEHAVIOR  
Q37. Where was your last living child born? _______________ (সব পোট সন্তায়নর নাম বলুন) 
ককাোয় িেগ্রিণ কয়রমিল? 

Health post কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) 01 Go to Q39 Q39এ 
যান Primary Health Centre প্রােমমক স্বািযয়সবা ককে 02 

Field hospital মিল্ড িাসপাতাল 03 
Community health volunteer কমমউমনটে স্বািয 
কস্বচ্ছায়সবক/কিলে িলামিয়ার 

04 

NGO clinicএনজিও মিমনক 05 
Private hospital/clinicকবসরকারী িাসপাতাল/মিমনক 06 
Homeবামড়য়ত 

07 
Contunue 
সাক্ষাৎকার 
র্ামলয়য় যান 

Other (please specify)  অনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)   
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 IF DID NOT DELIVER AT A HEALTH FACILITY  যমদ িাসপাতাল বা মিমনয়ক সন্তান প্রসব 
না কয়র োয়কন তািয়ল জিজ্ঞাসা করুন। 
Q38. Why didn't you deliver in a health facility? PROBE: Any other reason? RECORD ALL 
MENTIONED.আপমন ককন িাসপাতাল বা মিমনয়ক সন্তান প্রসব কয়রনমন? কপ্রাব করুন: আর 
ককায়না কারণ? উয়েমখত সবগুয়লা কারণ করকডচ করুন।  
Costs too muchঅয়নক কবমশ খরর্ 01 
No facility িাসপাতাল/মিমনক নাই 02 
Don’t trust health post/poor quality service কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা 
ককে) এর কসবার উপর মবর্শ্াস নাই/কসবার মান খারাপ 

03 

No female provider at health post কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) এ 

নারী কসবা প্রদানকারী নাই  
04 

Not necessaryদরকারময়ন কমর নাই 05 
Husband didn’t think it was necessaryস্বামী দরকার ময়ন কয়রনমন  06 
Family didn’t think it was necessaryপমরবার দরকার ময়ন কয়রমন  07 
Husban/family did not allowস্বামী/পমরবার কযয়ত কদয়মন 08 
Not customaryগিচকালীন কসবা কনয়ার প্রর্লন নাই  09 
Did not know where to goককাোয় কযয়ত িয়ব িানতাম না  10 
No one to accompanyসায়ে যাওয়ার ময়তা ককউ মিল না 11 
Inconvenient service hoursকয সময় কসবা কদওয়া িয় কসো সুমবধািনক সময় নয় 12 
Afraid to goস্বািযয়কয়ে কযয়ত বা স্বািযয়সবা মনয়ত িয় লায়গ 13 
Long waiting timeদীঘ চ সময় অয়পক্ষা করয়ত িয় 14 
Other (specify)অনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)  

 
POSTNATAL CARE (PNC) BEHAVIOR 
Now I am going to ask you about visits or care you received after your delivery.সন্তান প্রসয়বর 
পর আপমন ককাোয় কসবা মনয়ত মগয়য়য়িন এবং মক মক কসবা মনয়য়য়িন এখন আমম কস সম্পয়কচ 
িানয়ত র্াইয়বা।  
Q39. WHEN: How many days after delivery did you receive your check up?কখন: সন্তান 
প্রসয়বর কয়মদন পর আপমন পরীক্ষা (কর্ক-আপ) কমরয়য়য়িয়লন? 
_________daysমদন  
[IF NO CHECK-UPS ENTER 0যমদ পরীক্ষা (কর্ক-আপ) না কমরয়য় োয়কন তািয়ল 0 মলখুন ] 
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Q40 [Ask IF Q39 is more than 0] (Q39 এ 10 বাঝরর পবশী বঝলন র্ািঝল Q40 জিজ্ঞাসা করুন 

অনযাোয় Q41 এ যান 
Who was checked, mother, child or both? কায়ক পরীক্ষা (কর্ক-আপ) করা িয়য়মিল, মা, সন্তান 
নামক দুিনয়ক? 
Myself onlyশুধুমাত্র আমায়ক 1 
Child onlyশুধমুাত্র সন্তানয়ক 2 
Both of usআমায়দর দুিনয়ক 3 

 
Q41. Where did you get your health checked? ককাোয় আপনার স্বািয পরীক্ষা করা িয়য়মিল? 

Health post কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) 01 
Primary Health Centre প্রােমমক স্বািযয়সবা ককে 02 
Field hospital মিল্ড িাসপাতাল 03 
Community health volunteer কমমউমনটে স্বািয 
কস্বচ্ছায়সবক/কিলে িলামিয়ার 

04 

HOMEবামড়য়ত 05 
NGO STATIC CLINICএনজিও স্টযাটেক মিমনক 06 
PRIVATE HOSPITAL/CLINICকবসরকারী িাসপাতাল/মিমনক 07 
Other (please specify)  অনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)  

 
Q42. Who checked on your health? কক আপনার স্বািয পরীক্ষা কয়রমিয়লন? 

Maternal and child nutrition counselor 01 
Doctorডাক্তার 02 
Nurse নাস চ 03 
Health assistant স্বািয সিকারী   04 
Paramedic পযারায়মমডক 05 
Maternal and child health promoter মাতৃ এবং মশশু স্বায়ির 

প্রয়মাোর 
06 

Other (please specify)  অনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)  
 
NUTRITION AND CHILD HEALTH 
Q43. How long after birth did you first put your last child to the breast?িয়ের কতক্ষণ পর 
আপমন _____________( সব পোট সন্তায়নর নাম বলুন) কক প্রেম বুয়কর দুধ খাইয়য়য়িন?  
Immediatelyিয়ের সয়ঙ্গসয়ঙ্গ/তখনই 01 
Less than one hour1ঘিার কম সময়য়র ময়ধয 02 
Less than 24 hours24ঘিার কম সময়য়র ময়ধয 03 
2-3 days2-3মদয়নর ময়ধয 04 
4-7 days4-7মদয়নর ময়ধয 05 
More than one week1সপ্তায়ির কবমশ সময় পয়র 06 
More than one month1মায়সর কবমশ সময় পয়র 07 
Never breastfed (name)কখয়না বুয়কর দুধ খাওয়াইমন 08 
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Q44. After delivery, did you give your last child colostrum (thick yellowish milk that mothers 
produce during the first few days after delivery)?প্রসয়বর পর, আপমন মক সব পোট 

সন্তায়নর নাম বলুন িীমবত কক শালদুধ (প্রসয়বর পর প্রেম কয়য়কমদয়নর ময়ধয মায়য়র 

বুয়ক উৎপন্ন িওয়া ঘন ঈষৎ িলুদ রংয়য়র দুধ) মদয়য়মিয়লন? 
Yes িযা াঁ   1 
No না 2 
DON’T KNOW / DON’T REMEMBER িামন 
না/ময়ন নাই 

3 

 
Q45. In the first three days after delivery, was your last child given anything to drink other than 

breast milk?প্রসয়বর পর প্রেম 3 মদন,  সব পোট সন্তায়নর নাম বলুন) ককবুয়কর দুধ িাড়া 
অনয মকিু খাইয়য়মিয়লন মক? 

Yes িযা াঁ   1 Continue সাক্ষাৎকার 
র্ামলয়য় যান 

No না 2 Go to Q47 Q47এ যান  
DON’T KNOW / DON’T REMEMBER িামন 
না/ময়ন নাই 

3 

 
Q46. What was your last child given to drink? Anything else? সব পোট সন্তায়নর নাম বলুন) কক 
মক মক খাইয়য়মিয়লন? আর মকিু? 
[DO NOT READ. RECORD ALL LIQUIDS MENTIONED][পজে সশানাজবন না। 
যতগুজলা তরল ক্তেখনস পান ক্রাজনার ক্থা বলজবন সবগুজলা সরক্েড ক্রজবন] 
Milk (other than breast milkবুয়কর দুধ িাড়া অনয দুধ 01 
Plain waterসাদা পামন 02 
Sugar or glucose waterমর্মন বা গ্লুঝকাঝজরপামন 03 
Gripe waterগ্রাইপ ওয়াোর 04 
Sugar-salt-water solutionমর্মন-লবন-পামনর মমশ্রন 05 
Fruit juiceিয়লর রস 06 
Infant formulaমশশু খাদয 07 
Tea/infusionsর্া/লাল র্া 08 
Honeyমধু 09 
Water sweetened with datesকখিরু মদয়য় মমি করা পামন  10 
Other (specify)অনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)  
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Q47 In your opinion, what should a mother feed her baby for the first six months after being 
born?  DO NOT PROMPT. PROBE IF MENTION MOTHER’S MILK: Anything else with it? 
RECORD ALL MENTIONEDআপনার ময়ত, িয়ের পর প্রেম িয় মাস একিন মা তার 
সন্তানয়ক কী খাওয়ায়না উমর্ত? উত্তর বয়ল মদয়বন না (প্রম্পে করয়বন না)। যমদ মায়য়র দুয়ধর কো 
বয়লন তািয়ল কপ্রাব করুন: এর সায়ে আর মকিু ?  উয়েমখত সবগুয়লা উত্তর করকডচ করুন। 
Mother’s milk মায়য়র দুধ 01 
Waterপামন 02 
Other liquids (powder milk, cow/goat milk, gripe water)অনযানয তরল (গুয়ড়া দুধ, 
গরু/িাগয়লর দুধ, গ্রাইপ ওয়াোর)   

03 

Baby foods (like cerelac)মশশু খাদয (কযমন: কসয়রলযাক) 04 
Mashed foods like khichuri, banana, boiled vegetablesর্েকায়না খাবার, কযমন:মখরু্মড়, 
কলা, মসদ্ধ সবজি 

05 

Don’t knowিামন না 06 
Other (specify)অনযানয (উয়েখ করুন)  

 
Q48. When should a baby be first fed food? একটে মশশুয়ক কত মাস বয়য়স প্রেম বাড়মত খাবার 
খাওয়ায়না উমর্ত? 
Months মাস_____________ 
Don’t know িামন না  
Q49. How old was your last child when you first started giving him/her soft food?কত মাস বয়স 
কেয়ক সব পোট সন্তায়নর নাম বলুন কক প্রেম নরম খাবার কদওয়া শুরু কয়রমিয়লন? 
IF OLDER THAN ONE MONTH, ENTER AGE IN MONTHS.  
[NOTE: 6 MONTHS SHOULD INDICATE COMPLETE 6 MONTHS I.E. 180 DAYS]যখদ 
বয়স এক্ মাজসর সবখশ হয় তাহজল মাজস খলিুন [সনাট: 6 মাস মাজনপূর্ ড 6 মাস, অথ ডাৎ 180 
খদন] 
______________ MONTHমাস 
WRITE days FOR LESS THAN ONE MONTH এক মায়সর কমবয়স িয়ল মদন মলখুন 
HAS NOT YET RECEIVED FOODএখনও খাবার গ্রিণ কয়রমন 
[Ask if started giving him/her soft/alternative food]  
Q50. [Ask if started giving him/her soft/alternative food]  Now I would like to ask about other 
foods that (NAME) may have had yesterday during the day or at night.  Please tell me what 
soft/alternative food did you give to (NAME) during the day or at night? এখন আমম আপনার 
কাি কেয়ক অনযানয খাবায়রর কো িানয়ত র্াইয়বা কযগুয়লা _____________( সব পোট 

সন্তায়নর নাম বলুন) কক গতকাল মদয়ন বা রায়ত খাওয়ায়ত পায়রন।    
 
 
 

End the interview by thanking respondent for his/her valuable time and responses.  
মূলযবান সময় এবং মতামত কদয়ার িনয উত্তরদাতায়ক ধনযবাদ মদয়য় সাক্ষাৎকার কশষ করুন। 
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IDI Guide for Female community people 

                                                                                                                                                   
Org–Quest Research Limited 
DH Tower, Level-7 (Suit-701) 

6 Panthapath, Dhaka-1215 
Phone: 55013481-84 

 
IDI Guide for Female communty people 

 
 
Note to the Moderator মডায়রিয়রর িিয সিাি 

• Please be more than humble with the person you are interviewing আপহন পয বযশ্চির 
সাক্ষার্্কার হনঝিন র্ার সাঝথ দয়া কঝর নম্র আ রে করঝবন।  

• Make sure any of your behavior or question doesn't offend him/her or put him/her in a 
uncomfortable situation পেয়াল রােঝবন পয আপনার পকাঝনা আ রে বা প্রশ্ন র্াঝক 
আঘার্ না কঝর বা অস্বশ্চস্তকর পহরহস্থহর্ঝর্ না পফঝল। 

• Give time to make the person comfortable and ask if he needs more time before starting 
the discussion উত্তরদার্াঝক সিজ িওয়ার জনয সময় হদন এবং আঝলা না শুরু করার 
আঝগ র্ার আরও সময় প্রঝয়াজন হকনা র্া শ্চজজ্ঞাসা করুন। 

• Please frame your questions depending on the type of skill the person has দয়া কঝর 
উত্তরদার্ার দক্ষর্ার ধরন অনুযায়ী প্রশ্ন করুন।  

 
 

Introduction ভূখমক্া/পখরখিখত 
 
Assalamu Alaikum. My name is ________. I have come from a research firm named Org-Quest 
Research Limited. We conduct research on various social and business related topics as well as on 
different products and services. Currently we are conducting a survey on health and nutrition 
among Rohingya communities in Cox’s Bazar. 
 
First of all, I would like to thank you for agreeing to be interviewed. We would like to ask you a 
few questions about health and nutrituin condition in your camp in light of health post where your 
are currently working.  
 
Your comments and opinions will remain confidential and will only be used for this research, not 
for any other purpose. Our conversation should take about 30 minutes to complete. With your 
permission I want to record our conversation on tape. Do you have any questions before we begin? 
 
আসসালামুয়ালাইকুম, আমার নাম _______________। আমম ঢাকায় অবমিত “ওআরজি-
ককায়য়স্ট মরসার্চ মলমময়েড” নামক একটে গয়বষণা সংিা কেয়ক এয়সমি। আমরা মবমিন্ন সামাজিক 
ও বযবসা সম্পমকচত মবষয়য় এবং পণয ও কসবা মনয়য় গয়বষণা িমরপ পমরর্ালনা কয়র োমক। 
বতচমায়ন আমরা কক্সবািার কিলায় করামিঙ্গা শরণােীয়দর মাঝে স্বািয ও পুটি এর সায়ে সম্পমকচত 
একটে গয়বষণা িমরপ পমরর্ালনা করমি। 
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প্রেয়মই, সাক্ষাৎকার মদয়ত রািী িওয়ার িনয আমম আপনায়ক ধনযবাদ িানায়ত র্াই।  
আপনায়দর কযাম্প এর কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) এর আঝলাঝক স্বািয ও পুটি 
সম্পয়কচ আমম আপনার কাি কেয়ক িানয়ত র্াইয়বা। 
 
আপনার কদয়া সমস্ত মন্তবয এবং মতাময়তর কগাপনীয়তা রক্ষা করা িয়ব িয়ব এবং শুধমুাত্র 
গয়বষণার কায়ি বযবিার করা িয়ব, অনয ককায়না উয়েয়শয বযবিার করা িয়ব না। আমায়দর এই 
আয়লার্নাটে কশষ করয়ত আনুমামনক ৩০ মমমনে সময় লাগয়ব। আপনার অনুমমত মনয়য় আমায়দর 
আয়লার্নাটে করকডচ করয়ত র্াই। শুরু করার আয়গ আপমন মক আমার কাি কেয়ক আর মকিু 
িানয়ত র্ান? 
 
Record the profile of the respndent উত্তরদাতার কপ্রািাইল করকডচ করুন 
 
Name of the respondent উত্তরদাতার নাম_______________________  
 
 Could I start interview? আহম হক সাক্ষাৎকার শুরু করঝর্ পাহর? 
 
Now we are moving to our main questions এেন আমরা আমাঝদর মূল প্রশ্ন শুরু কহর 
 

1. Where do women in your community go if they have any physical health concerns?  
Is this different for males and females? Generally, what purposes people go there? 
আপনার আঝশপাঝশর মহিলারা যহদ শারীহরক স্বাঝস্থযর পকানও সমসযা থাঝক র্ঝব 
পকাথায় যায়? এটট হক পুরুষ এবং স্ত্রীঝদর জনয আলাদা? সাধারের্ পলাঝকরা পসোঝন 
কী উঝেঝশয যায়? 

2. Have you visited a health facility in the past one year for your own treatment or for 
the treatment of your family member regarding physical health concerns? Where did 
you go when you had physical health concerns?  For what services did you visit a 
health facility?আপমন মক গত ১ বিয়র  আপনার মনয়ির অেবা পমরবায়রর ককান 
সদয়সযর শারীমরক সমসযার মর্মকৎসার িনয ককায়না স্বািয ককয়ে মগয়য়য়িন? আপনার 
যখন ককায়না শারীমরক সমসযা িয়য়মিল  তখন আপমন মর্মকৎসার িনয ককাোয় 
মগয়য়মিয়লন? পকান ধরঝের শারীমরক সমসযার িনয আপমন কিলে কপায়স্ট 
মগয়য়মিয়লন?   

3. Where do women in your community go if they have any mental health concerns? 
Generally, what type of mental concerns people go there? আপনার আঝশপাঝশর 
মহিলারা যহদ র্াঝদর মানহসক স্বাঝস্থযর পকানও উঝেগ থাঝক র্ঝব পকাথায় যান? 
সাধারের্ পলাঝকরা পসোঝন পকান ধরঝের মানহসক উঝেগ হনঝয় যায়? 

4. Have you visited a health facility in the past one year for your own treatment or for 
the treatment of your family member regarding mental health concerns? Where did 
you go or what did you do if you had any mental health concerns? For what mental 
concern did you visit a health post last time? What changes have you noticed 
regarding mental health related concern after you received the support in the health 
post? আপমন মক গত ১ বিয়র  আপনার মনয়ির অেবা পমরবায়রর ককান সদয়সযর 
মানমসক স্বািযিমনত সমসযার মর্মকৎসার িনয ককায়না স্বািয ককয়ে মগয়য়য়িন? 
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আপনার যমদ ককায়না মানমসক স্বািযিমনত সমসযা িয়য়মিল তখন আপমন ককাোয় 
মগয়য়মিয়লন বা কী কয়রমিয়লন? পকান ধরঝের মানমসক স্বািযিমনত সমসযার িনয 
আপমন সব চয়শষবার কিলে কপায়স্ট মগয়য়মিয়লন?  স্বাস্থয পপাস্ট প্রহর্টষ্ঠর্ িওয়ার পঝর 
আপহন মনস্তাশ্চিক স্বাস্থয সম্পহকতর্ পসবা পাবার পঝর এ সম্পহকতর্ উঝেগ হনঝয় পকান 
পহরবর্তন লক্ষয কঝরঝেন? 

5. Did you get your desired service from the health facility? Why do you think so? Does 
the health facility have all the facilities you need? If no, what facilities do you require? 
আপহন স্বািয ককে পথঝক আপনার কাঙ্ক্ষির্ পসবা পপঝয়হেঝলন হক? পকন আপহন 
এমনটা মঝন কঝরন? স্বাস্থয ককেপর্ আপনার প্রঝয়াজনীয় সমস্ত সুহবধা আঝে? যহদ না 
িয় র্ঝব আপনার পকান সুঝযাগসুহবধা দরকার? 

6. Does the health facility have all the diagnostic services available? Did you ever 
require any diagnostic test? What did you do when you needed a diagnostic test? স্বাস্থয 
ককয়ে হক সমস্ত ডায়াগনহস্টক পসবা পাওয়া যায়? আপনার হক কেনও ডায়াগনহস্টক 
পরীক্ষা প্রঝয়াজন? আপনার যেন ডায়াগনহস্টক পটঝস্টর দরকার িঝয়হেল র্েন 
আপহন কী কঝরহেঝলন? 

 
Child care and nutrition for caregiver of children under five years  

7. Where do you go when you have any health concerns for children under five years in 
your family? For what services did you visit a health facility for your child? Is there 
any paditrianist available in the health post?  Are you satisfied about the services 
provided by health post for your child? Why do you think so?  যেন আপনার 
পমরবায়রর ৫ বিয়রর কম বয়সী মশশুর যমদ ককায়না শারীমরক সমসযা িয় তািয়ল 
আপমন ককাোয় যান? আপনার মশশুর শারীমরক সমসযার িনয স্বািযয়সবা ককে কেয়ক 
পকান ধরঝের স্বািযয়সবা মনয়য়মিয়লন?  কিলে কপায়স্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) 
পকাঝনা  হশশু পরাঝগর হ হকৎসক হক সবসময় পাওয়া যায়? যারা আপনার হশশূঝক পসবা 
পদন র্াঝদরঝক পসবা সম্পঝকত আপহন পকমন সন্তুষ্ট? পকন আপহন এমনটা মঝন 
কঝরন? 

8. What type of food do you provide to your children? Did you receive any information 
regarding the type of foods that need to be given to the children? Where did you get 
the information from? Did you receive any information regarding how to cook food 
for the children? Can you use the information you received? Why or why not? আপহন 
আপনার বাচ্চাঝদর কী ধরঝের োবার পেঝর্ পদন? বাচ্চাঝদর কী ধরঝের োবার পদওয়া 
দরকার পস সম্পঝকত আপহন হক পকানও র্থয পপঝয়ঝেন? আপহন পকাথা পথঝক র্থয 
পপঝয়ঝেন? আপহন কীর্াঝব বাচ্চাঝদর োবার রান্না করঝবন পস সম্পঝকত পকানও র্থয 
পপঝয়ঝেন? আপহন প্রাপ্ত র্থয বযবিার করঝর্ পাঝরন? পকন অথবা পকন নয়? 

9. Have the children of your family been vaccinated? If not, why? What Vaccines were 
given to the children of your family? Where the children of your family have taken 
for vaccination? Are you satisfied about the vaccination for your child? Why do you 
think so? আপনার পহরবাঝরর হশশুঝদর হক টটকা পদওয়া িঝয়ে? পকাঝনা টটকা/ 
র্যাকহসন পদয়া িয়হন পকন?আপনাঝদর পহরবাঝরর হশশুঝদর পকান্ পকান্  
টটকা/ র্যাকহসন হদঝয়ঝেন? আপনাঝদর পহরবাঝরর হশশুঝদর টটকা/ র্যাকহসন পনয়ার 
জনয পকাথায় পকাথায় হগঝয়হেঝলন?  হশশূঝক টটকা/ র্যাকহসন পদয়া সম্পঝকত 
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আপহন পকমন সন্তুষ্ট? পকন আপহন এমনটা মঝন কঝরন? 
 

Ask to adolescent respondents only শুধুমাত্র নেয় ারী উত্তরোোয়ের জিজ্ঞাো েরুি  
10. Are you aware of the physical and mental changes that girls experience during 

puberty?  From whom and what did you heard first? Are you aware of menstruation? 
Where did you get the information about menstruation from? Have you ever visited 
the health post in your camp to collect information related to mensturatuon? For what 
type of information did you visit the health post?  বয়:সহন্ধকালীন সমঝয় পেঝল-
পমঝয়রা হকেু শারীহরক ও মানহসক পহরবর্তন অনুর্ব কঝর। আপনার পক্ষঝে জানঝর্ 
 াশ্চি, আপহন হক আপনার বয়:সমন্ধকালীন সমঝয়র অহর্জ্ঞর্ার আঝগ পহরবর্তনগুহল 
সম্পঝকত জানঝর্ন? যহদ জানঝর্ন, আপহন প্রথম কার পথঝক এবং কী কী শুঝনঝেন? 
আপমন মক পূয়ব চ কখনও মামসক/ ঋতুস্রাব  শব্দটে শুয়নয়িন? আপনার িীবয়ন মক 
মামসক/ ঋতুস্রাব শুরু িয়য়য়ি? আপনার যখন প্রেম মামসক/ ঋতুস্রাব িয়, তার আয়গ 
মক আপমন এর সম্পয়কচ িানয়তন? আপমন মামসক/ ঋতুস্রাব সম্পয়কচ ককাো কেয়ক 
িানয়ত কপয়রমিয়লন? আপহন হক কেনও মামসক/ ঋতুস্রাব সম্পহকতর্ র্থয সংগ্রঝির 
জনয আপনার কযাঝম্পর কিলে কপায়স্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) পর্ হগঝয়হেঝলন? 
পকান ধরঝের র্ঝথযর জনয আপহন কিলে কপায়স্ট হগঝয়হেঝলন? 

Ask to Women of Reproductive Age (WRA) শুধুমাত্র প্রিিি েক্ষম বেেী মনহলা 
উত্তরোোয়ের জিজ্ঞাো েরুি  

11. There are various ways or methods that a couple can use to delay or avoid a 
pregnancy. Which ways or methods have you heard about? Where did you get the 
information about family planning from? Have you ever visited the health post in 
your camp to collect information related to family planning? Why or why not? একটে 
দম্পমত কদরীয়ত সন্তান কনয়া অেবা গিচধারণ এড়ায়ত মবমিন্ন উপায় বা পদ্ধমত বযবিার 
করয়ত পায়র। আপমন এমন ককান ককান উপায় বা পদ্ধমত সম্পয়কচ শুয়নয়িন? আপমন 
পমরবার পমরকল্পনা সম্পয়কচ ককাো কেয়ক িানয়ত কপয়রমিয়লন? আপহন হক কেনও 
পমরবার পমরকল্পনা সম্পহকতর্ র্থয সংগ্রঝির জনয আপনার কযাঝম্পর কিলে কপায়স্ট 
(কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) পর্ হগঝয়হেঝলন? পকন বা পকন নয়? 
 

Ask to Married Women শুধুমাত্র নববানহে মনহলা উত্তরোোয়ের জিজ্ঞাো েরুি  
 

12. Have you or your husband ever used anything or tried in any way to delay or avoid 
getting pregnant? Why or why not? Which method have you or your husband used? 
Has anyone spoken to you about the family planning methods or side effects of 
family planning methods? What did they say about family planning methods? 
কদরীয়ত সন্তান কনয়া অেবা গিচধারণ এড়ায়ত আপমন বা আপনার স্বামী মক কখয়না 
ককায়না পদ্ধমত বযবিার কয়রয়িন? পকন বা পকন নয়? আপহন বা আপনার স্বামী পকান 
পদ্ধহর্ বযবিার কঝরঝেন? ককউ মক আপনায়ক পমরবার পমরকল্পনা পদ্ধমত বা 
পমরকল্পনা পদ্ধমতগুয়লার পার্শ্ চ প্রমতজিয়া সম্পয়কচ বয়লয়িন? পহরবার পহরকল্পনা 
পদ্ধহর্ সম্পঝকত র্ারা কী বঝলঝেন? 
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Ask to pregnant and lactating womenশুধুমাত্র গর্ভবেী এবং েন্তািয়ে স্তিযোিোরী 
মনহলা উত্তরোোয়ের জিজ্ঞাো েরুি  

13. Have you received sufficient information regarding pregnancy during your 
pregnancy period? From where did you receive such information? What type of 
information did you receive? At what stage did you receive the information? What 
type of treatment did you receive regarding pregnancy during your pregnancy 
period? Are you happy with the information or treatment you received on pregnancy 
during your pregnancy period? Why or why not? আপহন হক আপনার গর্তাবস্থায় 
গর্তাবস্থা সম্পহকতর্ পয তাপ্ত র্থয পপঝয়ঝেন? আপহন পকাথা পথঝক এই জার্ীয় র্থয 
পপঝয়ঝেন? আপহন পকান ধরঝের র্থয পপঝয়ঝেন? আপহন পকান পয তাঝয় এ ধরঝের 
র্থয পপঝয়ঝেন? আপনার গর্তাবস্থায় আপহন গর্তকালীন পকান ধরঝের হ হকর্্সা 
পপঝয়হেঝলন? আপনার গর্তাবস্থায় আপহন পয র্থয বা হ হকর্্সা পপঝয়হেঝলন র্াঝর্ হক 
আপহন সন্তুষ্ট? পকন অথবা পকন নয়? 

14. What were your sources for pregnancy information (such as antenatal care, delivery 
or postnatal care) গিচকালীন প্রয়য়ািনীয় তেয (কযমন: গিচকালীন কসবা, সন্তান প্রসব 
বা প্রসব পরবতী কসবা) আপমন ককাো কেয়ক বা কার কাি কেয়ক কিয়নয়িন? 

15. Have you received sufficient information regarding the care of new born baby? From 
where did you receive such information? What type of information did you receive? 
Was the information useful for you? আপহন হক নবজার্ঝকর যত্ন সম্পহকতর্ পয তাপ্ত 
র্থয পপঝয়ঝেন? আপহন পকাথা পথঝক এই জার্ীয় র্থয পপঝয়ঝেন? আপহন পকান 
ধরঝের র্থয পপঝয়ঝেন? আপহন পয র্থয পপঝয়ঝেন, র্া হক আপনার কাঝজ পলঝগঝে?  
 
Ask to lactating womenশুধুমাত্র েন্তািয়ে স্তিযোিোরী মনহলা উত্তরোোয়ের 
জিজ্ঞাো েরুি  

 
16. At what stage did you receive information on new born children? What type of 

treatment or service did you receive regarding the cafre of new born children? Are 
you happy with the information or treatment you received on pregnancy during your 
pregnancy period? Why or why not? আপহন হক আপনার গর্তাবস্থায় গর্তাবস্থা 
সম্পহকতর্ পয তাপ্ত র্থয পপঝয়ঝেন? আপহন পকাথা পথঝক এই জার্ীয় র্থয পপঝয়ঝেন? 
আপহন পকান ধরঝের র্থয পপঝয়ঝেন? আপহন পকান পয তাঝয় এ ধরঝের র্থয 
পপঝয়ঝেন? আপনার গর্তাবস্থায় আপহন গর্তকালীন পকান ধরঝের হ হকর্্সা 
পপঝয়হেঝলন? আপনার গর্তাবস্থায় আপহন পয র্থয বা হ হকর্্সা পপঝয়হেঝলন র্াঝর্ হক 
আপহন সন্তুষ্ট? পকন অথবা পকন নয়? 

17. Where was your last child born? [please probe for the place and try to understand the 
detail reason for it] আপনার পশষ সন্তান ককাোয় িেগ্রিণ কয়রমিল? [দয়া কঝর 
জায়গাটট সম্পঝকত হবস্তাহরর্ জানার প ষ্টা করুন]  

18. Are you aware of colostrum? What is this? Did you give your last child colostrum? 
আপহন হক শালদুধ সম্পঝকত জাঝনন? এটা হক? আপহন হক আপনার পশষ সন্তানঝক 
শালদুধ হদঝয়হেঝলন? 

19. In the first three days after delivery, was your last child given anything to drink other 
than breast milk? What was given to drink? How long did you breastfeed your 
children? are you breastfeeding your child with an age of less than two years? Did 
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you receive any information related to breast feeding? Where did you receive the 
information from? প্রসয়বর পর প্রেম ৩ মদন, ককবুয়কর দুধ িাড়া অনয মকিু 
খাইয়য়মিয়লন মক? মক মক খাইয়য়মিয়লন? আর মকিু? আপহন কর্ বের পয তন্ত আপনার 
বাচ্চাঝদর বুঝকর দুধ পান কহরঝয়ঝেন? আপহন হক দুই বেঝরর কম বয়ঝসর হশশুঝক 
বুঝকর দুধ োওয়াঝিন? আপহন হক স্তনযপান সম্পহকতর্ পকানও র্থয পপঝয়ঝেন? 
আপহন পকাথা পথঝক র্থয পপঝয়ঝেন? 

20. When should a baby be first fed food? How old was your children when you first 
started giving him/her soft food? Do you know what type of food a baby be first fed? 
Do you know what type of food a child under 5 years be fed? What nutritious food do 
the children of your family usually take? Do you know how to prepare this food? 
where did you learn about it?  Please tell me in details.  একটে মশশুয়ক কত মাস 
বয়য়স প্রেম বাড়মত খাবার খাওয়ায়না উমর্ত? কত মাস বয়স কেয়ক আপনার সন্তানয়ক 
প্রেম নরম খাবার কদওয়া শুরু কয়রমিয়লন? আপহন হক জাঝনন পয পকান হশশুঝক 
প্রথঝম পকান ধরঝের োবার োওয়াঝনা িয়? আপহন হক জাঝনন পয ৫ বেঝরর হনঝ  
পকানও হশশুঝক কী ধরঝের োবার োওয়াঝনা িয়? আপনার পহরবাঝরর বাচ্চারা 
সাধারের্ হক হক পুটষ্টকর োবার গ্রিে কঝর? আপহন হক জাঝনন পয এই োবারটট 
কীর্াঝব প্রস্তুর্ করঝর্ িয়? আপহন এটট সম্পঝকত পকাথায় হশেঝলন? আমাঝক হবস্তাহরর্ 
বলুন।  

 
(CHS_1) IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE APPROPRIATE AND RELEVENT?  
মািনবে োড়া নে যথাযথ এবং প্রােনিে? 
 

• Did the health post address your needs in a consistent manner? Did you get your desired 
service from the health post when required? If not, what should have been done instead? 
কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) হক সবসময় আপনার প্রঝয়াজনগুহল পমটাঝর্ 
পপঝরহেল? আপনার যেন প্রঝয়াজন র্েন হক আপহন কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা 
ককে) পথঝক আপনার কাঙ্ক্ষির্ পসবা পপঝয়ঝেন? যহদ না পপঝয় থাঝকন, এর বদঝল কী 
করা উহ র্ হেল? 

• Have you received any service or information on Covid 19? Did the health post make any 
change to ensure the safety of the patients or visitors during the Covid 19? What changes 
have you noticed that was made to ensure the safety of the patients or visitors? Do you 
think the measures were taken to address the Covid 19 situation was sufficient? Please 
give some example  আপহন হক পকাহর্ড ১৯ সম্পহকতর্ পকানও পসবা বা র্থয পপঝয়হেঝলন? 
পকাহর্ড ১৯-এর সময় পরাগীঝদর বা পসবা গ্রিেকারীর সুরক্ষা হনশ্চির্ করঝর্ স্বাস্থয পপাস্ট 
হক পকানও পহরবর্তন কঝরহেল? পরাগীঝদর বা পসবা গ্রিেকারীঝদর সুরক্ষা হনশ্চির্ করার 
জনয আপহন হক হক পহরবর্তন লক্ষয কঝরঝেন? আপহন হক মঝন কঝরন পকাহর্ড ১৯ 
পহরহস্থহর্র জনয পয তাপ্ত বযবস্থা পনওয়া িঝয়হেল? আমাঝক হকেু উদািরে হদঝর্ পাঝরন হক? 

• Till now do you think the project was relevant to needs of people like you. Why do you 
think so? What could have been done to design the project more relevant to the needs of 
people like you? এেন পয তন্ত আপনার হক মঝন িয় প্রকল্পটট আপনার মঝর্া পলাঝকর 
প্রঝয়াজন পমটাঝর্ পাঝর? পকন আপহন এমনটা মঝন করঝেন? আপনার মঝর্া মানুঝষর 
প্রঝয়াজঝনর সাঝথ প্রঝজক্টটট আরও প্রাসহিক করার জনয কী করা পযর্? 
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• How appropriate and useful was the health post in the camp considering the health need 
of the people like you? Was the capacity of the health post sufficient considering the 
population of the camp? আপনার মঝর্া মানুঝষর স্বাঝস্থযর প্রঝয়াজন হবঝব না কঝর 
হশহবঝরর স্বাস্থয পপাস্টটট কর্টা উপযুি এবং কায তকর হেল? হশহবঝরর জনসংেযাঝক 
হবঝব না কঝর স্বাস্থয পপাঝস্টর ক্ষমর্া হক যঝথষ্ট হেল? 

• How relevant was the information you received was on the food you need to provide to 
the children at your household? Can you avail the items you need to prepare nutrious 
food for the children? Why or why not? The cooking information you received, was it 
relevant and useful for you? আপনার পহরবাঝরর বাচ্চাঝদর হক ধরঝের প্রঝয়াজনীয় োবার 

পদয়া উহ র্ এই সম্পঝকত আপহন পয র্থয পপঝয়ঝেন, র্া আপনার জনয কর্টা প্রাসহিক 
হেল? বাচ্চাঝদর পুটষ্টকর োবার প্রস্তুর্ করার জনয আপনার প্রঝয়াজনীয় দ্রবযাহদ আপহন হক 

পয তাপ্ত পহরমাঝন পান? পকন অথবা পকন নয়? হকর্াঝব রান্না করঝর্ িয় এই বযাপাঝর পয 
র্থয আপহন পপঝয়ঝেন, এটট হক আপনার জনয প্রাসহিক এবং দরকারী হেল? 
 

(CHS_2) IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE EFFECTIVE AND TIMELY? মািনবে োড়া 
োয ভের এবং েময়োপয়যাগীর্ায়ব সমিায়িা?  

• Do you think the health post can meet the need by gender, age, and type? Do you or 
people like you get the services you need in a timely manner? আপহন হক মঝন কঝরন পয 
কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) নারী, পুরুষ, হবহর্ন্ন বয়স এবং ধরঝের মানুঝষর 
 াহিদা পূরে করঝর্ পাঝর? আপহন বা আপনার মর্ পলাকজন হক সময়মঝর্া প্রঝয়াজনীয় 
পসবা পান? 

(CHS_3) IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE STRENGHENING LOCAL CAPACITIES 
AND AVOIDING NEGATIVE EFFECTS? মািনবে োড়া নে স্থািীে েক্ষমো 
(েযাপানেটি)  জি ালী েরয়ে এবং সিনেবাচে প্রর্াব সথয়ে মুজি নেয়ে? 

• Do you think, the capacity of the health post is improving to serve the people better? 
Why do you think so? What the health post is doing to provide better service to the 
service receiver? আপনার হক মঝন িয়, কিলে কপাস্ট  (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) আরও 
উন্নর্ পসবা প্রদান করঝর্ এর সক্ষমর্া বৃশ্চদ্ধ করঝে ? পকন আপহন এমনটা মঝন করঝেন? 
পসবা গ্রিেকারীঝক আরও র্াল পসবা প্রদাঝন করঝর্ কিলে কপাস্ট কী করঝে? 

 
(CHS_4) IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE BASED ON COMMUNICATION, 
PARTICIPATION AND FEEDBACK?  
মািনবে প্রনেজিো নে সযাগায়যাগ, অং গ্রহণ এবং প্রনেজিো নর্নত্তে? 
 
 

• Are you happy with the overall environment (e.g. cleanliness, decoration) of the 
health post? Are you able to provide feedback about the environment of the health 
post? How do you provide your feedback on the environment? কিলে পপাঝস্টর 
সামহগ্রক পহরঝবশ (পযমন পহরষ্কার পহরিন্নটা, সাজাঝনা পগাোন) হনঝয় আপহন হক 
েুহশ? আপহন হক পিলথ পপাঝস্টর পহরঝবশ সম্পঝকত আপনার মর্ামর্ জানাঝর্ 
পাঝরন? আপহন পহরঝবশ সম্পঝকত আপনার মর্ামর্ কীর্াঝব জানান? 
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• Can you provide feedback on the services of the health camp? How do you share 
feedback on the services?  আপহন হক পিলথ পপাঝস্টর পসবা সম্পঝকত আপনার 
মর্ামর্ জানাঝর্ পাঝরন? আপহন পসবা সম্পঝকত আপনার মর্ামর্ কীর্াঝব জানান? 
 

(CHS_5)ARE COMPLAINTS WELCOME AND ADDRESSED? অনর্য়যাগ নে সিো হে 
এবং েমাধাি েরা হে?  
 

• Do you know how to share a complaint on the health post if you have any? Did you share 
any complaints or observation on the health post? What are those complaints or 
observations? Can you give some example? Were the complaints or observations addressed 
properly? How was those addressed or why those were not addressed? আপহন হক জাঝনন 
এই পিলথ পপাস্ট এর জনয পকানও অহর্ঝযাগ কীর্াঝব করঝর্ িয়? পিলথ পপাঝস্ট সম্পঝকত 
আপনার পকাঝনা অহর্ঝযাগ বা পয তঝবক্ষে হেল হক? অহর্ঝযাগ বা পয তঝবক্ষেগুঝলা কী হেল? 
আপহন হক কঝয়কটটর কথা বলঝর্ পাঝরন? অহর্ঝযাগ বা পয তঝবক্ষে হক সটিকর্াঝব সমাধান 
করা িঝয়হেল? পসগুঝলা কীর্াঝব সমাধান করা িঝয়হেল বা পসগুঝলা পকন সমাধান করা 
িয়হন? 

• Do you know how to share a complaint on outreach activity related to health service if you 
have any? Did you share any complaints or observation on outreach activity? What are 
those complaints or observations? Can you give some example? Were the complaints or 
observations addressed properly? How was those addressed or why those were not 
addressed? আপহন হক জাঝনন স্বাস্থয সম্পহকতর্ পকান প্র ার এর জনয পকানও অহর্ঝযাগ 
কীর্াঝব করঝর্ িয়? স্বাস্থয সম্পহকতর্ পকান প্র ার সম্পঝকত আপনার পকাঝনা অহর্ঝযাগ বা 
পয তঝবক্ষে হেল হক? অহর্ঝযাগ বা পয তঝবক্ষেগুঝলা কী হেল? আপহন হক কঝয়কটটর কথা 
বলঝর্ পাঝরন? অহর্ঝযাগ বা পয তঝবক্ষে হক সটিকর্াঝব সমাধান করা িঝয়হেল? পসগুঝলা 
কীর্াঝব সমাধান করা িঝয়হেল বা পসগুঝলা পকন সমাধান করা িয়হন? 

(CHS 6). IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE COORDINATED AND 
COMPLEMENTARY? মািনবে প্রনেজিো নে েমনিে এবং েম্পূণ ভ? 

• Is there any other place from which you can get health services or health-related advice? 
Who is the main authority for that health institute? How both the projects are 
complementing each other? পিলথ পপাস্ট োো এমন আর পকানও জায়গা রঝয়ঝে পযোন 
পথঝক আপহন স্বাস্থযঝসবা বা স্বাস্থয সম্পহকতর্ পরামশ ত পপঝর্ পাঝরন? স্বাস্থয ইনহস্টটটউঝটর 
মূল করৃ্তপক্ষ পক? প্রকল্প দুটট কীর্াঝব এঝক অপঝরর পহরপূরক িঝয় কাজ করঝে?  
 

(CHS_7) ARE HUMANITARIAN ACTORS CONTINUOUSLY LEARNING AND 
IMPROVING? যারা মািনবে োি েরয়ে োরা নে ধারাবানহের্ায়ব ন খয়ে এবং উন্ননে 
েরয়ে? 
 

• How would you evaluate the quality of the service providers of the health post? Can they 
understand your problems or provide the right advice to you? পিলথ পপাস্ট এর পসবা 
প্রদানকারীঝদর মান পকমন বঝল মঝন িয়? র্ারা হক আপনার সমসযাগুহল বুেঝর্ পাঝর বা 
আপনাঝক সটিক পরামশ ত হদঝর্ পাঝর? 

• There are different types of service providers in the health post. Do they all have sufficient 
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skill or expertise to give you the right treatment or advice? How do you understand this? 
পিলথ পপাঝস্ট হবহর্ন্ন ধরঝের পসবা প্রদানকারী রঝয়ঝে। আপনাঝক সটিক হ হকর্্সা বা 
পরামশ ত পদওয়ার জনয হক র্াঝদর সবার হক পয তাপ্ত দক্ষর্া বা দক্ষর্া আঝে? এটা আপহন 
কীর্াঝব বুেঝর্ পাঝরন? 

 
End the interview by thanking respondent for his/her valuable time and responses.  

মূলযবান সময় এবং মতামত কদয়ার িনয উত্তরদাতায়ক ধনযবাদ মদয়য় সাক্ষাৎকার কশষ করুন। 
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Org–Quest Research Limited 
DH Tower, Level-7 (Suit-701) 

6 Panthapath, Dhaka-1215 
Phone: 55013481-84 

 
IDI Guide for Male communty people 

 
 
Note to the Moderator মডায়রিয়রর িিয সিাি 

• Please be more than humble with the person you are interviewing আপহন পয বযশ্চির 
সাক্ষার্্কার হনঝিন র্ার সাঝথ দয়া কঝর নম্র আ রে করঝবন।  

• Make sure any of your behavior or question doesn't offend him/her or put him/her in a 
uncomfortable situation পেয়াল রােঝবন পয আপনার পকাঝনা আ রে বা প্রশ্ন র্াঝক 
আঘার্ না কঝর বা অস্বশ্চস্তকর পহরহস্থহর্ঝর্ না পফঝল। 

• Give time to make the person comfortable and ask if he needs more time before starting 
the discussion উত্তরদার্াঝক সিজ িওয়ার জনয সময় হদন এবং আঝলা না শুরু করার 
আঝগ র্ার আরও সময় প্রঝয়াজন হকনা র্া শ্চজজ্ঞাসা করুন। 

• Please frame your questions depending on the type of skill the person has দয়া কঝর 
উত্তরদার্ার দক্ষর্ার ধরন অনুযায়ী প্রশ্ন করুন।  

 
 

Introduction ভূখমক্া/পখরখিখত 
 
Assalamu Alaikum. My name is ________. I have come from a research firm named Org-Quest 
Research Limited. We conduct research on various social and business related topics as well as on 
different products and services. Currently we are conducting a survey on health and nutrition 
among Rohingya communities in Cox’s Bazar. 
 
First of all, I would like to thank you for agreeing to be interviewed. We would like to ask you a 
few questions about health and nutrituin condition in your camp in light of health post where your 
are currently working.  
 
Your comments and opinions will remain confidential and will only be used for this research, not 
for any other purpose. Our conversation should take about 30 minutes to complete. With your 
permission I want to record our conversation on tape. Do you have any questions before we begin? 
 
আসসালামুয়ালাইকুম, আমার নাম _______________। আমম ঢাকায় অবমিত “ওআরজি-
ককায়য়স্ট মরসার্চ মলমময়েড” নামক একটে গয়বষণা সংিা কেয়ক এয়সমি। আমরা মবমিন্ন সামাজিক 
ও বযবসা সম্পমকচত মবষয়য় এবং পণয ও কসবা মনয়য় গয়বষণা িমরপ পমরর্ালনা কয়র োমক। 
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বতচমায়ন আমরা কক্সবািার কিলায় করামিঙ্গা শরণােীয়দর মাঝে স্বািয ও পুটি এর সায়ে সম্পমকচত 
একটে গয়বষণা িমরপ পমরর্ালনা করমি। 
 
প্রেয়মই, সাক্ষাৎকার মদয়ত রািী িওয়ার িনয আমম আপনায়ক ধনযবাদ িানায়ত র্াই।  
আপনায়দর কযাম্প এর কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) এর আঝলাঝক স্বািয ও পুটি 
সম্পয়কচ আমম আপনার কাি কেয়ক িানয়ত র্াইয়বা। 
 
আপনার কদয়া সমস্ত মন্তবয এবং মতাময়তর কগাপনীয়তা রক্ষা করা িয়ব িয়ব এবং শুধমুাত্র 
গয়বষণার কায়ি বযবিার করা িয়ব, অনয ককায়না উয়েয়শয বযবিার করা িয়ব না। আমায়দর এই 
আয়লার্নাটে কশষ করয়ত আনুমামনক ৩০ মমমনে সময় লাগয়ব। আপনার অনুমমত মনয়য় আমায়দর 
আয়লার্নাটে করকডচ করয়ত র্াই। শুরু করার আয়গ আপমন মক আমার কাি কেয়ক আর মকিু 
িানয়ত র্ান? 
 
Record the profile of the respndent উত্তরদাতার কপ্রািাইল করকডচ করুন 
 
Name of the respondent উত্তরদাতার নাম_______________________  
 
 Could I start interview? আহম হক সাক্ষাৎকার শুরু করঝর্ পাহর? 
 
Now we are moving to our main questions এেন আমরা আমাঝদর মূল প্রশ্ন শুরু কহর 
 

1. Where do men in your community go if they have any physical health concerns?  Is 
this different for males and females? Generally, what purposes people go there? 
আপনার আঝশপাঝশর পলাকঝদর যহদ শারীহরক স্বাঝস্থযর পকানও সমসযা থাঝক র্ঝব 
পকাথায় যায়? এটট হক পুরুষ এবং স্ত্রীঝদর জনয আলাদা? সাধারের্ পলাঝকরা পসোঝন 
কী উঝেঝশয যায়? 

2. Have you visited a health facility in the past one year for your own treatment or for 
the treatment of your family member regarding physical health concerns? Where did 
you go when you had physical health concerns?  For what services did you visit a 
health facility?আপমন মক গত ১ বিয়র  আপনার মনয়ির অেবা পমরবায়রর ককান 
সদয়সযর শারীমরক সমসযার মর্মকৎসার িনয ককায়না স্বািয ককয়ে মগয়য়য়িন? আপনার 
যখন ককায়না শারীমরক সমসযা িয়য়মিল  তখন আপমন মর্মকৎসার িনয ককাোয় 
মগয়য়মিয়লন? পকান ধরঝের শারীমরক সমসযার িনয আপমন কিলে কপায়স্ট 
মগয়য়মিয়লন?   

3. Where do men in your community go if they have any mental health concerns? 
Generally, what type of mental concerns people go there? আপনার আঝশপাঝশর 
পলাকঝদর যহদ র্াঝদর মানহসক স্বাঝস্থযর পকানও উঝেগ থাঝক র্ঝব পকাথায় যান? 
সাধারের্ পলাঝকরা পসোঝন পকান ধরঝের মানহসক উঝেগ হনঝয় যায়? 

4. Have you visited a health facility in the past one year for your own treatment or for 
the treatment of your family member regarding mental health concerns? Where did 
you go or what did you do if you had any mental health concerns? For what mental 
concern did you visit a health post last time? What changes have you noticed 
regarding mental health related concern after you received the support in the health 
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post? আপমন মক গত ১ বিয়র  আপনার মনয়ির অেবা পমরবায়রর ককান সদয়সযর 
মানমসক স্বািযিমনত সমসযার মর্মকৎসার িনয ককায়না স্বািয ককয়ে মগয়য়য়িন? 
আপনার যমদ ককায়না মানমসক স্বািযিমনত সমসযা িয়য়মিল তখন আপমন ককাোয় 
মগয়য়মিয়লন বা কী কয়রমিয়লন? পকান ধরঝের মানমসক স্বািযিমনত সমসযার িনয 
আপমন সব চয়শষবার কিলে কপায়স্ট মগয়য়মিয়লন?  স্বাস্থয পপাস্ট প্রহর্টষ্ঠর্ িওয়ার পঝর 
আপহন মনস্তাশ্চিক স্বাস্থয সম্পহকতর্ পসবা পাবার পঝর এ সম্পহকতর্ উঝেগ হনঝয় পকান 
পহরবর্তন লক্ষয কঝরঝেন? 

5. Did you get your desired service from the health facility? Why do you think so? Does 
the health facility have all the facilities you need? If no, what facilities do you require? 
আপহন স্বািয ককে পথঝক আপনার কাঙ্ক্ষির্ পসবা পপঝয়হেঝলন হক? পকন আপহন 
এমনটা মঝন কঝরন? স্বাস্থয ককেপর্ আপনার প্রঝয়াজনীয় সমস্ত সুহবধা আঝে? যহদ না 
িয় র্ঝব আপনার পকান সুঝযাগসুহবধা দরকার? 

6. Does the health facility have all the diagnostic services available? Did you ever 
require any diagnostic test? What did you do when you needed a diagnostic test? স্বাস্থয 
ককয়ে হক সমস্ত ডায়াগনহস্টক পসবা পাওয়া যায়? আপনার হক কেনও ডায়াগনহস্টক 
পরীক্ষা প্রঝয়াজন? আপনার যেন ডায়াগনহস্টক পটঝস্টর দরকার িঝয়হেল র্েন 
আপহন কী কঝরহেঝলন? 

 
 

(CHS_1) IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE APPROPRIATE AND RELEVENT?  
মািনবে োড়া নে যথাযথ এবং প্রােনিে? 
 

• Did the health post address your needs in a consistent manner? Did you get your desired 
service from the health post when required? If not, what should have been done instead? 
কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) হক সবসময় আপনার প্রঝয়াজনগুহল পমটাঝর্ 
পপঝরহেল? আপনার যেন প্রঝয়াজন র্েন হক আপহন কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা 
ককে) পথঝক আপনার কাঙ্ক্ষির্ পসবা পপঝয়ঝেন? যহদ না পপঝয় থাঝকন, এর বদঝল কী 
করা উহ র্ হেল? 

• Have you received any service or information on Covid 19? Did the health post make any 
change to ensure the safety of the patients or visitors during the Covid 19? What changes 
have you noticed that was made to ensure the safety of the patients or visitors? Do you 
think the measures were taken to address the Covid 19 situation was sufficient? Please 
give some example  আপহন হক পকাহর্ড ১৯ সম্পহকতর্ পকানও পসবা বা র্থয পপঝয়হেঝলন? 
পকাহর্ড ১৯-এর সময় পরাগীঝদর বা পসবা গ্রিেকারীর সুরক্ষা হনশ্চির্ করঝর্ স্বাস্থয পপাস্ট 
হক পকানও পহরবর্তন কঝরহেল? পরাগীঝদর বা পসবা গ্রিেকারীঝদর সুরক্ষা হনশ্চির্ করার 
জনয আপহন হক হক পহরবর্তন লক্ষয কঝরঝেন? আপহন হক মঝন কঝরন পকাহর্ড ১৯ 
পহরহস্থহর্র জনয পয তাপ্ত বযবস্থা পনওয়া িঝয়হেল? আমাঝক হকেু উদািরে হদঝর্ পাঝরন হক? 

• Till now do you think the project was relevant to needs of people like you. Why do you 
think so? What could have been done to design the project more relevant to the needs of 
people like you? এেন পয তন্ত আপনার হক মঝন িয় প্রকল্পটট আপনার মঝর্া পলাঝকর 
প্রঝয়াজন পমটাঝর্ পাঝর? পকন আপহন এমনটা মঝন করঝেন? আপনার মঝর্া মানুঝষর 
প্রঝয়াজঝনর সাঝথ প্রঝজক্টটট আরও প্রাসহিক করার জনয কী করা পযর্? 
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• How appropriate and useful was the health post in the camp considering the health need 
of the people like you? Was the capacity of the health post sufficient considering the 
population of the camp? আপনার মঝর্া মানুঝষর স্বাঝস্থযর প্রঝয়াজন হবঝব না কঝর 
হশহবঝরর স্বাস্থয পপাস্টটট কর্টা উপযুি এবং কায তকর হেল? হশহবঝরর জনসংেযাঝক 
হবঝব না কঝর স্বাস্থয পপাঝস্টর ক্ষমর্া হক যঝথষ্ট হেল? 
 

(CHS_2) IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE EFFECTIVE AND TIMELY? মািনবে োড়া 
োয ভের এবং েময়োপয়যাগীর্ায়ব সমিায়িা?  

• Do you think the health post can meet the need by gender, age, and type? Do you or 
people like you get the services you need in a timely manner? আপহন হক মঝন কঝরন পয 
কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) নারী, পুরুষ, হবহর্ন্ন বয়স এবং ধরঝের মানুঝষর 
 াহিদা পূরে করঝর্ পাঝর? আপহন বা আপনার মর্ পলাকজন হক সময়মঝর্া প্রঝয়াজনীয় 
পসবা পান? 

(CHS_3) IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE STRENGHENING LOCAL CAPACITIES 
AND AVOIDING NEGATIVE EFFECTS? মািনবে োড়া নে স্থািীে েক্ষমো 
(েযাপানেটি)  জি ালী েরয়ে এবং সিনেবাচে প্রর্াব সথয়ে মুজি নেয়ে? 

• Do you think, the capacity of the health post is improving to serve the people better? 
Why do you think so? What the health post is doing to provide better service to the 
service receiver? আপনার হক মঝন িয়, কিলে কপাস্ট  (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) আরও 
উন্নর্ পসবা প্রদান করঝর্ এর সক্ষমর্া বৃশ্চদ্ধ করঝে ? পকন আপহন এমনটা মঝন করঝেন? 
পসবা গ্রিেকারীঝক আরও র্াল পসবা প্রদাঝন করঝর্ কিলে কপাস্ট কী করঝে? 

 
(CHS_4) IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE BASED ON COMMUNICATION, 
PARTICIPATION AND FEEDBACK?  
মািনবে প্রনেজিো নে সযাগায়যাগ, অং গ্রহণ এবং প্রনেজিো নর্নত্তে? 
 

• Are you happy with the overall environment (e.g. cleanliness, decoration) of the health 
post? Are you able to provide feedback about the environment of the health post? How 
do you provide your feedback on the environment? কিলে পপাঝস্টর সামহগ্রক পহরঝবশ 
(পযমন পহরষ্কার পহরিন্নটা, সাজাঝনা পগাোন) হনঝয় আপহন হক েুহশ? আপহন হক পিলথ 
পপাঝস্টর পহরঝবশ সম্পঝকত আপনার মর্ামর্ জানাঝর্ পাঝরন? আপহন পহরঝবশ সম্পঝকত 
আপনার মর্ামর্ কীর্াঝব জানান? 

• Can you provide feedback on the services of the health camp? How do you share 
feedback on the services?  আপহন হক পিলথ পপাঝস্টর পসবা সম্পঝকত আপনার মর্ামর্ 
জানাঝর্ পাঝরন? আপহন পসবা সম্পঝকত আপনার মর্ামর্ কীর্াঝব জানান? 

 
(CHS_5)ARE COMPLAINTS WELCOME AND ADDRESSED? অনর্য়যাগ নে সিো হে 
এবং েমাধাি েরা হে?  
 

• Do you know how to share a complaint on the health post if you have any? Did you share 
any complaints or observation on the health post? What are those complaints or 
observations? Can you give some example? Were the complaints or observations addressed 
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properly? How was those addressed or why those were not addressed? আপহন হক জাঝনন 
এই পিলথ পপাস্ট এর জনয পকানও অহর্ঝযাগ কীর্াঝব করঝর্ িয়? পিলথ পপাঝস্ট সম্পঝকত 
আপনার পকাঝনা অহর্ঝযাগ বা পয তঝবক্ষে হেল হক? অহর্ঝযাগ বা পয তঝবক্ষেগুঝলা কী হেল? 
আপহন হক কঝয়কটটর কথা বলঝর্ পাঝরন? অহর্ঝযাগ বা পয তঝবক্ষে হক সটিকর্াঝব সমাধান 
করা িঝয়হেল? পসগুঝলা কীর্াঝব সমাধান করা িঝয়হেল বা পসগুঝলা পকন সমাধান করা 
িয়হন? 

 
(CHS 6). IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE COORDINATED AND 
COMPLEMENTARY? মািনবে প্রনেজিো নে েমনিে এবং েম্পূণ ভ? 

• Is there any other place from which you can get health services or health-related advice? 
Who is the main authority for that health institute? How both the projects are 
complementing each other? পিলথ পপাস্ট োো এমন আর পকানও জায়গা রঝয়ঝে পযোন 
পথঝক আপহন স্বাস্থযঝসবা বা স্বাস্থয সম্পহকতর্ পরামশ ত পপঝর্ পাঝরন? স্বাস্থয ইনহস্টটটউঝটর 
মূল করৃ্তপক্ষ পক? প্রকল্প দুটট কীর্াঝব এঝক অপঝরর পহরপূরক িঝয় কাজ করঝে?  

(CHS_7) ARE HUMANITARIAN ACTORS CONTINUOUSLY LEARNING AND 
IMPROVING? যারা মািনবে োি েরয়ে োরা নে ধারাবানহের্ায়ব ন খয়ে এবং উন্ননে 
েরয়ে? 
 

• How would you evaluate the quality of the service providers of the health post? Can they 
understand your problems or provide the right advice to you? পিলথ পপাস্ট এর পসবা 
প্রদানকারীঝদর মান পকমন বঝল মঝন িয়? র্ারা হক আপনার সমসযাগুহল বুেঝর্ পাঝর বা 
আপনাঝক সটিক পরামশ ত হদঝর্ পাঝর? 

• There are different types of service providers in the health post. Do they all have sufficient 
skill or expertise to give you the right treatment or advice? How do you understand this? 
পিলথ পপাঝস্ট হবহর্ন্ন ধরঝের পসবা প্রদানকারী রঝয়ঝে। আপনাঝক সটিক হ হকর্্সা বা 
পরামশ ত পদওয়ার জনয হক র্াঝদর সবার হক পয তাপ্ত দক্ষর্া বা দক্ষর্া আঝে? এটা আপহন 
কীর্াঝব বুেঝর্ পাঝরন? 
End the interview by thanking respondent for his/her valuable time and responses.  

মূলযবান সময় এবং মতামত কদয়ার িনয উত্তরদাতায়ক ধনযবাদ মদয়য় সাক্ষাৎকার কশষ করুন। 
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Key Stakeholder Interview (KII) Guide for Implementation NGO 

 
Org–Quest Research Limited 

DH Tower, Level-7 (Suit-701) 
6 Panthapath, Dhaka-1215 

Phone: 55013481-84 
 

Key Stakeholder Interview (KII) Guide for NGO Officials 
 

 
 
 

Introduction ভূখমক্া/পখরখিখত 
 
Salam/adab. My name is ________. I have come from a research firm named Org-Quest Research Limited. 
We conduct research on various social and business related topics as well as on different products and 
services. Currently we are conducting a survey on comprehensive health services for people fleeing 
Myanmar in Cox’s Bazar District.  
 
First of all, I would like to thank you for agreeing to be interviewed. We would like to ask you a few 
questions about comprehensive health services for people in your camp.  
 
Your comments and opinions will remain confidential and will only be used for this research, not for any 
other purpose. Our conversation should take about 60 minutes to complete. With your permission I want to 
record our conversation on tape. Do you have any questions before we begin? 
 
আসসালামুয়ালাইকুম, আমার নাম _______________। আমম ঢাকায় অবমিত “ওআরজি-ককায়য়স্ট মরসার্চ 
মলমময়েড” নামক একটে গয়বষণা সংিা কেয়ক এয়সমি। আমরা মবমিন্ন সামাজিক ও বযবসা সম্পমকচত 
মবষয়য় এবং পণয ও কসবা মনয়য় গয়বষণা িমরপ পমরর্ালনা কয়র োমক।  
বর্তমাঝন আমরা কক্সবাজার পজলায় পরাহিিা শরোথীঝদর জনয স্বাস্থয পসবা সম্পহকতর্ একটট গঝবষো 
জহরপ পহর ালনা করহে।  
প্রেয়মই, সাক্ষাৎকার মদয়ত রািী িওয়ার িনয আমম আপনায়ক ধনযবাদ িানায়ত র্াই।  আপনায়দর কযাম্প 
এর সামহগ্রক স্বাস্থয পসবা সম্পয়কচ আমম আপনার কাি কেয়ক িানয়ত র্াইয়বা। 
 
আপনার কদয়া সমস্ত মন্তবয এবং মতাময়তর কগাপনীয়তা রক্ষা করা িয়ব িয়ব এবং শুধুমাত্র গয়বষণার 
কায়ি বযবিার করা িয়ব, অনয ককায়না উয়েয়শয বযবিার করা িয়ব না। আমায়দর এই আয়লার্নাটে কশষ 
করয়ত আনুমামনক ৬০ মমমনে সময় লাগয়ব। আপনার অনুমমত মনয়য় আমায়দর আয়লার্নাটে করকডচ 
করয়ত র্াই। শুরু করার আয়গ আপমন মক আমার কাি কেয়ক আর মকিু িানয়ত র্ান? 
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Note to the Moderator মডায়রিয়রর িিয সিাি 
• Please probe for details where required পযোঝন প্রঝয়াজন, হবস্তাহরর্ পবাোর জনয পপ্রাব করুন।  
• Please frame your questions depending on the type of activities the project has দয়া কঝর প্রঝজক্ট 

এর কায তিম অনুযায়ী প্রশ্ন করুন।  
General Questions  

• Can you let us know the current status of the implementation? (How many months have passed 
since the launch? Which major activities were carried out?) আপহন হক আমাঝক এই  প্রঝজক্ট 
বাস্তবায়ঝনর বর্তমান অবস্থা জানাঝর্ পাঝরন? (শুরু করার পর পথঝক কর্ মাস পার িঝয়ঝে? পকান 
পকান প্রধান কায তিম বাস্তবাহয়র্ িঝয়ঝে)?  

o When was the health post constructed in this camp? Before the construction of the health 
post, where did the community people in this camp visit to take medical support and 
service? এই কযাঝম্প পিলথ পপাস্টটট কঝব হনহম তর্ িয়? পিলথ পপাস্টটট হনম তাঝের আঝগ 
এই কযাম্প এর পলাঝকরা হ হকর্্সা সিায়র্া এবং পসবা হনঝর্ পকাথায় পযর্?  

o What type of patients generally visit the health post? How many patients visit the health 
post in a normal day? Is there any seasonal impact on the number of patient or service 
seeker visit the health post? Please explain in detail. পিলথ পপাস্ট পকান ধরঝের পরাগী 
পবহশ আঝস? একটট সাধারে হদঝন কর্জন পরাগী  পিলথ পপাস্ট এ আঝস?  পরাগীর সংেযা 
হনঝয় হক পকানও হসজন অনুযায়ী  (পমৌসুমঝর্ঝদ) পহরবর্তন িয়? হবস্তাহরর্ বযােযা করুন। 

o Can you tell us what is going well in the project? Does the health post have sufficient 
facility to provide the basic health services to the people in the camp? Does the  health 
post have required equipment and technician for diagnostic service? If diagnostic service 
is not available, where do the people from the camp go? আপহন হক আমাঝক বলঝর্ 
পাঝরন এই  প্রঝজক্টর কী কী  টিকমঝর্া  লঝে? কযাম্প এর পলাকঝদর প্রাথহমক স্বাস্থযঝসবা 
পদওয়ার জনয পিলথ পপাঝস্টর হক পয তাপ্ত সুহবধা রঝয়ঝে? পিলথ পপাঝস্ট পরাগ হনে তয় এর 
জনয প্রঝয়াজনীয় যন্ত্রপাহর্ এবং দক্ষ পলাকবল আঝে হক?? যহদ পকানও পরাগ হনে তয় 
প্রঝয়াজন িয় র্ঝব কযাম্প এর পলাঝকরা পকাথায় যায়? 

o What type of resources are there at the health post? Do the service providers have 
sufficient skill required to attend the patients and service seekers? What type of training 
have you provided to the resources of the health post? Do you think the training was 
sufficient for them? Why do you think so? স্বাস্থয পপাঝস্ট কী ধরঝের পলাকবল রঝয়ঝে? 
পরাগীঝদর এবং পসবা গ্রিেকারীঝদর পসবা প্রদাঝনর জনয পসবা প্রদানকারীঝদর পয তাপ্ত 
দক্ষর্া রঝয়ঝে হক? পিলথ পপাঝস্ট কম তরর্ঝদর আপনারা পকান ধরঝের প্রহশক্ষে প্রদান 
কঝরঝেন? আপনার হক মঝন িয় প্রহশক্ষেগুঝলা র্াঝদর জনয যঝথষ্ট হেল? পকন আপহন 
এমনটা মঝন কঝরন? 

• Can you tell us if there is anything which are not going well? আপহন হক আমাঝক বলঝর্ পাঝরন, 
যহদ এই প্রঝজক্টর এমন হকেু আঝে পযটা টিকমঝর্া  লঝে না? 

• Are there any possible recommendations or ideas for JPF or the management team of your 
organization for improving the current project situation? প্রঝজক্টর বর্তমান অবস্থার উন্নহর্ করার 
জনয  JPF অথবা আপনার সংস্থার মযাঝনজঝমন্ট টটঝমর জনয পকাঝনা সাম্ভাবয সুপাহরশ/ ধারো 
আঝে হক? 

 
IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE APPROPRIATE AND RELEVENT? 
মািনবে োড়া নে যথাযথ এবং প্রােনিে? 

• How the target was set for the project? Did you conduct any need assessment to understand the 
needs of different types of beneficiaries in the camp to understand their health related concerns 
and needs? How was the need assessment conducted? Do you think the project addressed the 
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needs of the beneficiaries in a consistent manner? Do you think the services provided from the 
health post was sufficient to reach the majority of the target beneficiaries in your camp? If not, 
what should have been done instead? প্রকঝল্পর জনয কীর্াঝব লক্ষয হনধ তারে করা িঝয়হেল? এই 
কযাঝম্পর সুহবধাঝর্াগীঝদর স্বাস্থয সম্প তহকর্  াহিদা পবাোর জনয আপনারা হক পকাঝনা প্রঝয়াজঝনর 
মূলযায়ন (হনড অযাঝসসঝমন্ট) কঝরহেঝলন? প্রঝয়াজঝনর মূলযায়ন (হনড অযাঝসসঝমন্ট) কীর্াঝব 
করা িঝয়হেল? আপনার হক মঝন িয় এ প্রকল্পটট সামঞ্জসযপূে তর্াঝব প্রকঝল্পর সুহবধাঝর্াগীঝদর 
প্রঝয়াজন পমটাঝর্ পপঝরঝে? আপহন হক মঝন কঝরন পয ধরঝের স্বাস্থয পসবা এই পিলথ পপাস্ট পথঝক 
পদয়া িয় র্া আপনার কযাঝম্পর অহধকাংশ সুহবধাঝর্াগীঝদর প্রঝয়াজন অনুযায়ী যঝথষ্ট হেল?যহদ না 
িয়, র্ািঝল এর পহরবঝর্ত কী করা উহ র্ হেল? 
 

• Till now do you think the project was relevant to needs of the project beneficiaries? Why do you 
think so? What could have been done to design the project more relevant to the needs of the 
project beneficiaries? এেঝনা আপহন হক মঝন কঝরন পয প্রকল্পটট প্রকঝল্পর সুহবধাঝর্াগীঝদর 
প্রঝয়াজঝনর সাঝথ সম্পহকতর্ হেল? আপহন পকন এমনটট মঝন করঝেন? প্রকল্পটট প্রকঝল্পর 
সুহবধাঝর্াগীঝদর প্রঝয়াজন পমটানর জনয আর কী করা পযর্? 
 

• As per the project document, the health post provide service for Child health, sexual reproductive 
health, maternal health or other basic health services. Do you think the services are sufficient for 
the people of the camp? প্রকঝল্পর নহথ অনুসাঝর, পিলথ পপাস্ট পথঝক হশশুঝদর স্বাস্থয, পযৌন ও 
প্রজনন স্বাস্থয, মারৃ্স্বাস্থয বা অনযানয প্রাথহমক স্বাস্থযঝসবা সরবরাি কঝর। আপহন হক মঝন কঝরন 
পয পহরঝষবাগুহল হশহবঝরর মানুঝষর জনয যঝথষ্ট? 
 

• Does the health post provide medicines for the patient. If yes, who bear the cost for the 
medicines? Is the supply of medicine sufficient considering the number of patient visit the health 
post? Do you receive sufficient medical supplies (e.g. vaccine, test kit) for the camp on a timely 
manner? পিলথ পপাস্ট পরাগীর জনয ওষুধ সরবরাি কঝর হক? যহদ িযা াঁ, র্ঝব ওষুঝধর বযয় পক বিন 
কঝর? স্বাস্থয পপাঝস্ট পরাগীর সংেযা হবঝব না কঝর হক ওষুঝধর সরবরাি যঝথষ্ট? আপহন হক 
সময়মঝর্া কযাঝম্পর জনয পয তাপ্ত হ হকর্্সা সরবরাি (পযমন: র্যাকহসন, পটস্ট হকট) পান? 

• What type of psychological supports are being provided from this health post? Do you think, the 
psychological supports are being provided, is appropriate for them? Why do you think so? এই 
পিলথ পপাস্ট পথঝক পকান ধরঝের মানহসক স্বাস্থয পসবা বা সিায়র্া পদয়া িঝি? আপহন হক মঝন 
কঝরন, পয ধরঝের মানহসক স্বাস্থয পসবা বা পদয়া িঝি, র্াঝদর জনয উপযুি? পকন আপহন এমন 
মঝন কঝরন? 

• Was there any change made in the project plan during the implementation of the project? Why the 
changes were necessary? Was there any change made due to the COVID-19 outbreak? What were 
the changes? How did it impact on the overall project? Was it easy to operate the health post 
during COVID-19 outbreak maintaining social distance? Did you continue providing health 
service to the beneficiaries post COVID-19 outbreak? প্রকল্পটট বাস্তবায়ঝনর সময় হক প্রকঝল্পর 
পহরকল্পনায় পকাঝনা পহরবর্তন আনা িঝয়হেল? পকন পহরবর্তন করার প্রঝয়াজন িঝয়হেল? পকাহর্ড-
19 বা কঝরানার্াইরাঝসর প্রাদুর্তাঝবর কারঝে হক পকাঝনা পহরবর্তন করা িঝয়হেল? কী কী পহরবর্তন 
করা িঝয়হেল? এটট সামহগ্রক প্রকঝল্প কীর্াঝব প্রর্াব পফঝলহেল?  COVID-19 প্রাদুর্তাঝবর সময় 
সামাশ্চজক দরূত্ব বজায় পরঝে স্বাস্থয পসবা প্রদান করা হক সিজ হেল? আপহন হক COVID-19 
প্রাদুর্তাব এর পঝর সুহবধাঝর্াগীঝদর প্রঝয়াজন অনুযায়ী স্বাস্থয পসবা কায তিম  াহলঝয় পগঝেন? 
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IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE EFFECTIVE AND TIMELY?  
মািনবে োড়া োয ভের এবং েময়োপয়যাগী?  
• Do you think the objective of the project has been achieved as per project target? What will 

happen to the health post once the project is completed? আপহন হক মঝন কঝরন আপহন হক মঝন 
কঝরন প্রকঝল্পর উঝেশয অনুযায়ী প্রকঝল্পর লক্ষয অজতন িঝয়ঝে? প্রকল্পটট পশষ িঝয় পগঝল পিলথ 
পপাস্টটটর কী িঝব? 

• Have you noticed any visible changes in terms of  awareness on different health related topics 
among the beneficiaries or any improvement on overall health facility in the camp? Do you think 
the mortality rate of mother and child, complexity during or after delivery has reduced due to the 
implementation of the project? Please explain in details. স্বাস্থয সম্পহকতর্ সঝ র্নর্া বর্হর বা স্বাস্থয 
পসবার উন্নহর্র পক্ষঝে আপহন হক পকানও দৃশযমান পহরবর্তন লক্ষয কঝরঝেন? আপহন কী মঝন 
কঝরন প্রকল্পটট বাস্তবায়ঝনর ফঝল নারী ও হশশু মরুৃ্যর িার বা গর্তকালীন, প্রসবকালীন ও প্রসব 
পরবর্ী জটটলর্া আঝগর পথঝক হ্রাস পপঝয়ঝে? হবস্তাহরর্ বযােযা করুন। 

• What were the major factors influencing the achievement or non-achievement of the objectives? 
উঝেশযগুহল অজতন করা বা অজতন না করাঝক প্রর্াহবর্ করার প্রধান কারেগুহল কী হেল? 

IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE STRENGHENING LOCAL CAPACITIES AND 
AVOIDING NEGATIVE EFFECTS?  
মািনবে োড়া নে স্থািীে েক্ষমো (েযাপানেটি) বৃজি েরয়ে এবং সিনেবাচে প্রর্াব সথয়ে 
মুজি নেয়ে? 
 

• Has the project been able to strengthen communities’ and local capacities and ownership? Do 
you think similar service from the health post will be provided even after the project is 
closed? If not, what could be the possible solution to address the issue? প্রকল্পটট  হক 
কযাঝম্পর পর্র্ঝর স্থানীয় মানুষঝদর সক্ষমর্া এবং অহধকার রক্ষায় সঝ র্নর্া বৃশ্চদ্ধ করঝর্ 
সক্ষম িঝয়ঝে? আপহন হক মঝন কঝরন পয প্রকল্পটট বন্ধ িওয়ার পঝরও এই পিলথ পপাস্ট পথঝক 
স্বাস্থয পসবা পদয়া অবযাির্ থাকঝব? যহদ র্া না িয় র্ঝব এই সমসযার সম্ভাবয সমাধান কী িঝর্ 
পাঝর? 

• To what extent have long-term and inter-connected problems been considered when carrying 
out short-term activities? স্বল্প-পময়াদী কায তযকলাপ  ালাঝনার সময় দীঘ তঝময়াদী এবং 
আন্তঃসম্পহকতর্ সমসযাগুহল কর্টা হবঝবহ র্ িঝয়ঝে? 

• To what extent, and how, were negative impacts, including in all sectors from above, 
systematically anticipated, identified, and mitigated? উপঝরর সমস্ত পসক্টঝর পদ্ধহর্গর্র্াঝব 
প্রর্যাহশর্, হ হির্ এবং প্রশহমর্করে সি কী পহরমাে এবং কীর্াঝব পনহর্বা ক প্রর্াবগ হেল?  

• What were the main barriers to involving local actors in the provision of assistance? সিায়র্া 
পাওয়ার জনয  স্থানীয় পনরৃ্ত্বপ্রদানকারীঝদর জহের্ করার প্রধান বাধাগুহল কী হেল?  

• Did the project have any unforeseen positive and/or negative impacts (including on social, 
political, environmental and economic factors) which have influenced you or prompted 
changes in ways of working etc.? প্রকল্পটটর পকানও অপ্রর্যাহশর্ ইহর্বা ক এবং / বা 
পনহর্বা ক প্রর্াব রঝয়ঝে (যার মঝধয সামাশ্চজক, রাজননহর্ক, পহরঝবশগর্ এবং অথ তননহর্ক 
হবষয়গুহল অন্তরু্তি) যা আপনাঝক প্রর্াহবর্ কঝরঝে বা কাঝজর পদ্ধহর্ঝর্ দ্রুরু্ পহরবর্তনঝক 
উৎসাহির্ কঝরঝে ইর্যাহদ? 
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IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE BASED ON COMMUNICATION, PARTICIPATION AND 
FEEDBACK? 
 মািনবে প্রনেজিো নে সযাগায়যাগ, অং গ্রহণ এবং প্রনেজিো নর্নত্তে? 
 
 

• Were the beneficiaries able to provide feedback throughout the different stages of program? 
Were you be able to customize the health services based on the need of the beneficiaries? 
সুহবধাঝর্াগীরা হক কম তসূহ র হবহর্ন্ন পয তাঝয় প্রহর্শ্চিয়া জানাঝর্ পপঝরহেল? আপহন হক 
সুহবধাঝর্াগীঝদর প্রঝয়াজঝনর হর্হত্তঝর্ স্বাস্থয পসবাগুহল সুহবধাঝর্াগীর প্রঝয়াজন অনুযায়ী 
আলাদার্াঝব করঝর্ সক্ষম িঝয়হেঝলন? 

ARE COMPLAINTS WELCOME AND ADDRESSED?  
অনর্য়যাগ নে সিো হে এবং েমাধাি েরা হে? 
 

• Did targeted beneficiaries and the wider community feel safe and trusted the confidentiality 
when communicating with the health service providers? স্বাস্থয পসবা প্রদানকারীর সাঝথ 
পযাগাঝযাগ করার সময় হনব তাহ র্ সুহবধাঝর্াগী এবং পরাহিিা জনঝগাষ্ঠী কী হনরাপদ পবাধ 
কঝর এবং পগাপনীয়র্ায় হবশ্বাস কঝর? 

• Did they share any complaints or observation during the implementation of the project? 
What are those complaints or observations? Can you give some example? Was the 
complaints or observations addressed properly? How was those addressed or why those 
were not addressed? প্রকল্পটট বাস্তবায়ঝনর সময় সুহবধাঝর্াগীঝদর পকাঝনা অহর্ঝযাগ বা 
পয তঝবক্ষে হেল হক? কী  ধরঝের অহর্ঝযাগ বা পয তঝবক্ষে হেল? আপহন হক হকেু অহর্ঝযাগ 
বা পয তঝবক্ষে এর কথা বলঝর্ পাঝরন? অহর্ঝযাগ বা পয তঝবক্ষে হক সটিকর্াঝব সমাধান করা 
িঝয়হেল? পসগুঝলা কীর্াঝব সমাধান করা িঝয়হেল বা পসগুঝলা পকন সমাধান করা িয়হন? 

 
 
IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE COORDINATED AND COMPLEMENTARY? 
 মািনবে োড়া নে েমনিে এবং পনরপূরে? 

 
• How were you engaged with the Majhis and CiCs in the camp? Did you have to keep in 

touch with other local government authorities while implementing the project? Did the 
Majhis, CiCs and/or local government authorities provided their feedback on the project? 
How was the feedback addressed? আপনারা কযাঝম্প কীর্াঝব মাশ্চে ও হসআইসঝদর সাঝথ 
জহের্ কঝরহেঝলন? প্রকল্পটট বাস্তবায়ঝনর সময় আপনাঝদর হক অনযানয স্থানীয় সরকার 
করৃ্তপঝক্ষর সাঝথ পযাগাঝযাগ রােঝর্ িঝয়হেল? মাশ্চে, হসআইহস এবং / বা স্থানীয় সরকার 
করৃ্তপক্ষ হক প্রকল্পটট সম্পঝকত র্াঝদর হফডবযাক বা মর্ামর্ হদঝয়হেল? র্াঝদর পদওয়া 
হফডবযাক কীর্াঝব কাঝজ লাগাঝনা িঝয়হেল? 
 

• Has the project complemented and been compatible with government approach? প্রকল্পটট 
হক সরকারী পদ্ধহর্র সাঝথ পহরপূরক এবং সামঞ্জসযপূে ত িঝয়ঝে? 
 

• Is there any other NGOs implementing similar project in your project area (camp)? If yes, 
how did you coordinate and complement its interventions with others? আপনাঝদর প্রকল্প 
এলাকায় (কযাম্প) হক অনয পকাঝনা এনশ্চজও একই রকম প্রকল্প বাস্তবায়ন করঝে? যহদ িযা াঁ 
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িয়, র্ািঝল আপনারা কীর্াঝব অনযঝদর সাঝথ এটার সমন্বয় এবং পহরপূরক কঝরহেঝলন? 
 
 
ARE HUMANITARIAN ACTORS CONTINUOUSLY LEARNING AND IMPROVING? 
যারা মািনবে োি েরয়ে োরা নে ধারাবানহের্ায়ব ন খয়ে এবং উন্ননে েরয়ে? 

• Since the beginning of the project, have you made any modifications because of 
monitoring, feedback, or complaint-handling? If yes, could you please explain how the 
changes made had positive / negative effects to the achievement of the outputs & 
outcomes? প্রকঝল্পর শুরু পথঝক, আপনারা কী সুহবধাঝর্াগীঝদর পয তঝবক্ষে বা মর্ামর্, 
অথবা অহর্ঝযাগ এর হর্হত্তঝর্ এই প্রকঝল্প পকান পহরবর্তন কঝরঝেন? যহদ িযা াঁ িয়, র্ািঝল 
আপহন হক দয়া কঝর বলঝর্ পাঝরন, পহরবর্তনগুঝলা পযর্াঝব করা িঝয়হেল র্াঝর্ আউটপুট 
এবং ফলাফল অজতঝন ইহর্বা ক বা পনহর্বা ক প্রর্াব পফঝলহেল? 
  

ARE STAFF SUPPORTED TO DO THEIR JOB EFFECTIVELY, AND ARE THEY 
TREATED FAIRLY AND EQUITABLY?  
স্টাফরা নে োয়ের োি োফয়লযর োয়থ েরয়ে পায়র এবং োয়ের োয়থ নে 
নিরপয়ক্ষপর্ায়ব এবং িযােেির্ায়ব আচরণ েরা হে?   
 
 

• How much happy are you with the expertise and competencies of your project staff to 
implement the project? Did they have sufficient knowledge of the context, refugee rights 
and protection issues? প্রকল্পটট বাস্তবায়ঝন আপনাঝদর প্রকল্প কমীঝদর অহর্জ্ঞর্া এবং 
দক্ষর্া হনঝয় আপহন কর্টা েুহশ? র্াঝদর হক কনঝটক্সট, শরোথী অহধকার এবং সুরক্ষা 
সম্পহকতর্ হবষঝয় যঝথষ্ট জ্ঞান আঝে? 

 
ARE RESOURCES MANAGED AND USED RESPONSIBLY FOR THEIR INTENDED 
PURPOSE?  
োয়ের অন্তনি ভনহে উয়েয় যর িিয নে নরয়োে ভ পনরচালিা েরা হে এবং প্রনেজিো 
বযবহার েরা হে? 
 
  

• How much happy are you with the budget spent against plan পহরকল্পনার জনয বযয় করা বাঝজঝট 
আপহন কর্টা েুহশ? 

• How the most recent audit recommendations have been addressed সব তঝশষ অহডঝট 
সুপাহরশগুঝলাঝক কীর্াঝব অযাঝেস করা িঝয়ঝে? 

• How Value for Money was achieved through effective procurement and contracting কায তকর 
পকনাকাটা এবং  ুশ্চির মাধযঝম কীর্াঝব টাকা উসুল িঝয়হেল? 

• How well were the inputs (funds, people, materials, and time) used to produce results? সফুল 
পপঝর্ ইনপুটগুঝলা (র্িহবল, পলাক, উপকরে এবং সময়) কর্টা র্াঝলার্াঝব বযবিার করা 
িঝয়হেল? 

 
 

End the interview by thanking respondent for his/her valuable time and responses.  
মূলযবান সময় এবং মতামত সদয়ার েনয উত্তরদাতাজক্ িনযবাদ খদজয় সাক্ষাৎক্ার সশষ ক্রুন। 
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KII Guide for Service Provider  

 
Org–Quest Research Limited 

DH Tower, Level-7 (Suit-701) 
6 Panthapath, Dhaka-1215 

Phone: 55013481-84 

 
Service Provider KII Guide 

 
 

Note to the Moderator মডায়রিয়রর িিয সিাি 

• Please be more than humble with the person you are interviewing আপহন পয বযশ্চির সাক্ষার্্কার 
হনঝিন র্ার সাঝথ দয়া কঝর নম্র আ রে করঝবন।  

• Make sure any of your behavior or question doesn't offend him/her or put him/her in a 
uncomfortable situation পেয়াল রােঝবন পয আপনার পকাঝনা আ রে বা প্রশ্ন র্াঝক আঘার্ না 
কঝর বা অস্বশ্চস্তকর পহরহস্থহর্ঝর্ না পফঝল। 

• Give time to make the person comfortable and ask if he needs more time before starting the 
discussion উত্তরদার্াঝক সিজ িওয়ার জনয সময় হদন এবং আঝলা না শুরু করার আঝগ র্ার 
আরও সময় প্রঝয়াজন হকনা র্া শ্চজজ্ঞাসা করুন। 

• Please frame your questions depending on the type of skill the person has দয়া কঝর উত্তরদার্ার 
দক্ষর্ার ধরন অনুযায়ী প্রশ্ন করুন।  

 
 

Introduction ভূখমক্া/পখরখিখত 
 

Assalamu Alaikum. My name is ________. I have come from a research firm named Org-Quest 
Research Limited. We conduct research on various social and business related topics as well as 
on different products and services. Currently we are conducting a survey on health and nutrition 
among Rohingya communities in Cox’s Bazar. 
 
First of all, I would like to thank you for agreeing to be interviewed. We would like to ask you a 
few questions about health and nutrituin condition in your camp in light of health post where 
your are currently working.  
 
Your comments and opinions will remain confidential and will only be used for this research, not 
for any other purpose. Our conversation should take about 45 minutes to complete. With your 
permission I want to record our conversation on tape. Do you have any questions before we 
begin? 
 

আসসালামুয়ালাইকুম, আমার নাম _______________। আমম ঢাকায় অবমিত “ওআরজি-

ককায়য়স্ট মরসার্চ মলমময়েড” নামক একটে গয়বষণা সংিা কেয়ক এয়সমি। আমরা মবমিন্ন সামাজিক 

ও বযবসা সম্পমকচত মবষয়য় এবং পণয ও কসবা মনয়য় গয়বষণা িমরপ পমরর্ালনা কয়র োমক। 
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বতচমায়ন আমরা কক্সবািার কিলায় করামিঙ্গা শরণােীয়দর মাঝে স্বািয ও পুটি এর সায়ে সম্পমকচত 
একটে গয়বষণা িমরপ পমরর্ালনা করমি। 
 

প্রেয়মই, সাক্ষাৎকার মদয়ত রািী িওয়ার িনয আমম আপনায়ক ধনযবাদ িানায়ত র্াই।  
আপনায়দর কযাম্প এর কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) এর আঝলাঝক স্বািয ও পুটি 

সম্পয়কচ আমম আপনার কাি কেয়ক িানয়ত র্াইয়বা। 
 

আপনার কদয়া সমস্ত মন্তবয এবং মতাময়তর কগাপনীয়তা রক্ষা করা িয়ব িয়ব এবং শুধমুাত্র 
গয়বষণার কায়ি বযবিার করা িয়ব, অনয ককায়না উয়েয়শয বযবিার করা িয়ব না। আমায়দর এই 

আয়লার্নাটে কশষ করয়ত আনুমামনক ৪৫ মমমনে সময় লাগয়ব। আপনার অনুমমত মনয়য় আমায়দর 

আয়লার্নাটে করকডচ করয়ত র্াই। শুরু করার আয়গ আপমন মক আমার কাি কেয়ক আর মকিু 

িানয়ত র্ান? 
 
Record the profile of the respndent উত্তরদাতার কপ্রািাইল করকডচ করুন 
 
Name of the respondent উত্তরদাতার নাম_______________________  
 
Type of Respondent উত্তরদাতার ধরণ 

Doctor ডাক্তার  

Paramedic  পযারাঝমহডক  

Midwife   ধােী/ দাই  

Maternal and child health promoter মারৃ্ এবং হশশু স্বাস্থয পপ্রাঝমাটার  

Maternal and child health assistant মারৃ্ এবং হশশু স্বাস্থয সিকারী  

Regional health workers আঞ্চহলক স্বাস্থযকমী  

Maternal and child nutrition counselor মারৃ্ এবং হশশু স্বাস্থয কাউঝেলর  

Person in charge of psychosocial support মঝনাসামাশ্চজক সিায়র্ার দাহয়ঝত্ব 

থাকা বযশ্চি 

 

Medical staff হ হকৎসা কমী  

 
Could I start interview? আহম হক সাক্ষাৎকার শুরু করঝর্ পাহর? 
 

Yes িযা াঁ----1 (Continue সাক্ষাৎকার র্ামলয়য় যান)                 No না-------2 (Stop Interview 
সাক্ষাৎকার বন্ধ করুন) 

 

• Please let me know lasted educational qualification  দয়া কঝর আপনার সব তঝশষ হশক্ষাগর্ 

পযাগর্যা হক পসটা বলুন 

• How long you are working in this facility? আপহন কর্ হদন এই পসবা বযবস্থায় কাজ 

করঝেন? 
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Now we are moving to our main questions এেন আমরা আমাঝদর মূল প্রশ্ন শুরু কহর 
 

1. What type of patients do you have to attend at the facility? How many patients do you 
have to attend in a normal day? Is there any seasonal change on the number of patients 

you have to attend in a day? Please explain in detail. আপনাঝক এই পকঝন্দ্র পকান ধরঝের 

পরাগীঝদর হ কৎসা করঝর্ িয়? একটট সাধারে হদঝন আপনাঝক কর্জন পরাগীর হ কৎসা 

করঝর্ িয়?  আপনার একহদঝন হ কৎসা করঝর্ িয় এমন পরাগীর সংেযা হনঝয় হক পকানও 

হসজন অনুযায়ী  (পমৌসুমঝর্ঝদ) পহরবর্তন আঝে কী? হবস্তাহরর্ বযােযা করুন। 

2. Did you receive any training under the project? What type of trainings did you receive? 
Did you receive any training on Minimum Package of Essential Health Services? What 
topics were covered under the training? What changes have you noticed after the 

training? আপহন এই প্রকঝল্পর অধীঝন পকান প্রহশক্ষে পপঝয়ঝেন? আপহন পকান ধরঝের 

প্রহশক্ষে পপঝয়ঝেন? আপহন প্রঝয়াজনীয় স্বাস্থযঝসবার নূযনর্ম পযাঝকজ সম্পঝকত পকানও 

প্রহশক্ষে পপঝয়ঝেন? প্রহশক্ষঝের অধীঝন পকান হবষয়গুহল অন্তরু্তি হেল? প্রহশক্ষঝের পঝর 

আপহন কী কী পহরবর্তন লক্ষয কঝরঝেন?Have you received any training on child health? 
What topics were covered under the training? What type child diseases do you have to 
attend in the camp? Is it different from other community? Does the health post have 
sufficient facility to provide treatment for the children under 5 years? How do you deal 
when some children with serious illness visit your health post?  If the health post is unable 
to deal with the children with serious illness, where do you refer the patient to? Are you following 

up those cases after the referral? Have you had any referral cases so far?আপহন হক হশশু 

স্বাঝস্থযর হবষঝয় পকানও প্রহশক্ষে পপঝয়ঝেন? প্রহশক্ষঝের অধীঝন পকান পকান হবষয়গুহল 

অন্তরু্তি হেল? কযাঝম্প আপনাঝক কী ধরঝের হশশু পরাঝগর হ কৎসা করঝর্ িয়? এই 

ধরঝের হশশু পরাগ হক অনয সম্প্রদাঝয়র পথঝক আলাদা? 5 বেঝরর কম বয়সী হশশুঝদর 

হ হকর্্সা পদওয়ার জনয কিলে পপাঝস্ট হক পয তাপ্ত সুহবধা রঝয়ঝে? যেন গুরুর্র অসুস্থ 

পকাঝনা  হশশু আপনার কিলে পপাঝস্ট আঝস, আপহন র্েন কীর্াঝব র্াঝদর হ হকৎসা প্রদান 

কঝরন?  যহদ পিলথ পপাস্ট এ গুরুর্র অসসু্থ হশশুঝদর হ হকৎসা প্রদান করা সম্ভব না িয় র্ঝব 

আপহন পরাগীঝক পকাথায় পাটিঝয় থাঝকন? আপহন হক পািাঝনার পঝর পসই পরাগীঝদর পঝর 

পো াঁজ হনঝয়ঝেন ? এেন পয তন্ত আপনার পকানও এমন পকান পরাগী হেল যাঝদর উন্নর্ 

হ হকর্সার জনয অনয পকাথাও পািাঝনা িঝয়হেঝলা?  
3. Do the parents vaccinate their children as per schedule? What type of vaccine do you 

provide? Do you think the goals on vaccination achieved so far is satisfactory? Why do 

you think so? হনধ তাহরর্ সময়সূহ  অনুসাঝর বাবা-মা রা হক র্াঝদর বাচ্চাঝদর টটকা হদঝর্ হনঝয় 

আঝসন? আপহন পকান ধরঝের টটকা/র্যাকহসন হদঝয় থাঝকন? আপহন হক মঝন কঝরন পয 

টাঝগ তট অনুযায়ী এেনও পয তন্ত টটকা পদওয়ার িার সঝন্তাষজনক? পকন আপহন এমনটা মঝন 

কঝরন? 
4. Do the adolescents visit this health post for their own treatment? For what type of 

problems do the adolescents come to the health post? What is the ratio between male 
and female? Do the female adolescents visit the health post to receive information on 
menstrual regulations? Does the feel comfortable to discuss on the topic? What advice 

to you provide to them? হকঝশার-হকঝশারীরা হক র্াঝদর হনজস্ব হ হকর্্সার জনয এই কিলে 
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পপাঝস্ট আঝস? হক হক ধরঝের সমসযার জনয হকঝশার-হকঝশারীরা কিলে পপাঝস্ট আঝস? এই 

কিলে পপাঝস্ট আসা হকঝশার ও হকঝশারীঝদর অনুপার্ কর্? হকঝশারীরা হক মাহসক ঋরু্স্রাব 

সম্পহকতর্ র্থয পপঝর্ কিলে পপাঝস্ট আঝস? হবষয়টটঝর্ আঝলা না করঝর্ হক র্ারা স্বািন্দয 

পবাধ কঝর? আপহন র্াঝদর হক হক পরামশ ত হদঝয় থাঝকন? 
5. Among the adolescents, what percentage are married and what percentage are 

unmarried (please tell me disaggregated by gender)? How percentage of adolescents are 

pregnant? হকঝশার-হকঝশারীঝদর মঝধয কর্ শর্াংশ হববাহির্ এবং কর্ শর্াংশটট  

অহববাহির্ (দয়া কঝর আমাঝক হকঝশার এবং হকঝশারীঝদর হিসাব আলাদা কঝর বলুন)? 

হকঝশারীঝদর কর্ শর্াংশ গর্তবর্ী? 
6. Have you received any training on sexual reproductive health? For what type of problems 

do the visitors visit the health post? আপহন পযৌন এবং প্রজনন স্বাঝস্থযর উপর পকান 

প্রহশক্ষে পপঝয়ঝেন কী? সুহবধাঝর্াগীরা পকান ধরঝের পযৌন এবং প্রজনন স্বাস্থয সমসযার 

জনয স্বাস্থয পপাঝস্ট যান? 
7. What are the messages do you provide to a newly married couple? Is family planning 

service available in this health post? How comfortable are the women to discuss about 

the family planning related issues? নবহববাহির্ দম্পহর্ঝদর আপহন কী কী বার্তা সরবরাি 

কঝরন? পহরবার পহরকল্পনা পসবা এই কিলে পপাঝস্ট পাওয়া যায় কী? পহরবার পহরকল্পনা 

সম্পহকতর্ সমসযাগুহল হনঝয় আঝলা না করঝর্ মহিলারা কর্টা স্বাচ্ছন্দ্যয়বাধ কয়রন? 
8. Have you received any training on maternal health? What services and information do 

you provide for pregnant mothers? Please share information separately for Antenatal 
Care, Delivery Care, Neonatal Care and Postnatal Care. What information and services do 
you provide to prevent pregnancy complications? Does the facility have the facility to 

deal with critically ill pregnant women? আপহন হক মারৃ্স্বাঝস্থযর উপঝর পকান প্রহশক্ষে 

পপঝয়ঝেন? আপহন গর্তবর্ী মাঝয়ঝদর জনয পকান পকান পসবা এবং র্থয সরবরাি কঝরন? 

দয়া কঝর গর্তকালীন যত্ন, প্রসবকালীন যত্ন, নবজার্ক যত্ন এবং প্রসঝবাত্তর যঝত্নর জনয 

আলাদার্াঝব বলুন। গর্তাবস্থার জটটলর্া পরাধ করঝর্ আপহন পকান পকান র্থয এবং পসবা 

সরবরাি কঝরন? এই কিলে পপাঝস্ট গুরুর্র অসুস্থ গর্তবর্ী মহিলাঝদর  সামলাঝনার  বযবস্থা 

আঝে কী?  
9. Have you received training on newborn baby? Does the facility have the facility to provide 

treatment and medicine for newborn baby? What information do you provide to a 
mother of newborn baby (please probe for breast-feeding, vaccination and 

complementary foods)? আপহন হক নবজার্ক হশশুর উপর প্রহশক্ষে পপঝয়ঝেন? এই কিলে 

পপাঝস্ট নবজার্ক হশশুর জনয হ হকর্্সা ও ওষুধ সরবরাি করার বযবস্থা আঝে কী? 

নবজার্ক হশশুর মাঝক আপহন কী কী র্থয সরবরাি কঝরন (দয়া কঝর স্তনযপান করাঝনা, 

টটকা পদওয়ার এবং পহরপূরক োবাঝরর জনয পপ্রাব করুন)? 
10. Does the  health post have required equipment and technician for diagnostic service? If diagnostic 

service is not available, where do the people from the camp go? পিলথ পপাঝস্ট পরাগ হনে তয় এর 
জনয প্রঝয়াজনীয় যন্ত্রপাহর্ এবং দক্ষ পলাকবল আঝে হক?? যহদ পকানও পরাগ হনে তয় প্রঝয়াজন িয় 
র্ঝব কযাম্প এর পলাঝকরা পকাথায় যায়? 

11. Do you provide any mental health/psychosocial support to the beneficiaries of the camp? 
Have you received any training on mental health/psychosocial support? What type of 
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disorders do the people in this have suffer from? (try to obtain information disaggregated 
by gender and age). Do you provide mental health/psychosocial support to pregnant 
women or mother of newborn baby? What type of mental health/psychosocial support 

do you provide? আপহন হক কযাঝম্পর সুহবধাঝর্াগীঝদর পকানও মানহসক স্বাস্থয / মনস্তাশ্চিক 

সিায়র্া প্রদান কঝরন? আপহন হক মানহসক স্বাস্থয / মনস্তাশ্চিক সিায়র্া সম্পঝকত পকান 

প্রহশক্ষে পপঝয়ঝেন? এোনকার পলাঝকরা কী ধরঝের বযাহধঝর্ রু্গঝেন? (হলি এবং বয়স 

োরা পৃথক পৃথক র্থয পনওয়ার প ষ্টা করুন)। আপহন হক গর্তবর্ী মহিলাঝদর বা নবজার্ 

হশশুর মাঝক মানহসক স্বাস্থয / মনস্তাশ্চিক সিায়র্া প্রদান কঝরন? আপহন পকান ধরঝের 

মানহসক স্বাস্থয / মঝনাসামাশ্চজক সিায়র্া প্রদান কঝরন? 
 

IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE APPROPRIATE AND RELEVENT? 

মািনবে োড়া নে যথাযথ এবং প্রােনিে? 
• Did you conduct any need assessment to understand the needs of different types of beneficiaries 

in the camp to understand their health related concerns and needs? How was the need assessment 
conducted? Do you think you can address the needs of the beneficiaries in a consistent manner? 
Do you think the services provided from the health post was sufficient to reach the majority of the 
target beneficiaries in your camp? If not, what should have been done instead? এই কযাঝম্পর 
সুহবধাঝর্াগীঝদর স্বাস্থয সম্প তহকর্  াহিদা পবাোর জনয আপনারা হক পকাঝনা হনড অযাঝসসঝমন্ট 
কঝরহেঝলন? হনড অযাঝসসঝমন্ট কীর্াঝব করা িঝয়হেল? আপনার হক মঝন িয় আপনারা 
সামঞ্জসযপূে তর্াঝব প্রকঝল্পর সুহবধাঝর্াগীঝদর প্রঝয়াজন পমটাঝর্ পপঝরঝেন? আপহন হক মঝন 
কঝরন পয ধরঝের স্বাস্থয পসবা এই পিলথ পপাস্ট পথঝক পদয়া িয় র্া আপনার কযাঝম্পর অহধকাংশ 
সুহবধাঝর্াগীঝদর প্রঝয়াজন অনুযায়ী যঝথষ্ট হেল?যহদ না িয়, র্ািঝল এর পহরবঝর্ত কী করা উহ র্ 
হেল? 
 

• Does the health post provide medicines for the patient. If yes, who bear the cost for the 
medicines? Is the supply of medicine sufficient considering the number of patient visit the health 
post? Do you receive sufficient medical supplies (e.g. vaccine, test kit) for the camp on a timely 
manner? পিলথ পপাস্ট পরাগীর জনয ওষুধ সরবরাি কঝর হক? যহদ িযা াঁ, র্ঝব ওষুঝধর বযয় পক বিন 
কঝর? স্বাস্থয পপাঝস্ট পরাগীর সংেযা হবঝব না কঝর হক ওষুঝধর সরবরাি যঝথষ্ট? আপহন হক 
সময়মঝর্া কযাঝম্পর জনয পয তাপ্ত হ হকর্্সা সরবরাি (পযমন: র্যাকহসন, পটস্ট হকট) পান? 

• What type of psychological supports are being provided from this health post? Do you think, the 
psychological supports are being provided, is appropriate for them? Why do you think so? এই 
পিলথ পপাস্ট পথঝক পকান ধরঝের মানহসক স্বাস্থয পসবা বা সিায়র্া পদয়া িঝি? আপহন হক মঝন 
কঝরন, পয ধরঝের মানহসক স্বাস্থয পসবা বা পদয়া িঝি, র্াঝদর জনয উপযুি? পকন আপহন এমন 
মঝন কঝরন? 

• Was there any change made in the project plan during the implementation of the project? Why the 
changes were necessary? Was the service delivery from the health post interrupted  due to COVID-
19 outbreak? Was there any change made due to the COVID-19 outbreak? What were the changes? 
How did it impact on the overall project? Was it easy to operate the health post during COVID-19 
outbreak maintaining social distancing? Did you continue providing health service to the 
beneficiaries post COVID-19 outbreak? প্রকল্পটট বাস্তবায়ঝনর সময় হক প্রকঝল্পর পহরকল্পনায় 
পকাঝনা পহরবর্তন আনা িঝয়হেল? পকন পহরবর্তন করার প্রঝয়াজন িঝয়হেল? পকাহর্ড-19 বা 
কঝরানার্াইরাঝসর প্রাদুর্তাঝবর কারঝে পিলথ পপাস্ট পথঝক পসবা প্রদান বযাির্ িঝয়হেল হক? 
পকাহর্ড-19 বা কঝরানার্াইরাঝসর প্রাদুর্তাঝবর কারঝে হক পকাঝনা পহরবর্তন করা িঝয়হেল? কী কী 
পহরবর্তন করা িঝয়হেল? এটট সামহগ্রক প্রকঝল্প কীর্াঝব প্রর্াব পফঝলহেল?  COVID-19 প্রাদুর্তাঝবর 
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সময় সামাশ্চজক দরূত্ব বজায় পরঝে স্বাস্থয পসবা প্রদান করা হক সিজ হেল? আপহন হক COVID-19 
প্রাদুর্তাব এর পঝর সুহবধাঝর্াগীঝদর প্রঝয়াজন অনুযায়ী স্বাস্থয পসবা কায তিম  াহলঝয় পগঝেন? 

 
IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE EFFECTIVE AND TIMELY?  

মািনবে োড়া োয ভের এবং েময়োপয়যাগী?  
• Have you noticed any visible changes in terms of  awareness on different health related topics 

among the beneficiaries or any improvement on overall health facility in the camp? Do you think 
the mortality rate of mother and child, complexity during or after delivery has reduced due to the 
implementation of the project? Please explain in details. স্বাস্থয সম্পহকতর্ সঝ র্নর্া বর্হর বা স্বাস্থয 
পসবার উন্নহর্র পক্ষঝে আপহন হক পকানও দৃশযমান পহরবর্তন লক্ষয কঝরঝেন? আপহন কী মঝন 
কঝরন প্রকল্পটট বাস্তবায়ঝনর ফঝল নারী ও হশশু মরুৃ্যর িার বা গর্তকালীন, প্রসবকালীন ও প্রসব 
পরবর্ী জটটলর্া আঝগর পথঝক হ্রাস পপঝয়ঝে? হবস্তাহরর্ বযােযা করুন। 

• What were the major factors influencing the achievement or non-achievement of the objectives? 
উঝেশযগুহল অজতন করা বা অজতন না করাঝক প্রর্াহবর্ করার প্রধান কারেগুহল কী হেল? 

IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE STRENGHENING LOCAL CAPACITIES AND AVOIDING 
NEGATIVE EFFECTS?  

মািনবে োড়া নে স্থািীে েক্ষমো (েযাপানেটি) বৃজি েরয়ে এবং সিনেবাচে প্রর্াব 

সথয়ে মুজি নেয়ে? 
 

• Do you think, this health facility or service providers like you has developed your capacity to 
strengthen communities’ and local capacities and ownership? Do you think similar service 
from the health post will be provided even after the project is closed? If not, what could be 
the possible solution to address the issue? আপহন হক মঝন কঝরন পিলথ পপাস্ট এবং এর পসবা 
প্রদানকারীগে র্াঝদর সক্ষমর্া বৃশ্চদ্ধ করঝর্ সক্ষম িঝয়ঝে? আপহন হক মঝন কঝরন পয 
প্রকল্পটট বন্ধ িওয়ার পঝরও এই পিলথ পপাস্ট পথঝক স্বাস্থয পসবা পদয়া অবযাির্ থাকঝব? যহদ র্া 
না িয় র্ঝব এই সমসযার সম্ভাবয সমাধান কী িঝর্ পাঝর? 

 
IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE BASED ON COMMUNICATION, PARTICIPATION AND FEEDBACK? 

 মািনবে প্রনেজিো নে সযাগায়যাগ, অং গ্রহণ এবং প্রনেজিো নর্নত্তে? 
 
 

• Were the beneficiaries able to provide feedback throughout the different stages of program? 
Were you be able to customize the health services based on the need of the beneficiaries? 
সুহবধাঝর্াগীরা হক কম তসূহ র হবহর্ন্ন পয তাঝয় প্রহর্শ্চিয়া জানাঝর্ পপঝরহেল? আপহন হক 
সুহবধাঝর্াগীঝদর প্রঝয়াজঝনর হর্হত্তঝর্ স্বাস্থয পসবাগুহল সুহবধাঝর্াগীর প্রঝয়াজন অনুযায়ী 
আলাদার্াঝব করঝর্ সক্ষম িঝয়হেঝলন? 

ARE COMPLAINTS WELCOME AND ADDRESSED?  

অনর্য়যাগ নে সিো হে এবং েমাধাি েরা হে? 
 

• Do the beneficiaries feel comfortable to discuss on sensitive topics like sexual and 
reproductive health, mental health etc. Did targeted beneficiaries and the wider community 
feel safe and trusted the confidentiality when communicating with the health service 
providers? সুহবধাঝর্াগীরা হক পযৌন এবং প্রজনন স্বাস্থয, মানহসক স্বাস্থয ইর্যাহদ সংঝবদনশীল 
হবষঝয় আঝলা না করঝর্ স্বািন্দয পবাধ কঝরন? স্বাস্থয পসবা প্রদানকারীর সাঝথ পযাগাঝযাগ 
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করার সময় হনব তাহ র্ সুহবধাঝর্াগী এবং পরাহিিা জনঝগাষ্ঠী কী হনরাপদ পবাধ কঝর এবং 
পগাপনীয়র্ায় হবশ্বাস কঝর? 

• Did targeted beneficiaries and the wider community share any complaints or observation 
during the implementation of the project? What are those complaints or observations? Can 
you give some example? Was the complaints or observations addressed properly? How 
was those addressed or why those were not addressed? প্রকল্পটট বাস্তবায়ঝনর সময় 
সুহবধাঝর্াগী এবং পরাহিিা জনঝগাষ্ঠী পকাঝনা অহর্ঝযাগ বা পয তঝবক্ষে হেল হক? কী  ধরঝের 
অহর্ঝযাগ বা পয তঝবক্ষে হেল? আপহন হক হকেু অহর্ঝযাগ বা পয তঝবক্ষে এর কথা বলঝর্ 
পাঝরন? অহর্ঝযাগ বা পয তঝবক্ষে হক সটিকর্াঝব সমাধান করা িঝয়হেল? পসগুঝলা কীর্াঝব 
সমাধান করা িঝয়হেল বা পসগুঝলা পকন সমাধান করা িয়হন? 

 
IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE COORDINATED AND COMPLEMENTARY? 
 মািনবে োড়া নে েমনিে এবং পনরপূরে? 

 
• Is there any other NGOs implementing similar project in your project area (camp)? If yes, 

how did you coordinate and complement its interventions with others? আপনাঝদর প্রকল্প 
এলাকায় (কযাম্প) হক অনয পকাঝনা এনশ্চজও একই রকম প্রকল্প বাস্তবায়ন করঝে? যহদ িযা াঁ 
িয়, র্ািঝল আপনারা কীর্াঝব অনযঝদর সাঝথ এটার সমন্বয় এবং পহরপূরক কঝরহেঝলন? 

 
ARE HUMANITARIAN ACTORS CONTINUOUSLY LEARNING AND IMPROVING? 
যারা মািনবে োি েরয়ে োরা নে ধারাবানহের্ায়ব ন খয়ে এবং উন্ননে েরয়ে? 

• What practice do you follow to improve your skill? How do you know about new treatment 
facilities or medicines or information about new diseases? Do you fill the training you 
receive is sufficient for you?  আপনার দক্ষর্ার উন্নয়ঝন আপহন সাধারনর্ হক কঝরন? 
নরু্ন হ হকর্্সার সুহবধা বা ওষুধ বা নরু্ন পরাগ সম্পহকতর্ র্থয সম্পঝকত আপহন কীর্াঝব 
জানঝর্ পাঝরন? আপহন পয প্রহশক্ষে পান র্া হক আপনার পঝক্ষ যঝথষ্ট? 
 

ARE STAFF SUPPORTED TO DO THEIR JOB EFFECTIVELY, AND ARE THEY 
TREATED FAIRLY AND EQUITABLY?  
স্টাফরা নে োয়ের োি োফয়লযর োয়থ েরয়ে পায়র এবং োয়ের োয়থ নে 
নিরপয়ক্ষপর্ায়ব এবং িযােেির্ায়ব আচরণ েরা হে?   
 

• Are you aware of the refugee rights and protection issues? Have you received any training on the 
issues? How to do implement your learning in your daily activities? আপহন হক শরোথী অহধকার 
এবং সরুক্ষা সম্পহকতর্ হবষঝয় সঝ র্ন? আপহন হক এই হবষঝয় পকান প্রহশক্ষে পপঝয়ঝেন? আপনার 
প্রহর্হদঝনর শ্চিয়াকলাপগুহলঝর্ কীর্াঝব আপনার পশোর বাস্তবায়ন করঝবন? 

 
12. Do you have any suggestions that can improve the implementation of the project? Please 

tell me in details. আপনার হক এমন পকানও পরামশ ত রঝয়ঝে যা প্রকল্পটটর বাস্তবায়নঝক 

আরও উন্নর্ করঝর্ পাঝর? দয়া কঝর আমাঝক হবস্তাহরর্ বলুন। 

 
End the interview by thanking respondent for his/her valuable time and responses.  

মূলযবান সময় এবং মতামত কদয়ার িনয উত্তরদাতায়ক ধনযবাদ মদয়য় সাক্ষাৎকার কশষ করুন। 
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KII Guide for Leader of Mother Support Group 

Org–Quest Research Limited 
DH Tower, Level-7 (Suit-701) 
6 Panthapath, Dhaka-1215 

Phone: 55013481-84 
 

IDI Guide for Leader of Mother Support Group 
 

 

Note to the Moderator মডায়রিয়রর িিয সিাি 
• Please be more than humble with the person you are interviewing আপহন পয বযশ্চির সাক্ষার্্কার হনঝিন 

র্ার সাঝথ দয়া কঝর নম্র আ রে করঝবন।  
• Make sure any of your behavior or question doesn't offend him/her or put him/her in a uncomfortable 

situation পেয়াল রােঝবন পয আপনার পকাঝনা আ রে বা প্রশ্ন র্াঝক আঘার্ না কঝর বা অস্বশ্চস্তকর 
পহরহস্থহর্ঝর্ না পফঝল। 

• Give time to make the person comfortable and ask if he needs more time before starting the discussion 
উত্তরদার্াঝক সিজ িওয়ার জনয সময় হদন এবং আঝলা না শুরু করার আঝগ র্ার আরও সময় প্রঝয়াজন 
হকনা র্া শ্চজজ্ঞাসা করুন। 

• Please frame your questions depending on the type of skill the person has দয়া কঝর উত্তরদার্ার দক্ষর্ার 
ধরন অনুযায়ী প্রশ্ন করুন।  

 

Introduction ভূখমক্া/পখরখিখত 
 
Assalamu Alaikum. My name is ________. I have come from a research firm named Org-Quest Research 
Limited. We conduct research on various social and business related topics as well as on different products 
and services. Currently we are conducting a survey on health and nutrition among Rohingya communities 
in Cox’s Bazar. 
 
First of all, I would like to thank you for agreeing to be interviewed. We would like to ask you a few 
questions about health and nutrituin condition in your camp in light of health post where your are 
currently working.  
 
Your comments and opinions will remain confidential and will only be used for this research, not for any 
other purpose. Our conversation should take about 30 minutes to complete. With your permission I want 
to record our conversation on tape. Do you have any questions before we begin? 
 
আসসালামুয়ালাইকুম, আমার নাম _______________। আমম ঢাকায় অবমিত “ওআরজি-ককায়য়স্ট মরসার্চ 

মলমময়েড” নামক একটে গয়বষণা সংিা কেয়ক এয়সমি। আমরা মবমিন্ন সামাজিক ও বযবসা সম্পমকচত মবষয়য় 

এবং পণয ও কসবা মনয়য় গয়বষণা িমরপ পমরর্ালনা কয়র োমক। বতচমায়ন আমরা কক্সবািার কিলায় 
করামিঙ্গা শরণােীয়দর মাঝে স্বািয ও পুটি এর সায়ে সম্পমকচত একটে গয়বষণা িমরপ পমরর্ালনা করমি। 
প্রেয়মই, সাক্ষাৎকার মদয়ত রািী িওয়ার িনয আমম আপনায়ক ধনযবাদ িানায়ত র্াই।  আপনায়দর কযাম্প 
এর কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) এর আঝলাঝক স্বািয ও পটুি সম্পয়কচ আমম আপনার কাি 

কেয়ক িানয়ত র্াইয়বা। 
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আপনার কদয়া সমস্ত মন্তবয এবং মতাময়তর কগাপনীয়তা রক্ষা করা িয়ব িয়ব এবং শুধুমাত্র গয়বষণার 
কায়ি বযবিার করা িয়ব, অনয ককায়না উয়েয়শয বযবিার করা িয়ব না। আমায়দর এই আয়লার্নাটে কশষ 

করয়ত আনুমামনক ৩০ মমমনে সময় লাগয়ব। আপনার অনুমমত মনয়য় আমায়দর আয়লার্নাটে করকডচ করয়ত 

র্াই। শুরু করার আয়গ আপমন মক আমার কাি কেয়ক আর মকিু িানয়ত র্ান? 
 
Record the profile of the respndent উত্তরদাতার কপ্রািাইল করকডচ করুন 
 
Name of the respondent উত্তরদাতার নাম_______________________  
 
 Could I start interview? আহম হক সাক্ষাৎকার শুরু করঝর্ পাহর? 
 
 

Now we are moving to our main questions এেন আমরা আমাঝদর মূল প্রশ্ন শুরু কহর 
 

1. How did you join this group? Who formed the group? How the other members were selected in 
this group? How did you become the leader of the group?  Have you ever faced any difficulties 

performing as a leader of the group? If yes, what was that? Please tell me in detail. আপহন কীর্াঝব এই 

গ্রুঝপ পযাগ হদঝয়হেঝলন? গ্রুপটট পক গিন কঝরহেঝলন? এই গ্রুঝপর অনযানয সদসযঝদর কীর্াঝব 

হনব তাহ র্ করা িঝয়হেল? আপহন কীর্াঝব এই গ্রুঝপর পনর্া হনব তাহ র্ িঝলন? আপহন হক কেনও 

দঝলর পনর্া হিসাঝব কাজ করঝর্ পকান অসুহবধার মুঝোমুহে িঝয়ঝেন? যহদ িযা াঁ, র্া হক হেল? 

আমাঝক হবস্তাহরর্  বলুন। 
2. How many similar groups are there in this camp? Do you keep touch with other group members? 

How to you communicate with them? On what topic do you discuss with other group member? 

Which topics are your group members interested in the most? Please tell me in detail. এই কযাঝম্প কয়টট 

এই ধরঝের গ্রুপ রঝয়ঝে? আপহন হক অনয দঝলর সদসযঝদর সাঝথ পযাগাঝযাগ রাঝেন? আপহন 

কীর্াঝব র্াঝদর সাঝথ পযাগাঝযাগ কঝরন? গ্রুঝপর অনয সদসযঝদর সাঝথ আপহন পকান পকান হবষঝয় 

আঝলা না কঝরন? আপনার গ্রুপ সদসযরা পকান হবষয়গুহলঝর্ সবঝ ঝয় পবশী আগ্রিী? আমাঝক 

হবস্তাহরর্  বলুন।  
3. What type of people do you have to deal in this group? How many mother do you have to attend 

in a normal day? আপনাঝক এই গ্রুঝপ পকান ধরঝের পলাকঝদর  সাঝথ কথা বলঝর্ িয়? একটট 

সাধারে হদঝন আপহন কর্জন মাঝয়র সাঝথ কথা বঝলন?   
4. Did you receive any training under the project? What type of trainings did you receive? Were the 

topics covered by each training appropriate and sufficient in terms of performing as a group 
leader? Are there any other topics you would like to learn? Was the facilitation provided by Save 

the Children staff sufficient and appropriate? আপহন এই প্রকঝল্পর অধীঝন পকান প্রহশক্ষে 

পপঝয়ঝেন? আপহন পকান পকান ধরঝের প্রহশক্ষে পপঝয়ঝেন?  প্রহশক্ষে এর হবষয়গুহল হক দলীয় 

পনর্া হিসাঝব কাজ করার জনয উপযুি এবং পয তাপ্ত হেল? আপহন আরও হশেঝর্  ান এমন পকান 

হবষয় আঝে হক? পসর্ হদ হ লঝেন এর কমীরা আপনাঝক পযই সুহবধাগুহল প্রদান কঝরঝে র্া হক 

আপনার জনয পয তাপ্ত এবং উপযুি হেল? 
5. Have you received any training on child health? What topics were covered under the training? 

What type child related issues do you have to attend in the camp? How do you deal when mother 

of children with serious illness talk to you? আপহন হক হশশু স্বাঝস্থযর হবষঝয় পকানও প্রহশক্ষে 

পপঝয়ঝেন? প্রহশক্ষঝের অধীঝন পকান পকান হবষয়গুহল অন্তরু্তি হেল? কযাঝম্প আপনাঝক হশশুরা 

কী ধরঝের সমসযা হনঝয় আপনার কাঝে আঝস? যেন গুরুর্র অসুস্থ পকাঝনা  হশশুর মা আপনার 

কায়ি আঝস, আপহন র্েন হক কঝরন? 
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6. Do the parents vaccinate their children as per schedule? What recommendation do you provide 
to the mother of children regarding the vaccination? Do you keep any record of children who 
needs vaccine? Do you think the goals on vaccination achieved so far is satisfactory? Why do you 

think so? হনধ তাহরর্ সময়সূহ  অনুসাঝর বাবা-মা রা হক র্াঝদর বাচ্চাঝদর টটকা পদয়? আপহন 

টটকা/র্যাকহসন সম্পঝকত হক ধরঝের পরামরশ হদঝয় থাঝকন? পকান বাচ্চাঝদর কেন টটকা হদঝর্ িঝব 

পস সম্পঝকত আপহন হক পকান পরকডত রাঝেন? আপহন হক মঝন কঝরন পয টাঝগ তট অনুযায়ী এেনও 

পয তন্ত টটকা পদওয়ার িার সঝন্তাষজনক? পকন আপহন এমনটা মঝন কঝরন? 
7. Have you received any training on maternal health? What information do you provide for 

pregnant mothers? Please share information separately for Antenatal Care, Delivery Care, 
Neonatal Care and Postnatal Care. What information do you provide to prevent pregnancy 

complications? আপহন হক মারৃ্স্বাঝস্থযর উপঝর পকান প্রহশক্ষে পপঝয়ঝেন? আপহন গর্তবর্ী 

মাঝয়ঝদর জনয হক ধরঝের র্থয প্রদান কঝরন? দয়া কঝর গর্তকালীন যত্ন, প্রসবকালীন যত্ন, 

নবজার্ক যত্ন এবং প্রসঝবাত্তর যঝত্নর জনয আলাদার্াঝব বলুন। গর্তাবস্থার জটটলর্া পরাধ করঝর্ 

আপহন পকান পকান র্থয প্রদান কঝরন?  
8. Have you received training on newborn baby? What information do you provide to a mother of 

newborn baby (please probe for breast-feeding, vaccination and complementary foods)? Have 
you received any training on hygiene during breast-feeding and complementary foods? What 
information do you provide on hygiene during breast-feeding and complementary foods? Can the 
mothers follow your instruction and maintain proper hygiene during breast-feeding and 

complementary foods? আপহন হক নবজার্ক হশশুর উপর প্রহশক্ষে পপঝয়ঝেন? নবজার্ক হশশুর 

মাঝক আপহন কী কী র্থয প্রদান কঝরন (দয়া কঝর স্তনযপান করাঝনা, টটকা পদওয়ার এবং পহরপরূক 

োবাঝরর জনয পপ্রাব করুন)? স্তনযপান করাঝনা এবং পহরপূরক োবার োওয়াঝনার সমঝয়র স্বাস্থযহবহধ 

সম্পঝকত আপহন পকানও প্রহশক্ষে পপঝয়ঝেন হক? আপহন বুঝকর দুধ োওয়াঝনা এবং পহরপূরক 

োবাঝরর স্বাস্থযহবহধ বা পহরিন্নর্া সম্পঝকত হক ধরঝের র্থয সরবরাি কঝরন? মাঝয়রা কী আপনার 

বুঝকর দুধ োওয়াঝনার এবং পহরপূরক োবাঝরর বযপাঝর পরামরশ সটিক র্াঝব অনুসরে করঝর্ 

পাঝরন? 
9. Have you received any training on proper cooking methods for complementary foods? Do you 

arrange cooking demonstrations to mothers of children? What type of mothers attend the 
demonstration session? (probe for the age of the children). Can they follow the cookig methods 
for complementary foods? Do you know if the participants of the session currently practicing the 

knowledge gained through the session in their daily life? আপনার জানা মঝর্ পসশঝনর অংশগ্রিেকারীরা 

বর্তমাঝন র্াঝদর বদনশ্চন্দন জীবঝন পসশনটটর মাধযঝম জানা জ্ঞানটট কাঝজ লাগাঝর্ পারঝে বঝল মঝন কঝরন? 

/ আপহন হক পহরপূরক োবাঝরর জনয সটিক রান্না পদ্ধহর্ সম্পঝকত পকানও প্রহশক্ষে পপঝয়ঝেন? 

আপহন হক হকর্াঝব পহরপূরক োবার রান্না করঝর্ িয় র্া বাচ্চাঝদর মাঝয়ঝদর পদোঝনার জনয প্রদশ তনী 

এর বযবস্থা কঝরন? পকান ধরঝের মাঝয়রা প্রদশ তনীঝর্ পযাগ পদন? (হশশুঝদর বয়ঝসর জনয 

অনুসন্ধান)। মাঝয়রা কী পঝর পহরপরূক োবাঝরর রান্নার পদ্ধহর্ সটিক র্াঝব অনুসরে করঝর্ 

পাঝরন? 
 
(CHS_1) IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE APPROPRIATE AND RELEVENT?  

মািনবে োড়া নে যথাযথ এবং প্রােনিে? 
 

• Did the health post address your needs in a consistent manner? Did you get your desired service 
from the health post when required? If not, what should have been done instead? কিলে কপাস্ট 
(কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) হক সবসময় আপনার প্রঝয়াজনগুহল পমটাঝর্ পপঝরহেল? আপনার 
যেন প্রঝয়াজন র্েন হক আপহন কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা ককে) পথঝক আপনার 
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কাঙ্ক্ষির্ পসবা পপঝয়ঝেন? যহদ না পপঝয় থাঝকন, এর বদঝল কী করা উহ র্ হেল? 
• Have you received any service or information on Covid 19? Did the health post make any change 

to ensure the safety of the patients or visitors during the Covid 19? What changes have you noticed 
that was made to ensure the safety of the patients or visitors? Do you think the measures were 
taken to address the Covid 19 situation was sufficient? Please give some example  আপহন হক 
পকাহর্ড ১৯ সম্পহকতর্ পকানও পসবা বা র্থয পপঝয়হেঝলন? পকাহর্ড ১৯-এর সময় পরাগীঝদর বা 
পসবা গ্রিেকারীর সুরক্ষা হনশ্চির্ করঝর্ স্বাস্থয পপাস্ট হক পকানও পহরবর্তন কঝরহেল? পরাগীঝদর বা 
পসবা গ্রিেকারীঝদর সরুক্ষা হনশ্চির্ করার জনয আপহন হক হক পহরবর্তন লক্ষয কঝরঝেন? আপহন 
হক মঝন কঝরন পকাহর্ড ১৯ পহরহস্থহর্র জনয পয তাপ্ত বযবস্থা পনওয়া িঝয়হেল? আমাঝক হকেু 
উদািরে হদঝর্ পাঝরন হক? 

• You receive training on maternal health, newborn baby, and proper cooking methods for complementary 
foods (please read the training she has received). How useful and relevant was the training for your or other 
mothers in the camp? Why do you think so? 
 

(CHS_2) IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE EFFECTIVE AND TIMELY? মািনবে োড়া োয ভের এবং 

েময়োপয়যাগীর্ায়ব সমিায়িা?  
• Do you think the health post can meet the need by gender, age, and type? Do you or people like you get the 

services you need in a timely manner? আপহন হক মঝন কঝরন পয কিলে কপাস্ট (কযায়ম্পর স্বািযয়সবা 
ককে) নারী, পুরুষ, হবহর্ন্ন বয়স এবং ধরঝের মানুঝষর  াহিদা পূরে করঝর্ পাঝর? আপহন বা আপনার মর্ 
পলাকজন হক সময়মঝর্া প্রঝয়াজনীয় পসবা পান? 

(CHS_3) IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE STRENGHENING LOCAL CAPACITIES AND AVOIDING NEGATIVE 

EFFECTS? মািনবে োড়া নে স্থািীে েক্ষমো (েযাপানেটি)  জি ালী েরয়ে এবং সিনেবাচে 

প্রর্াব সথয়ে মুজি নেয়ে? 
• Do you think, the training you have received helped you to improve your skill? Will you be able to 

disseminate the information you received even after the project is closed? Why do you think so? আপহন হক 
মঝন কঝরন, আপহন পয প্রহশক্ষে পপঝয়ঝেন র্া আপনার দক্ষর্া উন্নর্ করঝর্ সিায়র্া কঝরঝে? প্রকল্পটট বন্ধ 
িঝয় যাওয়ার পঝরও আপহন পয র্থয পপঝয়ঝেন র্া প্র ার করঝর্ সক্ষম িঝবন? পকন আপহন এমনটা মঝন 
করঝেন? 

(CHS_4) IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE BASED ON COMMUNICATION, PARTICIPATION AND FEEDBACK?  

মািনবে প্রনেজিো নে সযাগায়যাগ, অং গ্রহণ এবং প্রনেজিো নর্নত্তে? 
 
 

• Can you provide feedback on the traing you have received? How do you share your feedback?  আপহন 
হক পিলথ পপাঝস্টর পসবা সম্পঝকত আপনার মর্ামর্ জানাঝর্ পাঝরন? আপহন পসবা সম্পঝকত আপনার 
মর্ামর্ কীর্াঝব জানান? 

• Do other mothers share any feedback with you? What type of feedback do you receive? How do you 
address those feedback from the mothers? অনযানয মাঝয়রা হক আপনার সাঝথ পকানও মর্ামর্ পশয়ার 
কঝর? আপহন পকান ধরঝের মর্ামর্ পান? আপহন হকর্াঝব মাঝয়ঝদর কাে পথঝক এই মর্ামর্ এর 
উপর হসদ্ধান্ত পনন বা এর সামাধান কঝরন? 
 

(CHS_5)ARE COMPLAINTS WELCOME AND ADDRESSED? অনর্য়যাগ নে সিো হে এবং েমাধাি েরা 

হে?  
 

• Can the mothers share a complaint on if they have any? What are those complaints or observations? 
Can you give some example? Were the complaints or observations addressed properly? How was 
those addressed or why those were not addressed? মাঝয়রা হক পকানও অহর্ঝযাগ কীর্াঝব করঝর্ 
িয় জাঝন? র্ারা হক আপনার কাঝে পকাঝনা অহর্ঝযাগ কঝরহেল? অহর্ঝযাগ বা পয তঝবক্ষেগুঝলা কী 
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হেল? আপহন হক কঝয়কটটর কথা বলঝর্ পাঝরন? অহর্ঝযাগ বা পয তঝবক্ষে হক সটিকর্াঝব সমাধান 
করা িঝয়হেল? পসগুঝলা কীর্াঝব সমাধান করা িঝয়হেল বা পসগুঝলা পকন সমাধান করা িয়হন? 

 
(CHS_7) ARE HUMANITARIAN ACTORS CONTINUOUSLY LEARNING AND IMPROVING? 
যারা মািনবে োি েরয়ে োরা নে ধারাবানহের্ায়ব ন খয়ে এবং উন্ননে েরয়ে? 
 

• How would you evaluate the quality of the trainer who provided training to you? Can they 
understand your problems or provide the right training to you? আপনাঝদর যারা প্রহশক্ষে হদঝয়ঝেন, 
র্াঝদর মান পকমন বঝল মঝন িয়? র্ারা হক আপনার সমসযাগুহল বুেঝর্ পাঝর বা আপনাঝক সটিক 
প্রহশক্ষে হদঝর্ পাঝর? 

• How do you evaluate your skill on maternal health, newborn baby, and proper cooking methods? 
Is it improving day by day? Do you need more training on the mentioned topics? What type of 
training do you need? আপহন মারৃ্স্বাস্থয, নবজার্ক হশশু এবং সটিক রান্নার পদ্ধহর্ সম্পঝকত 
আপনার দক্ষর্াঝক কীর্াঝব মূলযায়ন করঝবন? এটট হক হদন হদন উন্নহর্ িঝি? আপনার হক 
উহিহের্ হবষয়গুহল সম্পঝকত আরও প্রহশক্ষঝের প্রঝয়াজন? আপনার পকান ধরঝের প্রহশক্ষঝের 
দরকার? 

 
Do you have any suggestions that can improve the implementation of the project? Please tell me in 

details. আপনার হক এমন পকানও পরামশ ত রঝয়ঝে যা প্রকল্পটটর বাস্তবায়নঝক আরও উন্নর্ করঝর্ পাঝর? 

দয়া কঝর আমাঝক হবস্তাহরর্ বলুন। 

 
End the interview by thanking respondent for his/her valuable time and responses.  

মূলযবান সময় এবং মতামত কদয়ার িনয উত্তরদাতায়ক ধনযবাদ মদয়য় সাক্ষাৎকার কশষ করুন। 
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 KII Guide for Majhi  

Org–Quest Research Limited 
DH Tower, Level-7 (Suit-701) 

6 Panthapath, Dhaka-1215 
Phone: 55013481-84 

 
KII Guide for Majhi 

 
 
Note to the Moderator মডায়রিয়রর িিয সিাি 

• Please be more than humble with the person you are interviewing আপহন পয বযশ্চির সাক্ষার্্কার 
হনঝিন র্ার সাঝথ দয়া কঝর নম্র আ রে করঝবন।  

• Make sure any of your behavior or question doesn't offend him/her or put him/her in a 
uncomfortable situation পেয়াল রােঝবন পয আপনার পকাঝনা আ রে বা প্রশ্ন র্াঝক আঘার্ না 
কঝর বা অস্বশ্চস্তকর পহরহস্থহর্ঝর্ না পফঝল। 

• Give time to make the person comfortable and ask if he needs more time before starting the 
discussion উত্তরদার্াঝক সিজ িওয়ার জনয সময় হদন এবং আঝলা না শুরু করার আঝগ র্ার 
আরও সময় প্রঝয়াজন হকনা র্া শ্চজজ্ঞাসা করুন। 

• Please frame your questions depending on the type of skill the person has দয়া কঝর উত্তরদার্ার 
দক্ষর্ার ধরন অনুযায়ী প্রশ্ন করুন।  

 
 

Introduction ভূখমক্া/পখরখিখত 
 
Assalamu Alaikum. My name is ________. I have come from a research firm named Org-Quest Research 
Limited. We conduct research on various social and business related topics as well as on different products 
and services. Currently we are conducting a survey on protective environment for women and children 
among Rohingya communities in Cox’s Bazar. 
 
First of all, I would like to thank you for agreeing to be interviewed. We would like to ask you a few 
questions about protective environment for women and children in your camp.  
 
Your comments and opinions will remain confidential and will only be used for this research, not for any 
other purpose. Our conversation should take about 60 minutes to complete. With your permission I want to 
record our conversation on tape. Do you have any questions before we begin? 
 

আসসালামুয়ালাইকুম, আমার নাম _______________। আমম ঢাকায় অবমিত “ওআরজি-ককায়য়স্ট মরসার্চ 
মলমময়েড” নামক একটে গয়বষণা সংিা কেয়ক এয়সমি। আমরা মবমিন্ন সামাজিক ও বযবসা সম্পমকচত 
মবষয়য় এবং পণয ও কসবা মনয়য় গয়বষণা িমরপ পমরর্ালনা কয়র োমক। বতচমায়ন আমরা কক্সবািার কিলায় 
করামিঙ্গা শরণােীয়দর মাঝে মহিলা এবং হশশুঝদর জনয সুরক্ষামূলক পহরঝবশ সম্পমকচত একটে গয়বষণা 
িমরপ পমরর্ালনা করমি। 
 
প্রেয়মই, সাক্ষাৎকার মদয়ত রািী িওয়ার িনয আমম আপনায়ক ধনযবাদ িানায়ত র্াই।  আপনায়দর কযাম্প 
এর মহিলা এবং হশশুঝদর জনয সুরক্ষামূলক পহরঝবশ সম্পয়কচ আমম আপনার কাি কেয়ক িানয়ত র্াইয়বা। 
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আপনার কদয়া সমস্ত মন্তবয এবং মতাময়তর কগাপনীয়তা রক্ষা করা িয়ব িয়ব এবং শুধুমাত্র গয়বষণার 
কায়ি বযবিার করা িয়ব, অনয ককায়না উয়েয়শয বযবিার করা িয়ব না। আমায়দর এই আয়লার্নাটে কশষ 
করয়ত আনুমামনক ৬০ মমমনে সময় লাগয়ব। আপনার অনুমমত মনয়য় আমায়দর আয়লার্নাটে করকডচ 
করয়ত র্াই। শুরু করার আয়গ আপমন মক আমার কাি কেয়ক আর মকিু িানয়ত র্ান? 
 

• As a majhi what are your responsibilities regarding health and nutrition related activities or 
program? Please tell the details.  একজন মাশ্চে হিসাঝব আপনাঝক স্বাস্থয ও পুটষ্ট সম্পহকতর্ 
কায তিম বা প্রকঝল্পর পক্ষঝে আপানাঝক কী কী দাহয়ত্ব পালন করঝর্ িয়? দয়া কঝর হবস্তাহরর্ 
বলুন। 

• There is a health post implemented by Save the Children  in your camp, please tell us more about 
the project. আপনার কযাঝম্প পসর্ হদ হ লঝেন োরা একটট পিলথ পপাস্ট পহর াহলর্ িঝি, 
প্রকল্পটটর বযাপাঝর হবস্তাহরর্ বলঝবন হক।  

• What are the common problems for the residents of this camp related to health and nutrition? 
What are the mental health problems do you see among the residents of the camp? How the 
health post is addressing the problems Please tell the details. আপনার জানা মঝর্ এই কযাঝম্পর 
অহধবাসীঝদর স্বাস্থয ও পুটষ্ট সম্পহকতর্ সাধারের্ কী কী সমসযা পদো যায়?  কযাঝম্পর অহধবাসীঝদর 
মঝধয আপহন কী মানহসক স্বাস্থয সমসযাগুহল পদেঝর্ পাঝিন?  দয়া কঝর হবস্তাহরর্ বলুন। 

• When was the health post constructed in this camp? Before the construction of the health post, 
where did the community people in this camp visit to take medical support and service? এই 
কযাঝম্প পিলথ পপাস্টটট কঝব হনহম তর্ িয়? পিলথ পপাস্টটট হনম তাঝের আঝগ এই কযাম্প এর পলাঝকরা 
হ হকর্্সা সিায়র্া এবং পসবা হনঝর্ পকাথায় পযর্?  

• Does the health post have sufficient facility to provide the basic health services to the people in 
the camp? Does the  health post have required equipment and technician for diagnostic service? If 
diagnostic service is not available, where do the people from the camp go? কযাম্প এর পলাকঝদর 
প্রাথহমক স্বাস্থযঝসবা পদওয়ার জনয পিলথ পপাঝস্টর হক পয তাপ্ত সহুবধা রঝয়ঝে? পিলথ পপাঝস্ট পরাগ 
হনে তয় এর জনয প্রঝয়াজনীয় যন্ত্রপাহর্ এবং দক্ষ পলাকবল আঝে হক?? যহদ পকানও পরাগ হনে তয় 
প্রঝয়াজন িয় র্ঝব কযাম্প এর পলাঝকরা পকাথায় যায়? 
 
 

IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE APPROPRIATE AND RELEVENT? 
মািনবে োড়া নে যথাযথ এবং প্রােনিে? 

 
• Do you think the project was relevant to needs of the project beneficiaries? Why do you think so? 

What could have been done to design the project more relevant to the needs of the project 
beneficiaries? আপহন হক মঝন কঝরন পয প্রকল্পটট প্রকঝল্পর সুহবধাঝর্াগীঝদর প্রঝয়াজঝনর সাঝথ 
সম্পহকতর্ হেল? আপহন পকন এমনটট মঝন করঝেন? প্রকল্পটট প্রকঝল্পর সুহবধাঝর্াগীঝদর প্রঝয়াজন 
পমটানর জনয আর কী করা পযর্? 

• As per the project document, the health post provide service for Child health, sexual reproductive 
health, maternal health or other basic health services. Do you think the services are sufficient for 
the people of your community? প্রকঝল্পর নহথ অনুসাঝর, পিলথ পপাস্ট পথঝক হশশুঝদর স্বাস্থয, পযৌন ও 
প্রজনন স্বাস্থয, মারৃ্স্বাস্থয বা অনযানয প্রাথহমক স্বাস্থযঝসবা সরবরাি কঝর। আপহন হক মঝন কঝরন 
পয পহরঝষবাগুহল আপনার এলাকার মানুঝষর জনয যঝথষ্ট? 

• Does the health post provide medicines for the patient. If yes, who bear the cost for the 
medicines? Is the supply of medicine sufficient considering the number of patient visit the health 
post? Do you receive sufficient medical supplies (e.g. vaccine, test kit) for the camp on a timely 
manner? পিলথ পপাস্ট পরাগীর জনয ওষুধ সরবরাি কঝর হক? যহদ িযা াঁ, র্ঝব ওষুঝধর বযয় পক বিন 
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কঝর? স্বাস্থয পপাঝস্ট পরাগীর সংেযা হবঝব না কঝর হক ওষুঝধর সরবরাি যঝথষ্ট? আপনারা হক 
সময়মঝর্া কযাঝম্পর জনয পয তাপ্ত হ হকর্্সা সরবরাি (পযমন: র্যাকহসন, পটস্ট হকট) পান? 

• What type of psychological supports are being provided from this health post? Do you think, the 
psychological supports are being provided, is appropriate for them? Why do you think so? এই 
পিলথ পপাস্ট পথঝক পকান ধরঝের মানহসক স্বাস্থয পসবা বা সিায়র্া পদয়া িঝি? আপহন হক মঝন 
কঝরন, পয ধরঝের মানহসক স্বাস্থয পসবা বা পদয়া িঝি, র্াঝদর জনয উপযুি? পকন আপহন এমন 
মঝন কঝরন? 

• Was the service delivery from the health post interrupted  due to COVID-19 outbreak? Was there 
any change made due to the COVID-19 outbreak? What were the changes? Was it easy to operate 
the health post during COVID-19 outbreak maintaining social distancing? Did the health post 
continue providing health service to the beneficiaries post COVID-19 outbreak? পকাহর্ড-19 বা 
কঝরানার্াইরাঝসর প্রাদুর্তাঝবর কারঝে পিলথ পপাস্ট পথঝক পসবা প্রদান বযাির্ িঝয়হেল হক? 
পকাহর্ড-19 বা কঝরানার্াইরাঝসর প্রাদুর্তাঝবর কারঝে হক পকাঝনা পহরবর্তন করা িঝয়হেল? কী কী 
পহরবর্তন করা িঝয়হেল? এটট সামহগ্রক প্রকঝল্প কীর্াঝব প্রর্াব পফঝলহেল?  COVID-19 প্রাদুর্তাঝবর 
সময় সামাশ্চজক দরূত্ব বজায় পরঝে স্বাস্থয পসবা প্রদান করা হক সিজ হেল? পিলথ পপাস্ট হক 
COVID-19 প্রাদুর্তাব এর পঝর সুহবধাঝর্াগীঝদর প্রঝয়াজন অনুযায়ী স্বাস্থয পসবা কায তিম  াহলঝয় 
পগঝেন? 

 
IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE EFFECTIVE AND TIMELY?  
মািনবে োড়া োয ভের এবং েময়োপয়যাগী?  
• Have you noticed any visible changes in terms of  awareness on different health related topics 

among the beneficiaries or any improvement on overall health facility in the camp? Do you think 
the mortality rate of mother and child, complexity during or after delivery has reduced due to the 
implementation of the project? Please explain in details. স্বাস্থয সম্পহকতর্ সঝ র্নর্া বর্হর বা স্বাস্থয 
পসবার উন্নহর্র পক্ষঝে আপহন হক পকানও দৃশযমান পহরবর্তন লক্ষয কঝরঝেন? আপহন কী মঝন 
কঝরন প্রকল্পটট বাস্তবায়ঝনর ফঝল নারী ও হশশু মরুৃ্যর িার বা গর্তকালীন, প্রসবকালীন ও প্রসব 
পরবর্ী জটটলর্া আঝগর পথঝক হ্রাস পপঝয়ঝে? হবস্তাহরর্ বযােযা করুন। 

ARE COMPLAINTS WELCOME AND ADDRESSED?  
অনর্য়যাগ নে সিো হে এবং েমাধাি েরা হে? 
 

• Did they share any complaints or observation during the implementation of the project? 
What are those complaints or observations? Can you give some example? Was the 
complaints or observations addressed properly? How was those addressed or why those 
were not addressed? প্রকল্পটট বাস্তবায়ঝনর সময় সুহবধাঝর্াগীঝদর পকাঝনা অহর্ঝযাগ বা 
পয তঝবক্ষে হেল হক? কী  ধরঝের অহর্ঝযাগ বা পয তঝবক্ষে হেল? আপহন হক হকেু অহর্ঝযাগ 
বা পয তঝবক্ষে এর কথা বলঝর্ পাঝরন? অহর্ঝযাগ বা পয তঝবক্ষে হক সটিকর্াঝব সমাধান করা 
িঝয়হেল? পসগুঝলা কীর্াঝব সমাধান করা িঝয়হেল বা পসগুঝলা পকন সমাধান করা িয়হন? 
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IS HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE COORDINATED AND COMPLEMENTARY? 
 মািনবে োড়া নে েমনিে এবং পনরপূরে? 

 
• Did you provide any feedback on the project? How was the feedback addressed? আপনারা 

হক প্রকল্পটট সম্পঝকত বাস্তবায়নকারী প্রহর্ষ্ঠানঝক পকান হফডবযাক বা মর্ামর্ হদঝয়হেঝলন? 
আপনার পদওয়া হফডবযাক কীর্াঝব কাঝজ লাগাঝনা িঝয়হেল? 

• Is there any other NGOs implementing similar project in your project area (camp)? If yes, 
how did this project coordinate and complement its interventions with others? আপনাঝদর 
প্রকল্প এলাকায় (কযাম্প) হক অনয পকাঝনা এনশ্চজও একই রকম প্রকল্প বাস্তবায়ন করঝে? 
যহদ িযা াঁ িয়, র্ািঝল কীর্াঝব এই প্রকল্প অনযঝদর সাঝথ এটার সমন্বয়ক এবং পহরপূরক 
কঝরহেঝলন? 

 
Do you have any suggestions that can improve the implementation of the project? Please tell 

me in details. আপনার হক এমন পকানও পরামশ ত রঝয়ঝে যা প্রকল্পটটর বাস্তবায়নঝক আরও উন্নর্ 

করঝর্ পাঝর? দয়া কঝর আমাঝক হবস্তাহরর্ বলুন। 

 
End the interview by thanking respondent for his/her valuable time and responses.  

মূলযবান সময় এবং মতামত কদয়ার িনয উত্তরদাতায়ক ধনযবাদ মদয়য় সাক্ষাৎকার কশষ করুন। 
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Appendix 3:  Evaluation Photos  
 
 

 
Training Session for Enumerators are in progress  

 
Enumerators are washing their hands with soap before entering into the 
training venue  
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Enumerators are conducting the Survey  

 
Enumerators are conducting the Survey 

 
 
 


